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Seat-belt bill could cut insurance rates

Airplanes evacuated safely
under ideal circumstances
ASI II N( ;1't IN
l'1 - Steven Vincent and other flight atten
(Janis rehearsed for three days for the emergency evacuation
they knew would come. When it did, 231 people poured from a
Boeing 757 jetliner in 52.9 seconds.
But it was only a test - the kind flight attendants. air safety experts and some members of Congress complain has little
resemblance to a reat accident These critics say the tests:may
give the traveling public a false impression about their chances
of escape.
Federal .regulations require that all jetliners pass an evacuation test to show that a planeful of passengers can be emptied in
90 seconds. Such tests determine how many seats'a plane may
have in relation to the number of exits.
Hut critics question whether such tests resemble _a real
emergency
situation closely enough. In the case of the Boeing 757
ar.
test last fall. Vincent says, there was no smoke, no fire, no fear of
death There were no ps'.ople over-60 years of age nor were there
children Most pl ths. passengers were Boeing employees.
And the slight attendants knew where to expect every bottleneck because of the training of the previous three
was like training Olympic flight attendants,"
days.'It
Vincent
in a recent interview.

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Opponents of legislation that
would require Kentucky
motorists to use seat belts say
such a bill would embroil the
General Assembly in bitter
debate over constitutional
freedoms.
But there appears to be some
sentiment for a seat-belt law if it
is coupled with legislation to
lower autonrile insurance
rates.
Rep. Dan Seum,. D-Louisville,
raised the prospect of an "

insurance-rate measure during
Tuesday's meeting of the interim joint Transportation
Committee.
"This thing, in my opinion, is
horrendous," Scum said of a
seat-belt law. If it caused a
decline in traffic deaths and injuries, insurance companies
would enjoy a windfall, -Scum
said. He added that he would be
armed with insurance-related
amendments if a seat-belt bill
was introduced in 1986:
Seri. Woody May, a Democrat

from West Liberty and cochairman of the joint committee, said he expects a seat-belt
bill would be introduced in the
1986 session. But he said he is
undecided on the issue.
The seat-belt debate in Kentucky is part of a national issue.
. The federal government has
ordered all new cars, beginning
Sept. 1, 1989, to be equipped with
"automatic crash protection"
devices, such as air bags, unless
states representing two-thirds of
the U.S. population enact seat-

belt laws by April 1, 19m9
Jim Roberts. an aide to the
committee, told legislators that
carmakers• favor r !iactni-nt ot
state seat-belt 1.iss
sparing
them the exper.-e ot installing
additional restraints and shif
ting the safety responsibility to
consumers.
But. -if enough states say no
to the federal demand I for state
laws., the decision will be
shifted back" to Washington,
Roberts said.

Am/

wt'-have complied with the FAA•requirements."
, Boeing spokesman Jack 'Gamble says. -They are the certifying
a ut hr ally We comply with theirrequirements."
The federal_ regulations have no prohibition as to whether
cniployees ot the manufacturer may participate:although no
passenger may he rehearsed tor the evacuation. The regulations
requirc a certain percentage of elderly and children. but FAA or
ficia Is said that requirement often is waived because of concerns
that oldez people and children might be injured.
•. An evacuation. in fact. can be dangerous. even if there is no
emergenr y Ten passengers aboard an Anierican Airlines IJC-11
were hospitalized following an ocacuation of 177 passengers and
13 crew member's Tuesday in Abilene. Texas, when a warning
light erronernist an engine _fire. ,
Rep James I. ()borstal.% I/- Minn.. whose }louse inVestigations
sabcommittee oversces FAA activity argues that changes in Um
FAA's handling of evacuation requirements are long overdue.
• We ve got ... no uniformity. just sort of a haphazard approach
to I ev.o i,iti,in nule making anti safety, and lives of people are at
stake, • ()berstar complained.
The ranking Repuhican on the subcommittee, Rep. Newt
Gingro•h of Georgia. calls the approach taken by the FAA and industry on evacuation as()list totally out of touch with the real
world.'
In a letter to Oberstar, FAA Administrator Donald Engen promised a "rigorous reassessment" of the evacuation regulations
and the FAA's enforcement ot them. The agency is holding four
.days of hearings in Seattle this week on the subject,
The controversy over the adequacy of -federal enforcement ot
evacuation requirements.. as well as the rules themselves, has
been simmering for months - ever since the FAA granted permission to the Boeing Co. to eliminate two of In tr)iit doors on its
_747 jumbo jet.-Some foreign airlines already have sealed off thsdoors, but
S carriers have not because of the public uproar
over the proposcd reduction in plane exits.

Elsewhere

•••
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JOH.AN Us/11 IU. smith .-tfrica - Students rioted around
Cape Town on the lust anniversary.of.rent protests that began a
year of anti-apartheid violence. The' black miners' union
suspends.a two-day strike after a mine fires 5.000 workers.
BEIRUT. Lebanon —7 Lebanon has no official war artist to
chronicle its 1() years of suffering. But it has Nabil Kaddouh. the
poster king, whose graphic paintings of the guerrilla war against
Israel have made him one of Lebanon's most popular artists.
GULFPORT. Miss. - Gulf Cnast residents lined up for ice.
electric generators and gasoline go fuel their efforts to rebuild
-homes and businesses that suffered from the wrath of Hurricane
Elena, blamed for an estimated $350 million in insured losses
from Florida to Louisiana.
11.41HUSGT0.1 - ‘Villcongress act as tough in September as
it talked in ,Jul' about punishing foreign countries who refuse to
open their mililliets to U.S. trade? The answer should be clear
soon enough with the House convening today and the Senate next
week.
%Eli -1111t.
- Kisvanis International has filed a federal
court suit seeking to ensure that "Kiwanis" remains synonymous
with "no women" by stripping a chapter of its name for"inviting a
woman to join.
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CLOUDY
Partly cloudy and warm
tonight with a 30 percent
chance of-showers and lows in
te lQwer 70s. Southerly
iiinds at 5 to 10 mph.
Continued continued hot
and humid Thursday with a 40
percent chance of thunders/low:pm_ witk highs in the
Lower 90s and southerly winds
at 5 to 10 mph.
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Mr. Sandman
Bob Schultz sandblasts the west side of the-Pogue Libra ry.on the
Murray State University campus. Wednesday morning. Schultz.
and Mid-Continental Restoration of Murfreesboro. Tenn., are on

Investigation
underway in
possible theft
at Y-12 plant
in Tennessee

.

Matt photo tr, Da.1.11 Tuck

campus for 3-1 .weeks to clean the concrete trim on the library.
the old fine arts building and Lovett Auditorium. '

OAK RIDGE, Tenn. LAP laboratory," said -Jim AlexAn investigation is continuing
ander, DOE spokesman for Oak
into the possible theft of nuclear
Ridge operations.
materials from the Energy
A security sweep was proDepartment's Y-12 nuclear
mpted Tuesday when an alarm
weapons plant. but so far it apsounded in a sampling
pears nothing was stolen, a
laboratory that houses "special
spokesman says.
nuclear material," said Carol
"Preliminary information
Knapp-Ayers, a Department of
developed as a part of the in- " Energy information officer.
vestigation thus far gives no in
About 800'workers at the plant
dicatibn that any materials are were Stopped as they came in
missing from the sampling and left the plant Tuesday, she

said.
The FBI has been notified of
the incident and will assist in the
investigation. Ms. Knapp-Ayers
said. FBI nOtification. is standard procedure whenever a
security alarm goes off in the
plant. She said,
"The alarm went off in a
truilding where special nuclear
materials and other valuable
materials are stored," Ms
Knapp-Ayers said.

MSU Faculty Senate taking care of business
Council on Higher Education to
approved" Harry Snyder. s'HE
By MELINDA WIGGINTOti - change& ittparking ticket penaldiscuss the CHE five-year
ty charges.
executive director replied ftat
Staff Writer
strategic plan' for _higher
Senators were pleased that
Members of Murray State
• it had to be presented to C;os
education.
Dr. Kaki Stroup. NISC president,
University Faculty Senate conMartha Layne Collins „re \I
had declined her 3 percent
"Thslre was no famal. written
vened at their first regular
month in order to gel 711,.r,,
offered
adjustment
her
position,
salary
agenda.
took
no,
'a
We
school
year.
meeting of the new
money
for higher ecinc.iti•
Henley
Board.
said she
by the
positive nonconfrontational apPresident Dick Usher said its
announced the decision during a
proach.' said Taylor. MSI' •Mission statements r the
purpose was to take care of
Board executive session.
COSF1. representative.
document were quest 14)01(1
routine business.
Concerns presented to the
John Taylor relayed details of
. *Most of the discussitin ss as
Melvin, Henley. faculty
('HE regarding their controverthe.''Au -2s meeting in Frankfort
representative to the university
between the Coalition of Senate
sial strategic plan were:
Board of Regents, reported that
(Cont'd on page 21
•Why the hurry to get the piarr
and,Faculty Leadership and the
the Board will -meet Sept. 7.
He explained the unaudited
financial report to be presented
for the last fiscal year. "which
sets forth budget items approved and changed." Total revenue
was approximately $5 million
m e than predicted. while expe ditures were $4.2 million in
of those projected, he
ex
said.
Salary rosters are to be
presented, he added, listing new
employees and terminations.
Other items on the Board's
agenda include their approval of
1985 graduates; Vice President
of Student Development Flank
Julian's leave of absence and interim replacement, Dave Cratz, ner; and John Thompson as
dean of the College of Business
and Public Affairs
Henley told the Senate that
employees will be affected by
---the-eletensien-of-emansefing--and—
tescing seMces to employees: •
.
si office box rates of $10
hiked po
and,..$15 tbr " small and large
boxes, biennial budget request
•:-of salary equity adjustments Of
. Mek- hi Henley, faculty repri•sentative to the Board of Regents. listened altentiveti• trdm the podium
an increased $1 million for fazul_
_
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! llarks tunes will live on
•

Composer of `Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer' and other Christmas songs dies
NEW YORK (AP) - Johnny
Marks, who delighted generations with such Christmas songs
as "Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer," has died at the age of
75.
Marks, who died Tueiday at
New York Hospital, had been
suffering from a lingering illness but continued sohgtvriting
until recently, said his publicist,
Marvin Drager, Neither Drager
nor the hospital would say what
the illness was.
Marks wrote about 900 songs
in a career that began in 1935,
and once recalled that he first
wrote "Rudolph" after reading
N 111 s %LEs PLAN ED - Members of the 11urray lions Club will participate in the annual fundraising project ot selling candy for Kentucky Lions on Friday and Saturday.. Sept. 6 and 7. This 16th
"Candy Day •• sales. proclaimed here by Judge Executive George %eaks and Mayor Holmes Ellis, will
he for the benefit of sight conservation and other club activities in each community such as eye glasses,
%t' surgery. glaucoma clinics. vision screening, etc. During the past year the Nlurray club purchased
. ey e glasses for 34 patients; research help giv e sight in one eye to a Madisonville 12-year-old girl that
u as blind at birth: the 1 niversity of Kentucky eye clinic saw 71 patients and did 37 eye transplants; the
ni% ersity of Louisville eye clinic saw 169 patients and did 37 eye transplants. Murray Lions Club
members u ill be at various locations on Friday and saturday selling candy. Pictured. from left. Lion
11%-i. I_ -June's. Mayor Ellis. Liod Richard Tucker. Judge Executive- Vleaks and Lion Hoyce Wrather,
candy day chairman.
(
studio

Housing Corp. to fund program
for energy efficient homes in state
FR.\ NKFORT,. Ky.
AP Tht Kentucky Housing...Corp
will proVide $525,000 to 24 agencies across -the state for insulation and other materials' and
programs to make homes more
energy efficient
According to a news release
Tuesday. the -money. will be
distributed by local agencies or
city and county governments -to
low-income, elderly
homeowners. The grants will be
for a maximum of $3,000.
The money will be distributed
to the following agencies:
-Barbourville Urban
Renewal. $7-.500.
-Federation of Appalachian
!lousing Enterprises Inc..
!Harlan, Letcher, Knott. Leslie.
Perry, Rowan, Bath, Carter,
Elliott, Clay. Jackson and Lewis

el', for L

•

-Montgomery County, $7,500.
.Manchester, $7,500.
-1.14LP. Community Action
Council. iLetcher, Knott, Leslie
and Perry counties P. $25,000.
-Appalachian Foothills Housing Agency Inc., (Boyd.
Greenup. Carter, Elliott and
Lawrence counties). $25,000-Community Action of
Lexington-Fayetto-County me.; (Harrison. Bourbon and
Nicholas counties), $20,000.
-Urban, Shelter Associates,
Louisville). $40,000.
-City of Bellevue, $15,000.
-City of Hopkinsville, $30,000.
-City of Owensboro. $25.000.
-City of Ludlow, $10,000...
-City of Covington. $70,000.
-City of Louisville, $40,000.
-City of Ashland. $35,000.
-Jefferson County, $40,000.

counties i,$25.000
Corp. (Crittenden. Lyon, Livingston, Hopkins, Caldwell,
Trigg. Christian. Todd and
Muhlenberg counties $10,000
:
-Kentucky River Foothills
Development Council. (Clark,
Estill, Madison and Powell
counties ). $27.000.
HousingandRedevelopment Auth-ority,
$7,500.
-City of Hickman, $7,500.
-City of _Burkesville. $7,500.
-Green River Housing Corp.
Livermore,i. $7,500. !_
_ -West Kentucky Allied Services, (Ballard. Calloway, Carlisle. Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Marshall and McCracken counties $28.000.
-City of Horse Cave. $7.500

a children's book( about me
sleigh-pulling reindeer in 1947.
"That song was easily one of
the worst songs ever written,"
the songwriter said of his first
draft. "Then, about a year later,
I Wits walking down the street
when a new melody came to me.
It's the only time that ever hap-.
pened, and I,have to admit, it's a
great melody."
"Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer, which was first
recorded by Gene Autry and
released in 1949, was recorded
more than 500 times and became
one of the best-selling Christmas
jingles ever.
Marks' other Christmas sunog

for healthy persons, 65 and
older, or younger persons who
have heart disease, respiratory
disease, renal disease, diabetes
or compromised . immune
systems, Erwin added.

and students aroused "a lot of
discussion. I think we were
heard.''
•COr6 curriculum brought up
(Cont'd from page 1)
concerns about the negative imaround the Centers for Expact of bright students who go to
cellence," Taylor said. Rivalry
other states to school and never
and tiers of compensation were
come back. Former Gov. Bert
problems noted by COSFL
Combs; Louisville, is pushing
members.
bette-r scholarship programs,
In - the same area, degree
Taylor reported.
counting criteria and program
•Non-traditional students and
cutting worry faculty. "Snyder
their increasing numbers was
said that that was only one area
anotlier topic. .CHE staff
of the plan. that there are other
members said that the Kentucky
options
Educational.Television netwoik
•Low morale Of both faculty
may be one vehicle for meeting
their needs, but stressed that
Notice
they realized there are problems
Calloway County school board
with that idea - it is only one
members will hold a special
vehicle being considered.
meeting at 5:30 p.m. on Sept. 5
Taylor said that another
at their board of edueation
meeting is scheduled on Sept. 21,
but h-Ois unsure of the agenda.
building.
Agenda items listed are
Frank Elwell, interim chair of
meeting date and time, personthe academic policies commitnel. request for revision of facilitee, said his committee plans to
ty survey and salary schedule
address five areas: university
for certified personnel.
dishonesty policy, number of

hours required for majors,
reports on academic advising
and teacher evaluation, duplication of courses ou campus and
the CHE proposal.
Senate members elected Dr.
David Owen. Department of
Chemistry as senate representative to the academic council.
They also named John Taylor,
Robert Daniel and Howard Giles
as the three senate-at-large
representaives to the senate's
executive committee.

"Over 600 persons received
the vaccine in the first clinic last

Faculty senate...
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Clarification
An updated version ,of an
earlier report from the Kentucky State Police says that
Robert Satterwhite.- 17, Alnico,
was not riding in the car with
Tammy Ramsey, 22, Murray, at
the time of a three-car accident
early Saturday morning on U.S.
641 eight miles south of Murray.
In the corrected State Police
report, Satterwhite was riding in
the car with Roger Tucker. 18.
Almo at thetime of the accident.
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•Reg. 5.76

•'.
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r king last

For information
center at 753-3381.
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Marks was born in Mount fernon, N.Y., and lived • more
recently in a 140-year-old house
In Greenwich Village.
He is survived by two sons,
Michael and David, and a
daughter, Laura,

Friday, and we still have plenty
of vaccine for a second clinic,"
said Jim Erwin, administrator
of the center.
A donation of $2 is-requested to
help cover the cost of vaccine
and to allow- this service to be
continued in the future.
The vaccine is reeommPrich.d

A Jecond Influenza Vaccine
Clinic will be Friday. Sept. 6,
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center,
located at North Seventh and
Olive Streets.

Mao Soils for Less • Wal-Mart Sells tor Less • Wal-Mart Sells tor Less • Wal-Mart
se.is for ,_ess • w
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included "Have a Holly Jolly
Christmas." "I Heard the Bells
of Christmas Day" and "Rocking Around the Christmas
Tree."
I
He also had success With nonChristmas songs, including
"-Everything I've Always
Wanted," which reached the
country charts in a rendition by
Porter Waggoner.
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PERSPECTIVE
Moving BVC operating
authority irrational

P.AGE :i•
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royko says

by mike royko

,

L

Bum rap for the Big Apple

•A gap seems evident in the raYet one requirement in the.
tionale that led the Kentucky
animal health technology curCouncil on Higher Education
riculum calls for a semester in
(CHE I to propose that operating
residence at the BVC, with
authority for the Breathitt
classes-taught by BVC staff. We
Veterinary Center (13VC) in
hate to think that years of plannHopkinsville be transferred
ing and cooperation and the
There's no place in America
from Murray State University to, sizabir renovation expenditure
that's rapped by outsiders as
the University of Kentucky.
may have built nothing but a
much as New York City.
Admittedly, our times call for
flimsy house of cards.
Just mention 4ew York. and
the kind of self-examination and
Murray State and the BVC are
even those rustics who. have
accountability in higher educacooperating in other ways. For
never been there will talk about
tion, collectively and by ininstance, statisticians in the
its crime, noise, traffic, slums,
dividual institutions, that causDepartment of Mathematics
subways, high prices and the
ed the CHE to draft a Strategic
assist with the design and subseabrasiveness of the people.
Plan for Higher Education. We
quent evaluation of veterinary
But the reaction of New
have no quarrel with that.
research projects. And arYorkers to criticism is unique.
However, we find ourselves in
rangements have been made by
Write something critical about
agreement with Dr. Kala M.
almost any other part of the
the BVC with the Department of
Stroup, Murray State president,
Chemistry to share the use of a
country — the smallest hick
that "mere mention of UK's
mass spectrophotometer for
town or an entire state — and the
land-grant mission is not a valid
both diagnostic work and apnatives will shriek. They will
justification for the transfer."
plied research.
write angry letters. Local
Since the BVC became afnewspapers will howl in
Effective working relationfiliated with Murray State in
editorials and columns. Politiships have also been forged by
1978 and expanded its function to
cians will demand apologies.
through the years with
BVC
the
four'dimensions — diagnostics,
New Yorkers shrug it off. Jimother academic disciplines, the
instruction, research and field
my Breslin, the city's greatest/
farm and key administrative
service — it has become known
columnist, once explained their
units on the campus.
across the country,for its efficool reaction:
Geographic reality is another
ciency and innovation. In fact.
"Yeah, if somebody writes
factor that seems hardly to have
the facility -has served as a
sump'n about New Yawk, we
been considered in what was
model for animal diagnostic
just point to it and say: 'See?
termed a "first draft" proposal
laboratories in other states.
Even dey know what it's like
by the CHE chairman at the
In the past seven years, conlieah!"
hearing on the MSU campus
siderable thought and effort
But New Yorkers shouldn't
Aug. 19.
have gone into devising ways to
have to put up with the crabby
. Murray State is a regional
integrate Murray State
whinings of a star professional
university and the BVC is a
resources into BVC activities
tennis player named Kevin Curfacility committed to regional
and vice versa. The results have
ren, who was all over the netagricultural • service. Effective
been significant. '
'
•
work news this week.
response to needs and problems
So well has the relationship
Curren. a native of South
in our area, particularly -conworked and the initiatives of
sidering the differences in
Murray State and the BVc comagricultural management and
plemented each other that it was
production. practices between
but three years ago that a $2
West and Central Kentucky,
million renovation and expanseems far more logical and likesion virtually doubled the size of
ly under the Murray. State-BVC
the center and substantially
affiliation.
enhanced its capability for servA 30-member Citizens Ading the needs of area animal
visory Council has been an inowners and veterinarians.
tegral part of identifying and adPerhaps the ultimate irony if
dressing such needs and prothe BVC transfer is effected is
blems. Its members have both
the uncertain fate of the animal
sensitivity and .knowledge that
health technology program in
cannot be imparted from long
the Department of Agriculture
distance.
at Murray State. Created to
In the final analysis, two quesmake fuller use of the instructional and research potential of.. tions would seem to us to form
the- crux of the transfer iggile:
The -BVC- arid—to- Meet udent
Would it result in greater public
demands, that program, which
service
to West Kentucky?
is the only four-year offering of
Would it assure a substantial
its kind in Kentucky, is ready for
savings in dollars?
full accreditation.
A $425.000 renovation of CarAs we see it, the answer to
man Pavilion on College Farr
both of these questions comes up
Road has transformed that
no. Therefore, we urge the CHE
structure into the new home for
to reconsider what we believe
the program, which is undergohas been a premature judgment
and to leave in place the affiliaing accreditation review by the
American, Veterinary Medical
tion of the BVC with Murray
Association.
State. It has worked very well

•GIRAIWITr

Africa who recently became a
U.S. citizen in order to make
money, was thumped in a firstround match in the U.S. Open.
He went before the TV
cameras to explain his surprising- loss. Was it his serve. bis
backhand, _ his forehand, his
sweatband? Could it have been
that his opponent just played
better?
No. The citY of New York did it
to him.
"I hate the city, the environment and Flushing Meadow.
There is noise, the people in the
grandstand are never seated,
and it takes an hour and a half in
traffic to get here. ... Theye
should drop an A-bomb on the
place."
Let us examine his complaint.
Every day, hundreds of
thousands of New Yorkers crawl
for an hour through miserable
traffic in order to get to their
jobs. Not just New Yorkers, but
people in every big. congested
American city.
They finally arrive and they
perform surgery, wait on tables,
ride in squad cars, work on
assembly lines, cut somebody's
hair, sweep floors. program

re
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• BODY WAVE
No appointment necessary.

I
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borough of Queens.
- If it's that miserable playing a
few sets of tennis there, what thehell does he think it's like to live
there?
And he was getting paid for it.
Why, in New York. sonic people'
buck and hour and a half of traffic in order to pay for the
privilege of playing an hour of
tennis
•
He groaned that the spec tators moved about the stands
What the heck, every night in
New York. some people'awaken
to see strangers moving about
their apartments •
I might have sympathy if he
had been mugged in front of his
hotel, heisted by an oily-palmed
maitre
chased through Cen- tral Park by'a needy youth, bit:
ten by a fellow subway
passenger, or exposed to a
speech by Nfayor Koch.
But losing a tennis game" The
twit.
And it is unconscionaide of
him to say that the city of New
York should be nuked! Nobody
should ever say something like
that. Absolutely nobody
Except maybe a Cub fan who
remembers 1969

I

A

BACHEIP1k

No me EN ow lip

computers. case customers,
duck creditors, and do whatever
it takes to make a buck.
Sometimes the air coriditioaer
breaks down, the boss is mean,
the customer is rhde, the coffee
is bitter, the noise is deafening.
Their feet hurt, their hemorrhoids hurt, their heads hurt,
their backs hurt, and alter work
they are three-deep at the bar
for a fast 'one before they jump
back into traffic or on the bus or
subway or commuter train for
the long ride home.
And they do it every day for
weeks, months, years. For a
lifetime. And when it's finally
aver, they are loaded into the
hearse and the hearse immediately runs into • a traffic
jam.
• •
• But here we have a young
man, healthy and strong, earning upward of $300.000 a year for
prancing about in shorts and hitting a ball with a racquet, being
admired by lovely young things,
signing autographs, staying in.
the finest hotels, eating in the
most elegant of restaurant.
And he's moaning to the entire
country about the agonies -of
playing a tennis match in the

Reg.
$1
9
5
$27.50
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PADUCAH

MURRAY

442-4386

753-0542

2....608 Park Avenue

Olympic Plaza

Owned and Operated by Tom and Yvonne Key

The original family haircutlers.
SP.

looking back
Ten years ago
-Larry Bartlett, landscape architect at Murray State University, is pictured explaining plans
for Carlisle Cutchin Recreational Complex on campus to
members of Alumni Association's Carlisle Cutchin Memorial
Committee. This and a marker
.• in memory of the late coach and
athletic director will be
dedicated on Oct. 3 as part of
1975 homecoming program.
Miss LaRhea Miller, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Miller,
and Ricky Stewart, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Stewart, were
married at Salem Baptist
Church.

ried Aug. 21 at College Church (il
Christ.
Thirty years ago
Winifred Allison was elected
as chief of Murray Fire Department on Sept. 2 by Murray City
Council. He succeeds Flavil
Robertson who resigned to accept a position. with Mosier Safe
Co.
• I
Members of the Murray
Police Department made a raid
inside the city limits on Sept. 2
and obtained a large amount of
whiskey.
Recent births reported at
Murray' Hospital include a boy
to Staff Sgt. and Mrs. Solon Pat
Darnell„and a boy to Lt. and
Mrs. James L. Morrill.

Twenty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Chadwick of 1007 Main St.
was damaged by fire the night of
Sept. 2.
By Ken Wo
Dr. Frank Kodman. professor • Here are two well worn proof psychology at Murray State
verbs which you mig t find hanCollege, took office yesterday as
dy during the fall so 'al season:
president of Kentucky
There are two
des to
Psychological Association.
every question al if you
Miss VVaynette Doran,
want to be popul4jutke
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
both.
Wayne Doran, and William R.
Westerfield, son of Mrs. George
Some peoplethink they are
Theiss and the late W.R. Westergenerous because they give
field of Owensboro, were maraway free advice.
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We have everything to make your new home
more comfortable!
•Bath Towels
•Bath Accessories
*Sheets
•Bed Pillows
•Blankets
•Bedspreads

•Kitchen Towels
•Placemats
•Decorative Pillows
•Brass
•Much More

Come in when you begin your plans for a lifetime. A JCPenney
associate would love to share all the details and excitement. Best
of all receive a FREE GIFT just for registering. (No purchase
required.)

Penney.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
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MURRAY TODAY
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Mr. and Mrs. Euclid
Brown of Hardin will
celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Sept. 8.
Their children will
host.a reception in their honor from 2 to 4 p.m irb
the Fellowship Hall
the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
located east of Hardin
off Highway 80.
All friends and
relatives are invited-lto .
attend. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
Mr and Mrs. Brown
were married by ,L.E.
Trovillion on Sept. 6,
1-935. at Metropolis, ill.
Their attendants were
the late Paul Beale and
Mrs Margie Beale and
Mr and Mrs. Charles
York.
Mrs Brown is the
daughter of Mrs. Aggie
Culver and the late
Frank Hopkins
Mr Brown is the son
of the late John and Gertie -Brown - He Is -re-tired
from the Murray Division -of the Tappan Co.
, They nave one
daughter. Mrs
Anna
Gay of Hardin and two
sons. Glen Brown of
Lone Oak and Bobby
Brown of Murray.
-• Their six grandchildren are Lea - Ann
I,e H rown , Shari
Brandon. Mike Gay. Brown. Mickey Brown

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Overbey of Rt. 6. Murray. Celebrated their
25th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Aug.
7.
The couple Was
honored at a surprise
dinner given by their
children at the home of
Steve and Deborah
Grogan.
Several friends and
relatives attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Overbey
were married on Aug.
14, 1960, by Ray Grimmett at his home in
Fremont.
Mrs Overbey. the
former Judy Elkins, is
the daughter of Lestel
Elkins of Murray and
the late Pauline Elkins
Nicholas. She is the
stepdaughter of Mrs.
Mae Nell Elkins of
Murray.
Mr. Overbey is the son Overbey of Murray.
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
They have two

Mr.

Open houses Thursdaytier and Robertson Parent -Tea cher
urganrzation Of Murray Elementary Schools will
have an open house on Thursday. Sept. 5. for all
pai'ents and friends tu visit the school and their
child's teacher and classroom. Open house will
be from 6 to 7 p.m. at Robertson and from 7:30 to
•. 30 p.m. at Ca rter. Ail parents are encouraged
Ii' attend, a spokesman said.

and Monica Henry.
They have one great-

grandchild, Drew
Henry.

New babies and dismissals listed

Event at Brooks Chapel
•

The Murray-Calloway baby girl. Pine Point' Regina. Rt. 2, Box 238A,
County Hospital has'- Road, Paris. Tenn.:
Springville. Tenn.;
released the dismissals
Mrs. Kathy Jane IrBaby Boy Crouch.
for Monday. Sept. 2. No van and baby girl. Rt. 1, parents, Richard and
newborn admissions Box 70BB, Dexter;
Brenda. Rt. 5. Whisperwere listed.
Mitchell, Rt. 2, Box ing Pine. Paris. Tenn.:
Dismissals
83, Hazeif Mrs. Elsie
l'7y Boy Bennett.
Miss Sharon Key. 801 Bizzell. Hazel: Mrs. parents. Jeffrey
and
North 18th St., Murray: Sheila Lawrence, Rt. 1. Velva. Rt. I.
Sedalia.
Mrs. Sheila Carlisle, Rt. Hazel.
Dismissals
1. Box 105. Kirksey,
Mr* Kathleen Cowan.
Newborn adn-,issions It( 2. Buchanan, Tenn.:
Mrs. Lou Stahr and
baby boy,----Rt. -6. adid -dismfssals at Mrs M a Kt•ne..41a wcum
Murray-Calloway Coun
Mayfield:
125, Turnpike. Camden.
Mrs. Cyndi Smith and ty Hospital for Tuesday. Tenn
.John Townsley.
baby boy. 402 South Sept
3. have been 517 Waddell. t'Mon City.
Eighth St.. Murray; released as follows Tenn
Mrs. Janet Kreps and
Ntewborn admissions
Mrs Myoka Coles. Rt.
Baby Boy Evans
2, Buchanan.. Tenn.:
parents. Ronald .ind Mrs. Viola Joyce. FU 4,

Ed-

TOM HANKS
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CINE 1 & 2
s•

11•14,.
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Rats de trol

Cadiz; Terry Buckingham: Rt. 2. Hazel:
Lionel McKinney, Rt. 5.
Benton: •
Mrs. Eva Hooks. Rt.
2. Cadiz: Mrs. Mae
Goodwin. South -Side
Manor. Murray; Rube
White, Itt 3. Murray;
.Jean Green, 313 South
13th St., Murray:
Mrs. Mayne Thompso-4-.----405-----Wo-iiiil a w n .
Murray; Thomas
Russell. Rt 1. Almo '
Charlie 1,Villiams, 307
South Third St... Murray: Mrs. Ruby Imogene Nelson expired I
Itt. I. Hardin.

11111(11 ()I fiCC ('101) in

JAKARTA. Indonesia
rAP - Rats destroyed
nearly 1 percent of the
rice crop during the last
eight months. the
Agricultu re
Minist ry
-.
said today
, The ministry said rats
devastated almost 57
million acres of rice, up

from 44.5 million acres
they destroyed during
the first eight months of
1984.
The ministry did not
estimate the value of the
loss, but food crop director Gen. Suhedi said
earlier that rats caUsed
a $32 million loss, main-

Indonesia

ly to rice harvests, during the fiscal year.
About 80 percent of
the losses this year were
in western and central
Java. the Agriculture
Ministry said.
Authorities in several
districts have offered
rewards for killing rats.
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central c•ntior 753-3314
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and AIrs. fern - 01-crhey
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The Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church
%%Omen will sponsor a country ham breakfast on
Sunday, Sept. S. from 7 to 9 a.m. at the church.
Donations will be taken for the breakfast. The
public is invited to attend. a Spokesman said

1)arnall reunion Sunday
The annual Darnall Family Reunion will he
held Sunday. Sept. S. at the pavilion at Ktmlake
State Park A basket lunch will be served at about, 1 p.m

-Tennis play
, Friday The Frida
Country C

Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray
will play Friday. Sept. 6. at 9 a.m.
e
rt. Pairings arc as follows: Court
0
- Janic HOwe. A3obbie Weatherly. Gayle
Foster and Patsy Miller; Cowl Two - N'icki
Miller. Kathy Kopperuti. Martha .-thdrus and
Mai ilyn Adkins: Court Three - Mug Rigsby,
mice
Rouse.
nakt.„. and Ja me
Ryan:
court 1.-oor -- Norma Frank. .Annie Knight.
Cecelia lirock and Ma rilyniGermano.

Special course planned
The Paducah Association of Lite Underwriters
will sponsor a special class for life and health
beginning Monday. Sept. 9, at West Kentucky Vocationa 1 Schota. Paducah. The course will be
trout N a.in. to I pan. for eight days starting Monday. Registratain fee is S100 phis cost ot study
material. The prograrn has been approved by the
state Insuram'e I /epartment and will meet the
lo-hour requirement needed for certification to
take the Kentucky Life and Health Examination.
For more information call Malcolm D. Jones at
1-4 13-20131 or 1-443-535s.

• 1)anc
ing planned Fridall.
Square and round dancing will be at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink on Friday. Sept. 6. from 7:30
to 11 p.m Music will be presented by Ken-Tenn
Country Sound Band. This is open to all interested persons, a spokesman at the Rink said.
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Friday Night
Seafood Buffet
$1 195
Saturday Night
Country Buffet

Avirs 7i Go
VIDEO TAPE •
VCR RENTALS
Mon. Sat. II am 10 pm
Sun. 1 pm 10 pm

$795

chestnut at. 753-3314

Sunday Noon Buffet
Starting Friday
CLOSED
OR THE SEASON
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH
Murray Drive-In

RAMBO
irst Blood

S
S

Part II 0 Legend Of BIs lie
Jean
$5 00 A Car load

$795

I :lawn Renta. Taylor. daughter of Mr. and \It's.
Charles I iwa in Taylor 01 Murray. has been nani
etl.to The l.niversity of Mississippi C'hancellor's
Honor !tett] for the summer 19s5 semester. A
grade point average from 3.75 through 4.11 is required of full-time students carrying at least 12
semester hours tor listing .
. on the Chancellor's
llonor Roll at the school at University. Miss.

.k/unini meeting planned
The Purchase Area Western Kentucky University Alumni Association will Meet Thursday,
Sept. 26, at 7 p.m. at Executive Inn Riverfront.
Paducah, to discuss active participation in the
group. WKU Vice President for student affairs
John Minton and Alumni._ Association Director
Jimmy Feix will speak On campus happenings.
"Our goals are to assist Western in getting good
students and athletes to take a look at Western
for their college education, as well as having
representatives from Western, come to our area
occasionally to address areas of interest." said
Philip S. Chase, member of the Purchase Alumni
Club. For those interested in attending the
:fleeting. contact Philip S. Chase. P.O. Box 1096,
Paducah. Ky.. 42001-1096

The Buffet Desserts are
back! Now included in the Buf-

Arch Your
Eye Brows,
Permanently
By
ELECTROLYSIS

fet Prices, our famous Desserts!

KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK
Hwy. 94E.

daughters. Miss Renee
Overbey of Mayfield

and Mrs. Penny Wallace
of Memphis. Tenn.

DATEBOOK

MT. and Mrs. Euclid Broxy -n

THE MAN WITH
ONE RED SHOE

Wierray Ledger & Times

editor

Sunday Local couple married for 25 years

or

win

Jo Burkeen

474-2211

Coll
Patricia Mullins
753-$156
For Appointment

Aurora, Ky.

Highway 121 South

-40.

^

•

-Festival on Friday'
Paris Landing State Park will host the Fest iva
'85 Arts an Crafts Show on Saturday. Sept 7. and
Sunday. Sept. S. The festival will be from In a.m.
to 5 p.m. daily. Over 100' quality craftsmen will
participate in the annual event that is beta sponsored by Tri-County Arts and Crafts (
For information contact Paris
State Park.
1-901.642-4140.
MigCatit SC/ICl/II/CC/
'[he First - Nliss Autumn.' Pageant \‘..111
,on
Sunday. Sept. _22. at 1.30 p.m at 1 .mversity
Center Ballroom on campus of Southeast
Missouri State 1'niversity. Cape ;ira lea . 1,141
Seven categories will he walkers t hrough
nag).
tbs. 2 and 3 years: -1 and 5 years, 6 thr,o14711
years: 9 through II years, 12 through 11 yea rand 15 through 17 years Fitch age categor
have a winner and three alternates In.additi4 ii
contest for 'Mn-. Autumn" tor beys rom %%,,lkers
to 6 years will be conducted. Special a kk
be give for boys and girls in each age ‘•,1 eg ury
for besusmile._best modeLmost.photoLa-ruc and
bt,st dressed_ For the girls a part dress and
white shoes arc required. Ellin. tee is S:25 and
special award entry fees die 55 each . F.ntr:
forms and information can be. ()bid incd Ity
writing Linda. Newell. 2113 Nottingham Cape
Girardeau. \to.. 63701. or call .1-3I 1 331 2151 or
1-311-334-5153.

Woods-McCuiston
wecklini-, •Siam-chilMiss Teresa Jean
dile and South Seventh
Woods and Bobby T. Streets.
McCuiston Jr. have
Music will be
completed plans for presented by Mrs.
their wedding on Satur- Oneida White.
day, Sept. 7.
Mrs. Marty Carraway
The bride-elect is the will be the..bride-elect'sdaughter Of Mrs. Jean only-attendant.
Gibbs Woods and Ulis L.
Kevin Fielder wilt
Woods of Murray. The .serve as best man for
groom-elect is the son of the groom -elect. l'shers
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby T. will be Terry Joe Sledd
McCuiston Sr. of and Jay Maddox'.
Murray.
A reception will follow
The Rev. Roy Gibson the criremony at the
will officiate at the club house. ,
ceremony to be said at 3
All friends and
p.m. at the Murray relatives are invited to
Woman's Club House, attend.

Ward still typccd,qc.(1
NORTH MYRTLE
BEACH. S.it. (API -Burt Ward, television's
former "Boy Wonder,"
says he is still typecast
as Robin after 18 years.
Ward,40. donned cape
and mask this summer
for- a tour of the East
coast with Circus USA.
a Sarasota. Fla.-based
show. He played the
crime-fighting sidekick
in the TV series ."Batman" for more than two
years.
The actor said he is
getting ready to leave
for the Philippines to act
in a film about Vietnam
called "Tunnel Rats."
After "Batman" went
off the air in 1968, Ward

said, -Because I was so
stereotyped and the
show was so successful.
it was difficult to get
work."
Ward recently wrote a
screenplay called
"Who's Zoo," -in which
actress Cloris
Leachman has agreed
to co-star. He said he's
also going to appear in
another movie. a 1950s
love story called
"Studebaker," and is
considering offers for
two future television
series.
His main objective, he
said, is to work on projects that distance him
from- his old role as
Robin.

Sister_ c‘ity. listed Tor. Chicago
PEKING (AP
Chicago Mayor Harold
Washington has picked
up another sister city
for the thirdla
.
rgest city
in the United States
Shenyang. an industfial center in northeastern China, will
join Milan. Italy, and
Osaka, Japan, as an official sister city to
Chicago.
.
Washington said Shenyang was chosen

because "it's an industrial city with some
Of the same' growing
pains Chicago had years
aga. They're looking- to
us because we. are a
large, modern city with
a reputation for getting
things done."
•
. .
The mayor's delegation arrived in China on
Aug. 30 to' investigate
business investments
for Chicago companies.
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Kirks' ey class
has teunion
FilltliStAKI1 iIO\ - The Kirk,ey high
school Class of 1935 recently held its 30- year
reit:
Ilion. I catered dinner Natio `sem ed in the Community Boom of the %orth Branch of Peoples
Bank. Present were, from left, front row
.
. Janice
(•ain Compton, Shelby Parker Suiter. SI14'
Beach
Nlooney. Charlotte Riley Ir% an. Betty Johnson
%%Bikinis. Junior Compton. Glen Armstrong,
hack rim. Tin; smith, Charles Coleman. 1.dgar
I ;mires. Teddy Beane.('harle% ;Skeeter )
Smith.
Jamesi Tiny) Rogge..., Gerald Stone.
Billy
sritit h.
%%ikon
and Rar.e.
.
teacher.

pia

For Office ..Store .. Plant Business
PROVIDE ALL THE CONVENIENCE
OF A SNACK SHOP
WHILE CUTTING WASTED
COFFEE BREAK MAE AT LEAST

Corning community events are announced

• Shi•I Mai, Sells .0. Les • a'Siartis• War Mali? Sots for Less • War Mar

Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extend.ed.
Mayfield.
---Second Influenza Vaccine Clinic will be at
Calloway County Health
Center from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
— -Parent's' Night Out
will be from 6 to 10 p.M.
in 'annex of University
Church of Christ.
---.University Department of First Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m. in Fellowship Hall
for snacks, fellowship
and inspiration.
----
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Thursday night
from 5-8 p.m.
you cps' choose
from four selections
of fish with all the
extras. for only

$595

Free Use ofAmax&
All you pay ,s for the Paks of Snacks as selected and ordered
by you!
We wit supply you vrrth SuCh delight/W• de, c ous.snacks as ..

Hwy

641 North

Open

Gail Wyrock
•• I • • • • • • •

and

special

special

effects

per

portraits

subject
NOT

Black

available

and
in

white

LAST 10 DAYS
TO SAVE 50%!!!

•

Offer expires Sept. 10th, 1985

•

•
•

advertising

package

Shooting Days/Dates:
3 Days Only

•

Hwy. 641 North
,WA,A S ••0

•

•

•MULTI-GYM

•

411

•

•
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•

•

•NAUTILUS
MACHINES
•BIKES

•FREE
WEIGHTS

•
•••••• • -4

•ROWING
MACHINES

•

6_

-

0'

•
•
•

•-I.
•

•LIFECYLES

•
•

OPEN

Phone

753-6515

•

Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

•
•

Our membership is almost full! Don't be left out! Join now and

SAVE $ 150;only $149 for
•in your life.
•
Professional

•
• r(-

Thum,Sopa.•tisru Mon.. Sop,. 9: 10 o.m.-11 p.m.
Mum: 10 o.m.-•
p.m. Fri.-Sot.; 12:30-3 p.m. San.; 10 ..m.-• p.m. Mon.

•

JOIN NOW FOR '149

US;a2
background,,

El* •

AEFROE3IC &FITNESS CENTER

r•

($I 00 E•tra Per Paraonl

package

492-8534

nautilu5

Little Miss & Little Mr.
Wal-Mart Contest

one

esses with 4 or more people on Premises.
bus
,
ck rose; avaiiab,e
Outlyrnit C itS

For Men & Women

•

Limit

Phone NOW for FREE Installation

1415 Olive St., Murray

•

'To enter use a wallet size portrait from this promotion. Two winners receive $50 Cash Each.
Ask Photographer For: /110talk

-Sat

club

CASH PRIZES IN EVERY STORE

ENTER YOUR CHILD IN THE

A few•ennies per serving. This saves as much as SC% to 6C% on
every cup. You can now offer FREE Snack Serv,ce Or. 'rot: ca^ cnarge
and use prof tefor office collections. part,es
your tavor,te
tCi

J. B. Beverage
641 South, Hazel, Ky.

In

Advertised Specials include
traditional poses only

SANKA

SAVE MONEY, TOO!'

available to
:0
go

• • • • •• • I
•

(AGES 6.5 UNDER)

Groups and
Families Welcome

TUBAN

HOT CHOCOLATE

HOT TEA
Just PrC• a pak . • add hot water, st, for a moment end enjoy.

Murray,.Ky

at 4 p.m. Mon
753 4141

In

13 Color Portraits
One 8z10 • Two 57.
Ten Wallets

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

And as'always, children under 5 receive a
free 7 piece fish dinner.

•

95

$ 39 5

PIPING HOT SOUPS

•

BABY
CONTEST

Every

Children 11 and under only

HAPPY
5TH
BIRTHDAY
Jennifer
Burkeen

-

•

•

ENTER THE WAL-MART

1. Now you can enjoy all. the comforts and con
4,44•••venience of a coffee shop right in your own !stab
lishment
. always available .
no worry about
coffee shop hours ... enjoy a snack at your con
venience . •.24 hours a day •. when you want it
... when you have time for
.. with no lost time
going for
. reduce wasted coffee break time
at least 50°6

Friday.Sept.6

•

Sells roir k.a., • wai V iet Sells
•

=L=CITEXA

•

Wednesday.Sept..j
Thursday,Sept.5
Thursday, Sept.5
Cordelia Erwin Circle
Open house will be at
AA and Al-Anon will
of South Pleasant Grove
have closed meetings at Robertson Elementary
United Methodist
8 p.m. at First Christian School from 6 to 7 p.m.
Church will meet at 7:30
---Church, Benton. For inp.m.
Open house will be at
formation call 753-0061,
---762-3399, 753-7764 or Carter Elementary
Goshen United,
School from 7:30 to 8:30
753-7663.
Methodist Church
p.m.
----•
Women will meet at 7
---Cub Scouts will meet
p.m. at the church.
Youth Choir of First
at 5 : 3 0 p.m. at
-- United Methodist
Mission groups of Southwest Calloway
•
Church will leave the
Element
ary
School..
.Cherry Corner Baptist
church parking lot at
---Church are scheduled to
Garden Department 5:30 p.m. for outing at
meet at 7 p.m.
of Murray Woman's Benton.
,• .
------Flint Baptist Church Club will meet at 1 p.m.
Friday,Sept.6
Mission groups are at club house.
Hazel and Douglas
scheduled to meet at 7
---Centers will be open
p.m.
Murray Women of the from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
---Moose will meet at 8 for activities by Senior
First United p.m. It lodge hall. Of- Citizens.
Methodist Church will ficers will meet at 7
•---resume Family Night p.m.
• Square and round
C.11411_11_q_r at 5.;30 p.m.
dancing—will- -be-4mm
Hazel and Douglas 7:30 tO 11 p.m. at Lynn
Centers will be open Grove Roller Rink.
Thursday,Sept.5 from10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Health Express of
Murray Lions Club's
Murray-Calloway Coun- for activities by senior
members will be selling
ty Hospital will be Pilot citizens.
---candy for the Lions
Oak Grocery from 9 to
Murray
Civitan Club Sight Conservation Pro11 a.m. and at M & W
Ceramics, Water will meet at 7 p.m. at gram and other projects
Valley, from 1 to 3 p.m. Homeplace Family at various locations
Restaurant.
here today.
---------Murray Single ConUnited Ministries in
Games are scheduled
nection will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor Higher Education at 8 p.m. at Murray
classroom, Education Board Meeting will be at Moose Lodge.
---Building, First United 1:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
AA lid Al-Anon will
Methodist Church.
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
----

Instruction

12 months of the best exercise

•
•
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Supervision

•
•
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WHERE COWIN*
MIKIS ORIGINATE

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

"a. •

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

BEL

HOME OWNED 8i. HOME OPERATED
PRICES GOOD WED. SEPT. 4TH THRU TUES. SEPT. 10TH

HYDE PARK
GRADE "A" LARGE

NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY
MAGIC

SANDWICH
BREAD

EGGS

SUGAR

RC

IDEAL

79

5 LB. BAG

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

DOZ.

24 OZ. LOAF

REG. $1.79

ALL JERSEY

FRITO LAY

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI
FREE, 7-UP, MT. DEW, DR.
PEPPER OR CRUSH FLAVORS

BUTTERMILK OR
1% LIGHT MILK

POTATO CHIPS

MARDI GRAS
DECORATOR

PAPER TOWELS

Frito
_

_
maw

Sc

•
P
—
Oto-t0

AMU
t* , ,.•

Chips

4
2 LITER
PLASTIC BOTTLE

2

i inmaimf

GAL.

JUMBO ROLL

DECORATOR NAPKINS 140 CT. 79'

8 OZ.

LowFAT

RC, RC 100, DIET
RITE OR SUNDROP

JIF

J.

MAXWELL HOUSE

PEANUT
BUTTER

COFFEE
ALL GRINDS

8 PK. 16 OZ.

U.S.D.A. CHOI

ROUND

U.S.D.A. CHOI

PLUS DEP.
(LIMLI TWO PLEASE)

18 OZ.

1 LB. CAN

ROUND
FIELD

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
OR CRUSH
4111W

BRAUNSI

MARDI GRAS

AUNT JANE'S

BATHROOM
TISSUE

PICKLES

99

169

PORK & BEANS

99

triAlfit

6 PK. 12 OZ. CANS

SHOWBOAT

24 OZ.

4 ROLL

1412 0Z•

KOSHER SPEAR, POLISH SPEAR, BREAD & BUTTER

29

KRAFT
LIQUID WISK

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

c=3'

349

$
640Z.

=44-

SALAD DRESSING

1 39

20 OZ. BOTTLE

Si 00 Off Label
1000 ISLAND

ITALIAN

BUTTERMILK

SUNSHINE

TASTY

CAT FOOD

DOG FOOD

10 LB. BAG

CATALINA

$299

TEX SUN

TOTINO'S

PIZZA'S

11.9cY

AUNT JANE'S

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

POLISH OR KOSHER SPEARS

460Z.

OPEN PIT

BBQ SAUCE

18 OZ. $ 1 °9

KRAFT

30

LB. s849

2 LB. $ 1 19

KRAFT
is OZ.

59

DOVE DISHWASHING

ORANGE
JUICE

WE

99

12 OZ.

CREAMER

16 OZ. $ 199

CRANBERRY JUICE

32 OZ. $ 1 29

THI

HOMINY

300 SIZE

TEA BAGS
VAN CAMP

22 OZ.

3/89'

99'

100 CT.

*2"

,

PORK & BEANS

16 OZ.

2/794

•

LAS
B.

BANNER

OIL

38 OZ. $234

SUNSHINE

BATHROOM TISSUE

4 ROLL

99`

WIN YOU

CAT FOOD

10

LB..s.29°

CHERRY PIE FILLI k G.._

e

'1"

.21 OZ.

poil**N*Nra magreNsis...

************peeriprar~oriss**44~000.
0
•
•

,

4•••••••••...•

-

0,
414.4

oz. 2/79'

LIPTON

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
LIQUID

74

BUSH'S

GRAPE JELLY

HYDE PARK

MACARONI & CHEDDAR
OCEAN SPRAY

KRAFT

2 LB. $299

99'

COFFEE MATE

le oz. 99'

BBQ SAUCE
DOG CHOW

CHICKEN

24 OZ.

GOLDEN° GRAIN

PURINA

BANQUET FRIED

$299

COMPARE

SH

FROZEN FOODS

20 LB. BAG

,
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WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

TIP STEAK
419
%'U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
FAMILY PACK

TENNESSEE PRIDE

FIELD REG. OR
THICK SLICED

9

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BNLS. TOP OR BOTTOM

FIELD ORIGINALS, DINNER FRANKS OR

CHICKEN
BONUS PACK

CHICKEN THIGHS
FRESH BUNCH

BROCCOLI

OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS Z..

FRESH GREEN

NINA

CABBAGE
LOOSE YELLOW

ONIONS
NEW CROP WHITE

FRESH BELL

PEPPERS

MI$0

,Ave.A.21

FRESH

•

FIELD

BOLOGNA
LAST WEEKS NAME
B. M. COLEMAN
MURRAY
WINNER $300.00

•

LB

POTATO SALAD ...

$

La.

meine,..diorm*011onvaVarof,..r.......,ivaertegs*

MACARONI SALAD

viessomsraisow•or........~waseas...:
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

MSU art department receives
grants to help fund programs

Fall season promisi.s ‘ariet at l'IaN house
"Variety is the word"
this fall at Murray's
Playhouse in the Park.
.iccording to Liz Hussey.

executive director. who residents what kind 01
explained that the theater they wanted - to
theater began several see, and do.
months ago ask in local
"One answer
heard more often than
any other," soid
Hussey, :*get the kids involved. Do plays with.
and for the v:•hiale.
family."
Getting children involved in the theater
will be the, main goal of
the fall Children's
Theatre Workshop,
where participants will
learn Jhow to manipulate
Sugar Plum Fairies and
the Mouse King for the
Christmas production of
"The Nutcracker."
The Playhouse in the
Park is currently involved in a drive to promote the sales of season
tickets. Season
ticketholders are able to
see_ seven shows for the
price of five, as well as
being able to enjoy a
variety of other
benefits:
•Adult season
ticketholders see shows
for less than $3-each.
•Bring a newcomer
to the theater for only
half theregular admission price. •Save '10 tiercent on'
all workshops.
•Save 10 percent op
dinner at some of Murray's finest restaurants
•Reserve your seats
two weeks before opening night for the best
seats in the house.
In addition, season
ticketholders are in-vited back as the
theater's guests at
special performances of
"The Devil and his
.Three Golden Hairs,"
the 1986 Childrerk's
Theatre tour show.
For more information
about season tickets,
call the Playhouse in the
Park at 759-1752.

K US highlights

• • herd."

•• j,I.

•

Milerray Ledger &Times

Mark Austin.

Auqin to perform with
l'arb, acting compan,,
\lark Austin, a senior drama school student at New York University, has been
selet
to perform in Paris, France this
fall where he will work with several leading
American and European artists.
thstin. a theatre scholarship student ,at
Niw Y.irk I . niverstty. auditioned' with 490
students for the '20-member acting company. After Paris. Austin will resume his
senior year at NYl..
Austin is the son, of 1>r Clegg Austin. of
M urray.-anti :Janice - Austin, of Lexington-.- and he is,t be grandson of I muffle Austin, of
Murray

Children • Nsork.hop planned
•
A fall Children's
Workshop has been
scheduled_ at Murray's
Playhouse in the Park.
with the first of six session set to begin
September 14.
Each of the sessions
will be held from 10 a.m.
until noon on Saturdays,
with theskills developed
in the sessions to be
utilized in the theater's

Christmas production,
"The Nutcracker."
The workshop is open
to children in grades one
through six, with a $15
registration fee required. Enrollment for
the workshop is limited.
Anyone interested in
participating is urged to
call t
theater at
759-1752.

The Murray State use of representational.; Federation receive funUniversity Art Depart- narrative, and ding from the Ndtional
ment was recentfy beerr humorous modes.''Endowment for the
notified that it is to Scheduled for the Eagle Arts..Grant fUnds from
receive matching Gallery are solo exhibi- these agencies are
grants from three dif- tions of photographs by awarded annually on a
ferent agencies in sup- Duane Michals and -competitive basis.
port of upcoming charcoal drawings by
The exhibition
visiting artists and Walter Gabrielson, and "Laughing to Keep from
Clara M. Eagle Gallery the group exhibition Crying: Dark Humor in
exhibition programs. As "Laughing to Keep from the South" was organizmatching, grants, the Crying: Dark Humor in ed for and is being cirfunding spent by the the South" which was -culated by the Alexanuniversity on the pro- curated by artist Ke dria Museum and Visual
jects receiving support Francis. Francis will Arts Center of Alexanmust equal or exceed present slide lectures on dria, La, Duane%
the grant funds the exhibition at the Michals' exhibition is
Eagle Gallery, at the being presented in
awarded.
A grant of $2,500 from Marshall County Arts cooperation with the
the Kentucky Arts Coun- 'Council Gallery in Ben-- Sidney Janis Gallery of
cil will go in support of ton, Kentucky, and at New York City. The exthe gallery's "Person- Murray High School.
hibition ''New
To-Person" exhibition
The visiting artist Wood/New Ways" was
and Mcturer project. series will feature brief co-curated by Paul
Coordinated with the residencies at MSU by Sasso, assistant pro"Person-To-Person" Duane Michals and fessor of art at MSU,
project, the department Walter Gabrielson. and by Michael Watts,
will receive $1,500 from Each artist will present with assistance form
the National Endow- public lectures on their Roseanne Somerson of
ment for the Arts to work and on current Boston Mass.
assist with bringing in visual arts issues at the
A complete 1985-86
two visiting artists:
Eagle Gallery, and will schedule of exhibitions
The gallery is to critique student works. and lectures is available
receive a grant of $2,450 Michals will also lecture by contacting the Clara
from the Southern Arts at the Paducah Art M. Eagle Gallery at
Federation to assist in Guild Gallery. 762-3052.
preparing the exhibition Gabrielson will serve as
"New Wood/New juror of the 1986 Student
Ways" for touring. The Art Show,sponsored an- Exhibition del1It.(1
exhibition, which was nually by the OrganizaThe exhibition of
originally presented in tion of Murray Art
selections
from the Nanthe Eagle Gallery last Students,
cy Hanks bequest to
February, will be cirThe National EndowDuke University has
culated to other ment for the Arts is a
been delayed in shipmuseums and galleries -federal agency. The
ment due to unforeseen
in the Southeast through Kentucky Arts Council
Circumstances.
Consethe Southern Arts is a state agency within
quently, the exhibition
Federation Touring Ex- the Commerce
hibition Service in Cabinet's - Department will, open on or near
September 11.
1986-87.
of the Arts. The
Original prints and
The "Person -To - Southern Arts Federaphotographs
from the
Person" project will tion is a regional consorpresent the work of con'- tium of state arts coun- Murray State Universitemporary American cils and commissions in ty.Permanent Collection
artists who examine the Southeastern United will continue to be on exinter-personal and States. Both the Ken- hibition in the main
social relationships and tucky Arts Council and level of the Clara M.
conditions through the the Southern Arts Eagle Gallery,

bt

fri
lit
fri

Grad

WI

Grad

Fr

Grad'

Uncle Jeff's
HEALTH

Home Owned-Home Operated
HWY 641 S.-MURRAY, KY.

Some Items .lay
Not Be Exactly
As Pictured

753-6575
Prices Good Thru Sunday, Sept. 8th

BEAUTY AIDS

rIr
'b._ b

12 Oz. aerosol
Natural, Super,Super
Unscented,
Your Choice

3 Ply, "Stress
Flex", 13 gallon,
Box of 10.

4)b
10.5 •

No. HP685

_

•-r
Sale

74C

Asstd. colors
Your Choice

EAE-H

pr.- \o/4140ow

Gek

For

94c

88'

Rubbermaid
Servin Saver

4
ii

12 cup bowl w/lettuce
crisper No. 3893

Save $1

Super Size
Regular, 9 oz.; Gel, 8.2 Oz.

$1 08

Sale

Grad

Men or Women
sizes
Sale

Colgate Toothpaste

Soft, Medium, Firm,
Reach Plus Toothbrush
Soft, Medium, Firm

5 Oz,,Deodorant
Original

$1 59

%.

2

Fri

Dr. Scholl's
Air Pillo
Insoles

Baby Ruth, Butterfinger.
Reg. 59' Each.
Sale

Colgate

Reach Toothbrush

Sale Your Choice

Sale

#

tterfinge:i
(Big Bar)

Right
Guard
4 Oz.-Anti•
Perspiront,
Scented,
Unscented,
Powder Dry.
Sole your choice

1

Big Bar Candy Bars

$149

$ II 66
Sale

Grad

11 Oz.
Regular,
Menthol,
Lemon Lime,
Tropical
Coconut.
Sale your choice
$
48

No. 201-LZ
$1.5 Value

L'Oreal
Preference
Hair Color

Style
Hairspray

Tall Kitchen
Garbage Bags

clear
flip-up
pocket.
Holds 200
photos up to
31
/
4"x5"
Sale
$499

We Reserve
The Right to
Limit Ouanitities

Glad Handle-Tie
-

Photo Album or /crystal

\

Fri

Gillette
Foamy
Shave
Cream

The Lizard Organizer

Mon.-Sat.
9-9
Sunday
12:30-5:30

.t

$1 4°

Sale

cs co se ri

$ II 77

PIPOVIt

Dexatrim
Lose Weight Fast
20's Extra Strength
12 hour. Caffeine Free.
Extra Strength 15 hour
Catte.ne Free. 28 s Regular
Strength

Your choice

Kellogg
Bowl
Brush

Presto
"Above All"
Under Cabinet
Automatic Can
Opener Plus

.1 it.
LASOt NISt ii

No. 05600

with wooden
handle. No.
5215.
Sale

$319

78c

Sale
Less Mfg. Rebate
Your Cost After
Rebate

'1549

,/

• 'A. 44

Nutcracker

s..
Fancy
',.`" Mixed Nuts

"Old Tyme
Flavor"
Movie Popcorn
28 Oz. Save 25%

3.00

:\

..V.7 • 07

34 71

49

Lady Speed
Stick AntiPerspirant

New Noxzema
Skin Cream

by Mennen
for women, 1.5 Oz.
Scented, Musk,
Powder Fresh '

10.5 Pump
Dispenser

$ 1 88
Sale

1-•

•
itiMmoirmu--

O

Johnson-Johnson

409 All
Band-Aid Brand
Purpose Cleaner Plastic Bandages
with iproyer
.22 Oz.

3,4".Boa of 60.
Sole

$1 09

Gran Prix AM/FM DiOital Clock Radio
w/battery backup No. 523
si3o7

Salo
Less Mfg. Rebate

-- Disposable Lighter Am right light every
time.

2.00

Cost After Rebate
••

-

Nutcracker
Fancy Mixed
(No peanuts)
12 Oz.
Sale

$266

Fr
Groh

Boi

.jlfrissitttiSsISIIPftles4eski401C-.‘90

16e

4
. 10.1tet..

•
•

•
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Our prices are

Imo 1st;
they're straight
JIM
ADAMS

from the HEART!

Jim Adams meat prices are the lowest in town, no
bull. 10 to 30% savings. Our meat prices are straight
from the heart of America, our farmers. Jim Adams quality meat packers are passing on the low meat prices
from farmers, to us, and we're passing them to you.

Compare meat prices of one year ago to now.
Let's give the credit to thefarmers, but remember not
everyone has lowered their meat prices. Compare Jim
Adams prices, they're from the heart of America. Don't
pay bullish prices, make the savings count.

Here's proof...compare our valuprice as of Sept. 1,1985 to our regular price
one year ago on Sept. 1, 1984.
Compare our price to any store.
Wayne Farms Poultry passes the
savings to us, that we pass to you.
everyday v Wades Sept. 1

1964

Gra& A

Whole Fryers

Lb.

Iowa Beef Processors possesses the
savings to us, that we pass to you.
100% Pere

Lb.

Ground Beef 81% Lean

49c 59c

Lb.

1964

99c $139

Fryer Breasts

Lb.

$13

$139 $169

.5359 $400
Lb.

•-•

II.S.D.A. Choke

Fryer Thighs

Lb.

Li, 99

LFryer Drumsticks

Bew York Strip

$109

$2" $4°9

Lb

$4" $579

11.S.11.A. Choke

*rade A — Fryer

Boneless Breast

Lb.

$299 $3
"

Reelfoot Meats passes the
savings to us, that we pass to you.
everyday valipprice Sept. 1

Franks

12 Os. Pkg.

19115 1964
$ 1 19 939

Old Fashion Bologna

Lb

$159 $ 1 09

Sausage

1 Lio. los

$119 $139

12 Oz. Plo

Old Fashion Bacon

12 Oz. Pkg.

Reallesse • Whole
•99c

Reigned'

5129

5119 $1 sp

Lb

79c 89c

Realises
315

- Lb.

$149 $179

Sandwich Steak
Fillet Mignon
Boneless Chuck Roast
Sirloin Tip Roast

$1 39
Lb

$169

$236

1'

Bacon 12 oz. Pkg.

Pion

$159 8189

Bologna 1 Lb.

Lb

$159 $1.9

Franks 12 oz. Pkg.

Lb

8119 $149

4<)‘.

Tennessee Pride passes the
savings to us, that we pass to you.
everyday calvaries Sept. 1
Teagessee Pries

Sausage

2 Lb. Bag

Tommie* PH&

5229 $2
"

Lb $229 $2
"

Sausage

. 1 Lb. log

1965

1914

$319 $437
$199 $219

Resoles'

everyday valeprice Sept. 1 11985
Lb

Sausage
1964

$249 $329

Boneless

Pork Tenderloin

$269

$1
'
5 $109

$319

Fischer
1 Us.

$ 1 79 $ 199

1 Uo.

S169

1 Uo.

$225

$
1.

$239

Iteellest
$339
L$399

$249

Sausage

1915

1964

2 Lb Bon .imp $369 $437
1 Llo.Bag-Lb 8

$1

save 10 to 30%

everyday with
valufresh
meats

Fischer
12 Oz. Pkg.

$249
'
4-i%4

Fischer

Bologna
I 79

Williams Sausage passes the
savings to us, that we pass to you.
everyday calvaries Sept. 1

Fischer Packing passes the
savings to us, that we pass to you.

Ham Slices

Recites's

Lb.

$459 $579

Lb

Millwood Bacon

Realties

Sweetenda Ham

Lb

Fischer

Realism'

Lb.

$269 $2
"

Lb

Jumbo Franks

Lb

Lb

Lb

Fischer

Lb

Realises

Pork Cutlets

$289 8339

11.S.B.A. Choice

Western Style Franks

Realleam

Pork Roast Loin End

Lb

Lb $239 $279

Pork Loin

Roofless•Fred'

Picnic Style Pork Roast

$449 $559

11.S.B.A. Choice

Realles•

Pork Steak

Lb

Boneless Rump Roast

Houser Valley Bacon .

Country Style Ribs

Finest Baked Ham

11.S.11.A. Choice

Reelleet

Boston Butt Pork Roast

Rib Eye Steak
..s.I.A. Choice
Round Steak

II.S.B.A. Choice

Reelfeet

V4 Pork Loin

Lb

FleW

II.S.D.A. Choice

Reelfoet

Whole Pork Loins

Sliced Slab Bacon

Mkt

Smile A Valu-Pak

Spare Ribs

IA.

Field

Top Sirloin Boneless .Y.Iu,.ck-Lb

75c 89c

Kentuckian Ham
FleW

T-Bone Steak

ire& A Valu-Pak

everyday calvaries Sept. 1

FieI4
'Field

II.S.B.A. Choice

Valu-Pak

Reelfoot

More

100% Pero

Fryer Leg quarters

1915

Ground Beef 71% Lean. 3 Lbs. Or

65c 75c

Gra& A Valu-Pak
kg& A

everyday calvaries Sept. 1

Field's Packing passes the
savings to us, that we pass to you.

Lb

8 1 85 $209

Lb

279 $339
Sim

Fischer

'Hamlet
Fischer

Boneless Pogk Chops

Lb

•

$2.
99

10th & Chestnut, Murray

•

41,

ffrftliemeArimielailik
•

•
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RCN italized Indians
visit MSU Saturda

•

fl 411MAF:474M
-Sports Editor
Circle the wagons. hide the livesto.•k —
revitalized - Indian invasion will lake place Sator
day when Southeast Missouri tangles w ithrhost
•
Murray State in collegiate football action
Last year's 42-3 nightmaiv / for the Indians ,
nothing but a had dream to the SENN.) faithful
and head coach Bob Smith predicts a din-vivid
outcome this season
Although it Will be SE MO's season tpent r.
compared to _Murray which has a one-game ad
Nantage. Smith says his team is primed to erase
last year's 1-10 memories
ame through the preseason drills without
e
any major injuries and we're ready to play
somebody," Smith said. "We're excited about
the upcoming season I feel we're improved at
every position and the team is excited about the
prospects for a`good season.'
The Indians. fighting an uphill classification
battle against the Racers i'Division II against
Division 1-AA
have traditionally played MurLay teams tough despite-a contrary series record
which favors MSU-. 18-2-1.
The only two SEW _victories in the series
came in 1929 i13-0 I and 1975 1.24-21 ,• but Racer
coach Frank Reamer and his staff refuse to take
the Indians lightly.
'SEMO is a much better team this year than
they were last year. It's going to be an important
game for us and it will be interesting this week to
see whether or not we improve,'• Reamer said.
Veteran defensive lineman Mike McGregor. a
junior during- last year's landslide, says it may
be a tendency on the Racers part to slack oft
against the smaller division opponent. "But you
he insisted after last
ant ever overlook SEMI
week's 35-21 shellacking of South Carolina State
College
•SEMf
to improve every year.McGregor pointed out. "and even though they
don't have a terrible crowd of athletes, they don't
'
give up
The Murray defense gave up three touchdowns
ri last week's season-opening home victdry and
McGrekof-Said part of.the problem was a tend&i:
Y to "over-achieve"' when SCSC had the ball.
Maybe we got.a little too excited at times. We
really wanted a shutout, but we made some first.
gamemistakes." The Racer defenders intend to have the firstgame-shakes out of the way this week -and they,
very well should if they want a better outing on
Saturday.
SE \I() features a niuch-improved offense led
hy sophomore quarterback Jeff Brown who passed for 81* yards arid five touchdowns as a
freshman last season.
In the Indians.- pass-oriented • offense-several
receivers return, with impressive stats from an
---othe-rwiseT- dis-rna • season—last -year- Tight—end •
lary I arker had'28 receptions for 326 yards and
speedster David Jackson had 24 for. 527 ya-rds.
Running back Waldo Wright was .the team's
third-leadmp receiver with 20 catches for 326
yards
Returning to boost the rushing attack is last
year's leading ground gainer Brian Brumley who
tallied 414 total yards
Said Smith. "We should be able to move the
offensive
football. We have quality hacks,
line will have to provide the oppktrtunities.''
Kickoff in Ro). Stewart Stadfum will be 7.30
p.m.

LEAPIV LONNIE —
Royals' Lonnie Smith
barely misses snagging
this hit in a diving effort
against the Minnesota
Twins earlier this
season. The Kansas tit)
star is expected to be a
key witness in the
federal government's
case involving drug
abuse in the major
leagues.
AP File Photo

Ballpla.lers take stand todal

Smith expected to be key government witness in drug trial
By ALAN ROBIN")‘
Royals spokesman Dean Vogelaar said Smith
caine in Pittsburgh between 1980 and 1954 on
-'41' Sports B Hier
missed Tuesday night's game against the
dales corresponding to Pirate home games. He
pitrsiit ii.GH I AP
Lonnie South ot .the' Chicago White Sox because of his anticipated
beendeseribeaby defense attorin'y
m
Kansas City Royals and Keith I fernfindez of the
Renfro., .I r. as a "baseball grotii,ii" who enjoVed
testimony. Vogelaar said the Royals hoped
New York \lets are expected to be the first of as
his friendships with players and traveled ,0
Smith would be back in uniform tonight.
many as 10 current_ and former major league
major-1..41.2.0e cities to watch games
NI els Manager Davey Johnson said Hernandez
baseball players
t t•Si ty
in the cocaine
was expected to miss a day, but _hoped it would
distribution trial of a Philadelphia man
be on Thursday. when the Mets are idle. t
The burly Strong, known as "Ch•ft- Curt." is a
Sources_ who renuested anonymity told The
. U.S. Attorney -J. Alan Johnson,- who directed - cook.. Wiit. worked-briefly early this ;- :eason-as
Associated Pre,ss on Tuesday that Smith is the
the investigation of cocaine traffic-king among - caterer in the Philadelphia Phillies' clubhouse.
key to the federal- government's case against
reportedly . IN the recommendation of former
major league players, said that teain schedules
Curtis Strong. 35. and that he would be the first
Pinnies reliever Al Holland. Strong was asked to
weren't taken into consideration in preparing the
witness Smith was expected to take the witness
quit after five games.
witnesses' timetable.
stand today
Holland, later traded by the Phillies to the
The U.S. attorney filed papers with U.S
Smith underwent drug rebabili-tation in 1953
l'irates, was also named by Johnson as one of the
District .ludge Gustave Diamond last Friday inHe recently told The New York Ti TIWS that. he
-fficating as-many as 10 players — including Lee - players who may teslify against Strong.
identified a Philadelphia -based drug supplier to
Lacy of the Baltimore Orioles, Dave Parker of
Strong is the iirst (Tthe seven men indicted by
both the FBI and to the federal grand-jury in Pitthe CinCihnati Reds and Rod Scurry of the Pitt: the grand jury to go to trial Three cases are
tsburgh which indicted Strong and six other Pensburgh Pirates — may be. called as witnesses
unresolved and three men dcciiiiql Iii iccept•
nsylvania men in Max- on drug-traftick,ing
plea-bargain arrangements rather thari. go to
against Strong.
cha rges
trial
Strong faces 16 charges that he distributed Co--

NN

ith

NEW YORK 4 AP —
Jimmy Connors and
Chris Evert_ Lloyd. the
two winningest players
in U S. Open history,
kept their title hopes
alive with hard-fought
victories
Lloyd. the No 1 seed
who is seeking her
'seventh women's
singles title here, reached the semifinals for the

TO

N

15th consecutive year by
disposing of tenacious
Claudia Kohde-Kilsch of
Weist Germany. 6-3. 6-3.
Clannors. going for his
sixth men'!;- croi,yn, having last won in 1983.
stopped Stefan Edberg
of Sweden. the No. 11
seed. 6-4, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4 in a
match that was much
closer than the score
indicated.

The Associated Press.
As far as personal accomplishments are concerned, Gary Carter
was more intent on helping Rick Aguilera than
Gary Carter.
Carter clubbed three
home runs — for the second time in his career
— and drove in-six runs,
but his primary concern
Tuesday night was help-,
ing Aguilera earn an 8-3
victory over the San
Diego Padres.
The victory kept the
Mets within one game of
the St LouisCardinals
in the• hot: National
League East title chase.
The Cards beat Cincinnati 6-4.
"I was trying to:concentrate on getting Aggie through the game."
Carter said of the young

WHY PAY MORE

Met right-hander, who added a solo shot for the Cobb's all-time record
was touched for two San Mets, while Steve of 4,191.
Dave Parker drove in
Diego homers. -It was a Garvey, Terry Kennedy
big win for him and we and Carmelo Martinez three of the Reds' runs
-really need him in the connected for the to take over the league
lead with 93 RBIs, Andy
stretch run."
Padres.
Van Slyke had three
In other NL action.
Cardinals 6, Reds 4
West Division leader
Pinch-hitter Brian hits, including his 12th
Los Angeles shut out Harper slapped a two- homer, and two RBIs
Montreal .4-0; Houston run, two-out double off for St. Louis,
Dodgers 4. Expos0
edged Chicago 8-7, -Cincinnati relief • ace
Orel Hershiser tossed
Philadeflphia nipped San John Franco to snap a
YriniCISVP 4.-3 in. 13. inn- seventh-inning tie and a three-hitter for his
ings. and Atlanta blank- lead St. Louis Past the Mai shutout of the
season and Pedro GuerReds.
ed Pittsburgh 2-0.
"If that would have rero had three hits, inCarter hit homers in
his first three times at been my first time to hit cluding his 32nd homer,
bat — two against against Franco, I pro- as Los Angeles defeated
Starter Dave Dravekcy. bably wouldn't have Montreal.
By beating the Expos
11-9, the other off known what to expect,"
reliever Luis DeLeon -- Harper said. "He threw for the second night in a
then missed a chance to me a palmball, a row,the nodgers moved
become only the- 11th changeup. He got it up, 71/2 'games ahead of
player in major-league and I hit it. I got the second-place Cincinnati
history to hit four in one good part of the bat on in the NL West.
It was the Dodgers'
game when he grounded it."
"It was the worst 20th shutout of the
into a double play in the
pitch he could ,have season,, tops in the Naseventh inning_
Carter had- three thrown in that situa- tional League.
Astros 8,Cubs 7
homers in a game on tion," added Reds
Pinch -batter Bill
April 20. 1977. as a player-manager Pete
member of the Montreal Rose, who did not play Doran's suicide-squeeze
and remained six hits bunt in the 10th inning
Expos.
Darryl Strawberry short of breaking Ty scored Denny Walling

1986 Models Arriving Daily

SERVICE SPECIAL
,

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks

±izzaN

Our Lowest Price Ever
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$8•88*

'Over 100 in stock 'No Rainchecks
•Installation Available at an additional charge.
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Check Our Prices On Struts

MUFFLER SPECIAL
20' Parti-Kraft Ensign Pontoon Boat By Polar Kraft.
Full Furniture, 35 H.P. Mercury Outboard, 2 Gas
Tanks, 5 Year Battery.
ONLY
$11

!O

11:V

:N.
UTBOARDS-I
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$29.95*

•Most American cars and pickups. Many Foreign cars.

BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER

Plus Sales Tax

5 Miles West of Cadiz On U.S 68'
Phone 924-5527
"The Beat Deals Come From jiff, Free*"

Installed

•Origimil equipment type •Double wrapped
•Alumunized Shell *Whisper Quiet Sound

$559500

JIM FREELS
LAKE SHORE BOAT SHOP
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Carter clubs three homers; Mets within one game of Cards
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200 N. 4th St.

753-6001

from third base to propel Houston over
Chicago.
Mark Bailey opened
tlire 10th with a single off
George Frazier, 7-6, but
)
by
was forced at secorml
Walling. Burt Pena
singled to left to send
Walling to third.
Reliever Dave Smith.
8-5, was the winner.

Phillies 4,,Giants 3
Ozzie Virgil opened
the 13th inning with his
18th home run of the
season to lift surging
-Philadelphia to its sixth
straight victory.

The paid crowd of
1.632 was the lowest at
Candlestick Park since
1.033 watched the Giants
play the Houston Astros
on_Sept.

Braves 2,iq3ts 0
Rookie Joe Johnson
combined with relievers
Zane Smith and Bruce
Sutter on a five-hitter
for Atlanta as Pittsburgh was shut out for
the 18th time this
season.
The game drew 3.019
fans, the smallest crowd
at Three Rivers
Stadium this season.

Soviets is-in hoop gold

beating USA, 96-93
KOBE..Japan AP —
The Soviet Union edged
the United States 96-93
on a three-point jump
shot in the last three
seconds for the men's
basketball title, but the
Americans won three
track and field gold
medals at the 1985
World Univer.sity
Games.
The American triumphs in the main stadium
included Mike Ramos'
victory in the demanding two-day decathon.
a 1-2 finish in the

women's 3,00o meters
by Cathy Branta and
Kathy Hayes, and a gold
medal in the men's
110-meter high hurdles
by Cletus Clark.
• Soviet high jumper Igor Paklin shattered the
world record in the
men's high jump with a
.
leap of 7 feet. 1034
ches. Paklin cleared the
height on his third and
final attempt as he surpassed the record of
7-10L2 set by countryman Rudolf Povarnitsyn at Moscow on
Aug. 11.

CallmsaN runners begin
cross countr‘ campaign
Calloway County's
defending state champion cross country team
opened its 1985 season to
a second-place finish in
a quadrangular meet
Tuesday at Marshall
County.
Fort Campbell
defeated the Laker boys
despite a 6-7-8 finish by
Mark Charlton, Randy
Sons and Timmy
Manning.
Other teams participating v:ere host
Marshall County and
Trigg County. In , girls action, the
Lady Lakers. the No.10
etas team last
_ _ season.

tinished third behind
Ft.Campbell and Marshall County. Calloway
scored 59 points while
FICarripbell had 32 and
Marshall 46. Fourth
place Trigg scored 92.
Calloway 's Pam
Knight finished the
girls'. 2-mile course in
fourth place overall.
Also scoring for 'the
Lady Lakers were Amy
Ferguson, Connie Ross,
Janna Wilson and Sherri.
Lamb,
Saturday both
Calloway teams realm
to Draffenvide for' the

Marshall County
Invitational.
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Brigham Young on the move again, jumps from 10 to 8 in po
ll
By The Associatted Press
Brigham Young is on the move again
in the
Associated Press college football poll
The Cougars, who climbed from nowhe
re to
win the national championship with a 13-0
record
last year. were ranked No. 10
in the 1985
preseason poll. After a 28-14 thumping
of Boston
College in the Kickoff Classic, the Couga
rs moved into eighth this week, vaulting past
Ohio State
and Nebraska. both idle. _ •

The AP Top Twenty
Ity The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in the Associated
Press college football poll, with first-place..
votes in parentheses. record, total points based
on 20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
and last week's ranking:
• -.- Rtieord Pt% Pvs
1.0klahoma 27 i
0-0-0
1,049
1
2.Auburn 10 i
0-0-0
948
2
3.So. Metiiodist 121
0-0-0
834
3
4.lowa 15)
0-00)
810 4
5.Florida 12
0-0-0
735 5
6.Southern Cal ii1
0-0-0
715 6
7.Maryland
0-0-0
701
&Brigham Young i 3
1-0-0
691 10
9.0hio Slate
0-0-0
645
10.Nebraska
• 0-0-0
640 9
11.111inois II
0-0-0
559 11
12.Washington III
0-0-0
521 12
13.LSU
0-0-0
383 13
14.Notre Dame
0-0-0
367 14
15.Arkansas
0-0-0
307 15
16.0klahoma State
0-0-0
301 16
17.Florida State
1-0-0
291 19
18.South Carolina
1-0-0
286 17
19.13enn State
0-0-0
145 18
20.UCLA
0-0-0
142 20

BYU's jump accounted for the only signifi
cant
change in the Top Ten. The nation's
top seven
teams, none of which has opened its
season, remained unchanged_ In the Second
Ten. Florida
State moved from 19th to 17th after
a 38-12
lashing of Tulane. South Carolina. a 56-17
winner
over The Citadel, dropped a spot to 18th.
Top-ranked Oklahoma. which doesn't
open its
season until a Sept. 28 trip to Minnesota:
received 27 of 60 first-place votes and 1,049 of
a possible
1.100 points from a nationwide panel
of sports
writers and sportscasters.
Auburn remained second after receiving
10
first-place votes and 948 points, follow
ed by
Southern Methodist with two firsts
and 834
points.
On Saturday, Auburn hosts Southwestern
Louisiana and SMU is at home against
Texas-El
Paso.
.
-

Injured Ohio State running back
changes schedule but not goals
COLUMBUS, Ohio
!AP - A week ago,
Ohio State tailback
Keith Byars' goal was to
win the Heisman
Trophy. Today it is to be
able to ride a stationary
bicycle by the end of the
week.
Byars injured his
right foot while running
a play during a Monday
afternoon workout. The
injury .was diagnosed
Tuesday as a broken
fifth metatarsal bone.

Byars would miss one to
three games, but Byars
has other ideas.
• "I'm kind of aiming
for the second game
i Sept. 21 at Colorado I
right now," .said the.
6-foot-2, 238-poUnd
senior, who last year led
the nation in rushing
and scoring.
"I'm .going to start a
real heavyweight program, working. on my
:upper body," Byars
said. "And I'm hoping to
start riding a bicycle;
Ohio State team hopefully by Friday
, so I
physician Robert J. can keep some
moveMurphy estimated that ment in my I•Ts.".

Rookie
mistake
costs LA
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer
The only problem with
rookie pitchers, says
veteran Manager Gene
Mauch of the California
Angels, is that they
sometimes play like
rookies.
A mental mistake
Kirk McCaskill opened
the gates to a five-run
outburst in the second
inning Tuesday • night
that • sent the .Detroit
Tigers on to a 14-8
pasting of the Angels.
"McCaskill lost' the
game, the way rookies
will," Mauch said.
"They didn't beat on
him .so much as he beat
himself."
McCaskill got into
trouble when he collided
with first baseman Rod
Carew on a possible
inning-ending double
play.
Kirk Gibson hit two
homers and two doubles
in four at-bats and drove
in five runs, and Chet
Lemon added a threerun homer during a
13-hit attack. Reggie
Jackson homered twice
for the Angels.
The loss trimmed
California's lead in the
American League West
to 11,42 games over Kansas City, *which beat
Chicago 3-2.
Royals 3. White Sox 2
In a matchup of the
young and old, 21-yearold Bret Saberhagen
outdueled 40-year-old
Tom Seaver to give
Kansas City its victory
over visiting Chicago.
Saberhagen, 17-5, tied
New York's Ron Guidry
for the league lead in
victories. The righthander gave up seven
hits, including a solo
home run by Harold
Baines in the ninth
inning.
Yankees 6, Mariners 3
Phil Niekro won his
298th career game and
helped New York pullWithin 31-2 games Of AL
East-leading Toronto.'
• Niekro, 14-9. pitched
seven shutout innings
and ran his scorelessinning streak to 17 before issuing bases
loadedW'alks to Dave
Henderson and Danny
Tirtabull with twO outs
In the eighth.
•
1

•

Byars, a favorite for
the 1985 Heisman after
finishing second in the
balloting a year ago to
Boston College's bong
Flutie, said he doesn't
believe the injury -will
prevent him from winning college football's top
individual honor.
"I don't think that the
Heisman Trophy is won
or lost after one or two
games," said Byars,
who will miss the
Buckeyes' Sept. 14
opener against
Pittsburgh.
''I think you have to

play a complete season
I still have, hopefully,
nine or 10 games when I
get back in there. And I
still think I have a
serious chance of making a bid for the
Heisman Trophy."
Ohio State Coach
Earle Bruce said. "It's
quite obvious to my
we've lost a great, great
player for our opener
against Pitt. We hope
it's 50-50 for Colorado
and that it gets better
than that as we go
toward Washington
State and Illinois."

SCOREBOARD
For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
state Farm.
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Fri 04.
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West Division
74 514
71 54.
014 64
tti 66
60 70
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49 .2
Tuesday's Games

Pd.
GB
626
600 31
.
546 11
527 13
-int 19
457 22 .
359 35
5011 550
515 0
492 9
462 13
455 14
374 24i•

Detrod 14 California h
oakiand 3. Baltimore 2
Kansas City 3. Chicago 2
ra York 6. Seattle 3
Boston -0. Texas 4
Alinnesota 4, Milwaukee 3
linty game's scheduled
Wednesday's Games
California ICandelaria 3•11 at Detroit I Morris 1414'.
n•
Cleveland 415ikaddell 7-6. at Toronto i Key 11-6.. in ,
iakland iSutton 13-74 at Baltimore i Davis 147. in.
Seattle Langston 7-114 at New 'iork Shirley 4-41.
Chicago .Bannister 6 121 at Kansas City !Black
• 14 ..
Milw maker sAuckovich 6-104 at Minnesota i Butcher
9121 rill
I nly games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Minnesota at Toronto. in',
Cleveland at Boston. in ,
I 14n IS land .iI New York. in

AV
Adlpr

sir

FEEDS*

Ohio State, with 645 points. and Nebraska,
with
640.
BYU entertains No, 2o UCLA and Nebraska
entertains Florida State on Saturday in a na
tional ttlevision 4 AB(.'-TV I game Ohio State -opens at home lept. 14 against Pittstakrgh
The Second Ten consists of Illinois.
Washington. LSE'. Notre I ia me. Arkansas
Oklahoma State. Florida State, South Carolina
Penn State and UCLA.
Last week, it was Illinois. Washington, LSI
Notre Dame. Arkansas, Oklahoma State, South
Carolina Penn State. Florida State anti I .('LA
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$1500

14

Super Blend
26% High Protein
Dog Food

Car Sale

$9.50

All Local Cars-Select Your
Choice for only $1500"

50 Lb.`Bag

10 Lb. Cat Food

and Puppy Food

$3.95
Cou on

50C Off .
Super Blend
with coupon
Coupon Expires Sept. 30

1979 Dodge Omni, 4 door
1978 Datsun 510 Station Wagon
1978 Datsun 510 Sport Coupe
1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 Liftback
1978 Mercury Grand Marquis, 4 door
1975 Lincoln Town Car, 4nloor
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 4 door
1973 VW Campmobile
1978 Datsun Pickup
At Other Prices
55 other previously owned local
cars on lot with actual miles. Including some TOYOTAS '83,'84,
& '85 models.

Cou on

Buy now and save

Shoemaker
Seed Co., Inc.

Hatcher
Toyotalincoln Mercury

4th & Chestnut/753-7666

Murray

515 South 12th St.
753-4961
•

SW* Nosh Mitti••••fehschhosflteshliarh
011.44. 1110orhospion 44•1041

GOOD
THRU
SUNDAY
SEPT. EITH

1Iajor League Baseball Standings
Mapor League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
•2
78
71
tlic

low., idle until a 'P Ii git me.
against invadin
'rake, as fourth with five first-place
ballOts rid )siti points while Florida.
which visits
Miami, Fla.. Saturday night. received
two firsts
and 735 points for fifth
One firNt-place vote went to
sixth-place
Southern California. which received 715
points.
The Trojans open at Illinois on Saturd
ay.
Seventh-place Maryland, at home to
No. 19
Penn .State this weekend, received three
firstplace ballots and 701 points
'Rounding out the Top Ten were BYU.
which
received three first-place votes and 691
points;

Milwaukee at Kansas City 1 ?I
Chicago at Texas. in.
Only games scheduled
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W I
Pct.
St Louis
79 50
612
New York
79 52
603
Montreal
71 60
54:
Philadelpiaa
64 66
492
Chicago
63 67
485
Pittsburgh
41 Sh
3114
West Division
Los Angeles
76 53
589
Ciro innati
69 61
531
San Inego
69 62
527
Houston
62 68
-177
Atlanta
56 74
431
San Francisco
51 79 ...-392
Tuesday's Games
Houston S. Chicago 7_ 10 innings
Philadelphia 4. San Francisco 3 13 innings
Atlanta 2 Pittsburgh 0
St Louis 6, Cinctnnati 4
Neu York IS San Diego 3
Los Angeles 4 Montreal 0.

GB
I
9
151
.

UNCLE JEFF'S
HARDWARE
Home Owned-Home Operated
HWY 641 S.-MURRAY, KY.

Mon.-Sat.
9:00-9:00
Sun. 1:00-6:00

Some Items May
Not Be Exactly
As Pictured
We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

PHONE
753-6575

34.
h
141
.
251
,

Wednesday's Games
Houston ;Scott 117' at Chicago
'Fontenot 5-8.
Philadelphia 1G ross 13.9. at San
Francisco Krukow
14-10,
Atlanta itiedrosian 511.at Pittsburg
h Reuscher
10-71. n ,
Cincinnati McGaffigan I.24 at St
Louis iKepshire
10.4-44, in,
New York Darling 13-5 at San
Diego Jackson 2-24.
,
Nloritreat • I iopson 0-0, at Los
Angeles i Vtelch 9.3.

Cloth
Duck Tape

Wonder wood
Wood Stove
•Cook er Top
•Removable

2"x 30'

Ash
with coupon
Reg. $1.19

Thursday's Games
Chi,.5474 41 St Louis. in
Pittsburgh at Houston. 411
Only games scheduled

Major League Baseball Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NA1110%.111. LEAGUE
BATTING 1320 at bats - Boggs. Boston. .362.
BATTING 1320 at bats, - McGee, StLOuis. .368.
Brett. Kansas City, 354. RHenderson. New York,
Guerrero. Los Angeles. 322. Herr. StLouts.
.322.
330, Mattingly. New York, 326; Bochte. Oakland.
Ralnes, MOntreal, 310, Sandberg, Chicago. 306.
310
FUNS - Murphy. Atlanta 90, Raines. Montreal.
96
RUNS - RHenderson. New York, 112. Rlpken.
Coleman. StLouis, 91, Guerrero, Los Angeles, 91.
Baltimore. 96, I.:Murray:. Baltimore, 91; Winfield.
McGee, StLouis. 91
New York, 90. 411rett 'Kansas City. 89. Whitaker.
RBI - Parker. Calculi-oh. 93. Murphy. Atlanta 92
149
Herr, StLouis. 89, JCIark. StLouls. $4, GWilson
1(E1.1 - Mattingly. New York, 109. E:Murray.
Philadelphia. 83
Baltimore. 104, Winfield. New York, 95, Ripken.
HITS - McGee. StLouis. ITS Gwynn San Diego
Baltimore. 93, Baines. Chicago. 89
156, Herr. StLouis. 154. Sandberg. Chicago. 151
HITS - Boggs. Boston. 191, Mattingly. New York,
Parker. Cinc innatl. 150
170, Buckner, Boston, 157. PF3radley, Seattle. 157.
Cooper. Milwaukee, 155
DOUBLES - Parker. Cincinnati 33, Herr StLouis
DOUBLES - Mattingly. New. York. 39. Buckner,
31 GWilson. Philadelphia. 30. Vicallach. Montreal. 30
Boston. 37. Boggs, Boston, 35, Cooper. Milwaukee. 34:
Cm& Houston 29
•
GNalker. Chicago. 32
TRIPLES 2- McGee. StLouis. 16. Samuel
TRIPLES
Wilson. Kansas City 19, Butler.
Philadelphia. 11. Coleman, Stl.ouis 10, Raines. Mon
Cleveland, 12, Puckett Minnesota. 12. Barfield.
treat, to. Garner. Houston. S
Toronto S. Cooper Milwaukee, 8, Fernandez. ToronHOME RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta, 34_ Guerrero. Los
to ‘. Pliradley. Seattle. h
Angeles. 32, Parker, Cincinnati. 24, Schmrdt
HOME RUNS ; - risk. Chicago. 33. DaEvans
F'hiladelphia, 24. Carter. New York_ 23. Horner
tic-Iron. 30. ItalbOR'i Kansas City. 28. G'rhomas, Seat
Atlanta. 23
tle 2h. Gliell. T
ito 27
STOLEN BASES - Coleman. StLouis sa Raines
STOLEN BASES - ((Henderson. New York. 60.
Montreal. 52. Lopes:Chicago. 44, McGee, Stiouis 4.
Pettis California:43. Nilson. Kansas City. WI: Butler
Samuel, Philadelphia. 42
Cliveland. 314. I.Smith Kansas City. 32
PITCHING ill decisions..- Guidry New York
PITCHING 411 decisions I - Franc
Cincinnati
175 773 14 04. Saberhagen Kansas City. 17-5 773
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Strikes in four states extend summer breaks for 525,000 students
More than a 525,000 teachers strike's. insludents in tour states cluding 4:i0.000 in
rc closed out- of Chicago, where union
s today by leaders and officials of

the nation's third
largest district bargained into the early
morning.

rit i Wren 114)t illegal ali(qv,

Meanwhile', teachers'strikes that loomed today in two Rhode Island
districts would put more
than* 12,000 additional
students on the streets.
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M hen talks continued inty, the night. board
spokesman Bob Saigh
announced the cancellation of the first day of
classes.
Saying qv was "verY
frustrated" .- by the
walkout. Thompson ad''I think the board
has more money than
they said o rig ina ."
The board. which has
said it can't afford to
meet teacher demands.
criticized the governor's
remarks. "He's put us
in a box," said S:
. Ugh.
• The board has offered
a 3.5 percent salary increase. while the
Chicago Teachers l'nion
has requested a 9 per-

and her• husband
Charles had adopt ed
their children or hoe%
- many adopted children
• Gov. Jameta R.
art' 19ilielt: custody She,
als'o denied that any of Thompson intervened in
their adopted children Chicago's negotiations
Tuesday. offering what
came from TIjllatla
he sard was "a
reasonable- proposal"
The couple had turned for
a two-year contract.
over birth certificates of
He did not elaborate
two Of their adopted
The 2S,000 teachers
children to Immigration
and Naturalization i4- set up picket lines Tuesficials investigating the day in Chicago's third
strike in as many years.
alleged ring

cent raise.
In Rhode Island. 328
Newpot•t teachers were.
expected to strike after
voting not to work
without a contract, idling 3,9C10 students.
Pawtucket teachers
were to vote on the
latest contract offer
.from the school board.
The union for the 600
teachers had recomm ended - rejection,
which could affect 8.200
students.
In Seattle. no talks
were scheduled between
the union for 3,700
teachers, aides., and
substitutes who walked
out Tuesday and ofti
of the

44,000-student district.
At issue were a stateimposed salary limit.
class size, extra pay for
extra work days and a
personal stipend for.
materials and supplies.
The two sides were
•'very far apart," iaid
Carol Reed, president of
.the Seattle Teachers
Association._
Teachers' strikes in
four Michigan school
districts affected 51,400
'students and 3.100
teachers_.
Udell Nails,
superintendent in the
15,185-student Pontiac
district, threatened to
dismiss 999 teachers.
who struck Tuesday. if
•

they do not report to
classes Monday. In
Flint. Michigan's
second-largest school
district with 29,200
students, bargainers
met for more than six
hours Tuesday, but
"produced nothing,"
said Hal Keim. president of the Michigan_
Education Association
local. Teachers in Marquette, with 4.6100
students, walked out

Tuesday, and little progress was 'reported in
talks in Linden. where
teachers have been on
strike since Aug. 28.
Strikes in six Pennsylvania districts kept
19,800 students out `of
class. The largest were
in Butler County. after..
ting 5.200 students, and
PittsburkVS Catholic •
diocese, which kept
5,000 pupils away from•
class for a second day_
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With 67 aliases, man takes thousands
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AI' — A
Jefferson County man - who
crisscrossed the U.S. bilking
more than a dozen banks of
thousands of dollars and writing
bad checks for luxury cars says
crime is "like quic sand."
When he was se tenced last
week, Gerald Gavi4 admitted to
the judge that he wnt on a fiveyear crime spree because "I
needed the income."
Gavin said he used as many as
" 67 aliases, sometimes three or
four a day, and purchased
counterfeiting equipment to
make phony identification
papers.
When he was arrested June 7
by the FBI after a disgruntled
friend turned him in, Gavin was
wanted in at least five states.
Gavin, 27, pleaded guilty in
U.S. District Court in Louisville
after Judge Edward Johnstone
spent almost two hours reading
the numerous -bank and auto
theft charges.
Johnstone sentenced Gavin,
whom he described as the
"worst young criminal" ever to

appear in his court, to eight
,years jn prison. He noted that
Gavin- had no prior criminal
record.
Indiana State Police Detective
James Hummel', who tried to
catch Gavin for two years,
described him as an expert.
•
"On a scale of Ito 10, he was a
10." Hummell said. "You don't
get away with this for five years
unless you're good, real good."
Gavin was indicted in various
federal coufts for stealing
$40,429 frorri ,13 banks in seven
Niles and writing bad checks for
an Audi sedan and Fiat sports
car worth $36,000 more.
According to court 'records,
the banks included three in Pittsburgh, one in North Little
Rock, Ark., two in Toledo, Ohio,
one in Nashville, Tenn., and
three in Chattanooga,. Tenn.
Hummuell said Gavin also had
been charged with bilking two
banks in Elkhart, Ind., and
South Bend, Ind., of more than
$5,000 each.
He said he traveled 100,000
miles a year and never stayed in

a "target city" for more than 48
hours after he wrote the bad
checks.
He wrote his first worthlesr
check in 1980 to the hospital
where his daughter Was born!'
Before then, he worked as a
bank teller and manager Of a
restaurant in Erlanger.
Gavin said he moved to the
Louisville area a year ago and
lived under the name Martin
Ross.
"I never believed I'd get
ciught," he said in a interview
with The Courier-Journal at the
Jefferson County jail.
Gavin said he offered to help
the FBI identify weaknesses in
bank security systems. But his
attorney, G. Murray Turner,
said the agency turned down the
suggestion.
"Crime pays well," Gavin
said. "But if somebody asked
me if I would advise a career in
crime, my answer would be no.
"Crime is like quicksand.
Once you get into it, you can't
get out."

New policy revises Medicaid cuts
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
ed care beds to intermediate
• Some nursing home patients
care beds or risk losing the
whose care has been paid for
reimbursement from the state.
through the, state Medicaid pro-l•
But in a change announced
gram won't he. eliminated from
Tuesday, the state has agreed to
eligibility, under a, new policy •
pay $34 a day for the
announced by the Cabinet for
intermediate-care patients..
'Human Resources.
The new policy immediately
As part of some .cutbacks in
applies to those patients who
the program, the cabinet had • were admitted or classified
said in July that effective Feb. 1,
after Saturday as intermediate • nursing homes would no.longer.. care Talents but -who are
_receive any reimbursdment for
assigned to skilled care beds.
patients who are in skilled Care . The reimbursement for those
beds, but need only intermediate
patients will be at the lesser
care.
rate.
The state has been reimbursThe new reimbursement plan
ing nursing homes $48 a day per
will take effect Feb. I for those
• patient in skilled care beds, even
inter
. mediate-care patients in
if the patient required . only .inskilled-care beds who were adtermediate care.
mitted on or before Saturday. I
The cabinet told nursing home,
The state has agreed to conowners to move the patients
tinue the $48-per-day rate for
from the more expensive,
skillthose patients until Feb. 1. Then,
. .._.

the reimbursement will drop to
$34 whether the patient has been
moved to an intermediate-care
bed or not.
Cabinet officials have
estimated that 1,200 Medicaid
patients classified as needing intermediate.care were occupying
the more expensive nursing
home beds prior to Tuesday's
announcement.,
_
•
The slate has offered nursing
home operators a financial incentive to move patients from
the higher-service level beds.to
the intermediate care level if the
patient's condition warrants.
ThrouglAWie end of January,
the cabifier will pay an additional $7.50 per day for any skilled nursing bed patient who is
transferred to intermediate
care. The payment would be
continued for 90 days.
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Butcher begins 20-year sentence at federal prison camp
ATLANTA (AP ) — slipped into the
Tennessee financier minimum -security
Jake Butcher traded his Federal Prison Camp
pin-striped business through a parking lot
suits for prison-issued entrance and became
khakis as he..began
.
a federal prison inmate
20-year term for tax
10067-074."
evasion and defrauding
Prosecutors and Buthis own banks.
--- cher's attorney's agreed
Butcher, 49. avoided .that the event signaled
reporters Tuesday as he an end to Butcher's

case,. although the
defense team said it still
plans to ask four federal
judges to reduce Butcher's sentence.
"This is p-retty much
it." said Nashville attorney Bill Ramsey. one
of three lawyers who
represented Butcher"
-He won't be in court
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Save big on this
powerful, pro-quality
ECHO 18 bar, 44cc
Chain Saw!
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again tinless it's his
wife's bankruptcy
case.''
Butcher avoided trial
by pleading guilty to
four indictments on
bank fraud charges and
to tax evasion in exchange for a prison
term that would not exceed 20 years. His
earliest parole date is
May 1992.
The bank fraud indictmentswere returned in
Knoxville. Memphis and
Kentucky and alleged
Butcher stole $20.-6
million from his own
Tinted American banks.
His guilty pleas covered
$17.6 million of that
sum.
"It was one of- the
most - serious bank
looting cases we've prosecuted ever," Robert
Ogren, chief of .the U.S.
Justice Department's
criminal fraud division,
told The Associated
Press on Tuesday.
-We may have had
heavier sentences imposed on white-collar
criminals, but I can't
think of one involving a
banker," Ogren said.
Butcher was once one
of the most powerful.
men in Tennessee. He
waged two unsuccessful
campaigns for governor, was chairman of
the 1982 World's Fair
and head of a $1.5 billion

When you're ready to
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90 Days
Same
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SAVE $300°

Apply in person.
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ECHO.

David Stom
1001 Whitnell Dr.

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
205 N. 4th

chain of banks in Tennessee and Kentucky.
Butcher's first hours
in confinement were
spent having his picture
taken and undergoing a
physical examination,
said Bill Noonan, a
spokesman for the
Atlanta Federal
Penitentiary and adjacent prison camp.
Prison officials also
made a list of Butcher's
personal possessions,
assigned him to an
8-foot wide, 12-foot long
cell that he must share
with another inmate,
and issued him, the
khaki pants and shirt
that will be his prison
uniforni. Noonan said.
"Right no he says he
doesn't want to talk to
the media. That's his
right," said Noonan.
Butcher's financial
empire began to crumble on Feb. 14, 1983,
when state regulators
closed the United
American Bank of
Knoxville, citing a large
number of "questionable loans,'
U.S. Judge William K.
Thomas, the first of four
federal judges to
sentence Butcher, blamed Butcher's theft for
the failure of his banks
in Knoxville and Chattanooga. Three other
Butcher banks were
sold.

Murray

Ledger & Times

753-4110

Butcher joins former 1 8 -year sentence.
South Carolina Con- Patrick pleaded guilty
gressman John Jenrette to a single bank fraud
at the prison camp. Indictment and received
Jenrette began serving a four-year prison term.
a two-year term in April Both must report by
for a bribery conviction Oct. 1 to the federal
stemming from the prison in Lexington, Ky.
FBI's ABSCAM
investigation.
The grand jury inThe federal grand vestigation of banking
jury investigation that practices in Tennessee
snared Butcher also in- and Kentucky is contidicted two of his nuing and "a number of
associates, financial ad- spinoffs" from the Butvisor Jesse A. Barr and cher investigation are
Jack H. Patrick, a UAB- being pursued. Ogren
Knoxville vice said. Butcher's criminal
president.
liability was ended by
r pleaded guilty to his April 22 plea agreeb k fraud and tax eva- ment with federal
s n anti received an prosecutors.
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Some elderly people mistakenly
believed to be mentally ill
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The Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. remains saddled with $699
million in uncollectable
loans from the failure of
11 Tennessee banks connected to Butcher and
his brother, C.H. Butcher Jr.
Butcher, who may
receive up to four visits
a month at the prison
camp, will be assigned a
prison job, such as yardwork or sewing canvas
mailbags, within a
week, Noonan said.
Clerical jobs are reserv"tinmates with
çL
niore seniority. Noonan
said.

LEXINGTON, Ky
(AP) — Some elderly
patients are mistakenly
believed to be mentally
Ill when actually they
may suffer from a
variety of physical
ailments, a doctor says.
Using the latest equipment, a new unit at St.
Joseph Hospital
specializes in pinpointing the source of
behavioral problems
among the elderly and
helping those whose
conditions are
reversible.
The hospital's new
mental-health ward includes 19 beds for
geriatric patients, including a dining - room
and television room. In
the past, elderly patients in general
hospitals have been
placed in areas with
younger, more violent,
patients.
Dr. Robert
Granacher. head of St.
Joseph's departfnent of
psychiatry, says as
many as one-fifth of the
elderly with mental illness have problems
that can be reversed.
That's why he calls the
new mental-health ward

wit Elk

-a unit of hope."
"For many older people with mental
disorders, there is
reason for optimism,"
Granacher said. "These
people (at St. Joseph's)
aren't people who will
never be able to go
home."
Brad Hughes, a
spokesman for the state
Cabinet for Human
Resources,said officials
are aware of only one
other similar. unit in
Kentucky, at Our Lady
of Peace Hospital in
Louisville. However,
Hughes said psychiatric
beds are not licensed in
categories for the elderly and that other
hospitals may .have
similarprograms. - • ,
The, geriatric beds
have been filled since
the unit opened last
month.
Granacher plans to
admit only those people
who have a good chance
of recovering. Most patients will stay in the
ward about 12 days, said
Kathi Lester-Parsons,
the director of
psychiatric nursing.
Overmedication,
thyroid failure and even
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pneumonia can
sometimes be mistaken
as mental illness in the
elderly, Granacher
said. The hospital's
neurological equipment
can show through tests
the source of behavioral
problems that may not
be related to mental
illness. .
One patient was
recently admitted to St.
Joseph from a nursing
home because he was
thought to be mentally
impared because "he
sat in a corner and babbled to himself.Tests showed the man
was deaf and illiterate
and that medication he
had been taken intensified what appeared to
.be. a- ,psychotic condition. Granacher said.
Now the man will be
given a hearing aid and
has been returned to the
nursing home, where he
should be able to live a
more fruitful life,
Granacher said.
Admission to the mental health unit is voluntary, and most patients
have supplemental insurance along with
Medicare, Granacher
said
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Kentucky News In Brief
COVINGTON. Ky. IAPI - Boxes of magazines
takenovar-tha-weekand-byaCevingten-polite-of.-ficer acting without search warrants have been
returned to a retail store's shelves after city officials called the seizure a mistake.
"We need to either buy them or ask for a
search warrant" from a judge, City Solicitor
Joseph Condit said Tuesday. He said about 100
adult magazines were seized from a service
station.
Officer Ray Sterling had told his superiors he
thought the magazines were obscene and
pornographic.
Sterling's action came only days after
authorities in Cincinnati and neighboring Campbell County in Kentucky moved to clear shelves
of the September issue of Penthouse magazine.
"Officer Sterling saw the extent of how
graphic they were and he made the decision to
.._
------Iseize the magazines and let the supervisors
determine," Police Chief Al Casson said.
None of the seized magazines included the controversial September edition of Penthouse.
which featured photographs of lesbian contact.
---SPOKANE. Wash. (API - A Fairchild Air
Force Base airman from Fort Thomas, Ky.. was
fatally injured when he was knocked off a horse
during an outing, authorities said.
Senior Airman James L. Kinney, 26, and six

other servicemen had rented horses at a riding
-stableforthe Monday evening ride,-according to
Spokane County sheriff's deputies.
The victim apparently was riding a horse that
was galloping ahead of the group. He was looking
back and talking with others in the group just
before striking his head against' a tree, said
Larry Jenny,owner of the stable, who did not see
the accident, but talked with the other
servicemen.
Deputies said the others reported hearing Kinney yell "whoa" and then hear a thump.
Kinney was pronounced dead at .Deaconess
Medical Center about two hours after the accident, deputies said.
-

LEXINGTON, Ky.(API - Five suspects have
been arrested and more were sotight in connection with a three-month drug investigation in
Fayette and four surrounding counties, state
police said.
More arrests were expected based on warrants
issued in Franklin. Bourbon, Scott and Woodford
counties as well as Fayette. said Trooper Glenn
Walton of the Frankfort post.
Walton added that some of the arrests stemmed from sealed indictments issued by Fayette
County grand jury.
The investigation involves 52 suspects and 110
cases, with 71 being felonies and 39 misde•

K

meanors. Walton said.
The state police and Lexington Metro Police
arrested five people on Tuesday.
The drug-related offenses include trafficking
in marijuana, cocaine. LSD and Dilaudid.
Walton said -The investigation stemnied 'from a
tip received by the two law enforcement
agencies.
Those arrested were taken to the Fayette
County, Detention Center, he said.
_
OWENSBORO. Ky. Al' - The first issue of
"Milton's Pen," a quarterly publicitiorr about
Owensboro-area black families in colonial days,
is off the press.
"I wanted people to know that even though
they (slaves were not educated, they made progress and weren't exactly destitute," said Milton
Sharp Harris. the author.
Exactly how it the publication turned into a
genealogical effort is hard for him to pinpoint,
but Harris said the hobby put him in touch with
relativeS, that he didn't know in his
neighborhood.
A retired music teacher with a degree from
Howard University, Harris wrote "A Black
Family Tree- in 1984, and "Milton's Pen" initially was planned as an extension of that book.
. He realized he had too much material and
decided to publish a quarterly. Other issues are

scheduled tor Oi•tober, January and April. arid
the publication already has some subscribers.
— — — —
LEXINGTON. K' t Al' —
Vuckload of
clothing. food ;did other supplies collected in
Kentucky was sent to Biloxi, Miss.. for victims of
Hurricane Elena
Grove Ridge Seventh-di' Adventist ChurCfi in
Case County orgarLized the relief effort anti
dispatched the 1 rut k
tuday7
Turner, a member. or the congregataai
Supplies %we sent to the cht.irc h's disaster
center. in Crab Orchard in Lincoln Cillikty trom
across the state.:,—late-sai-d
— — — —
LEXINGTON. Ky I Al' -- Mayor Scottv
Baesler has visited leader's
to pro
mote the concept of partnership among business
and education to help ensure Kentucky economic well-being
Baesler's message, which he hopes to deliver
'to all 120 counties by October. is a simple'one It
post-s.econdary schools could tailor their programs to the needs of business. communities
could retain their your.4 people by ot tering then,
jobs. At the same time business ‘,,vould look ritt,rt
favorably on the stale it its s( hools turned out
labor force that met their needs
And if Kentucky tiot•,, a good job of attrai
business."Lexingion will benefit. too.
Baesler said the money to cover his expense.comes frOM 104.;11 ecollOrrly ro.«iVt•t• !Units.

Police say motive unclear in veteran rider's killing
HENDERSON, Ky.
(AP)- A veteran Ellis
Park jockey, who was
found murdered at his
home, was described as
a popular trackside
figure by officials investigating his death.

results show that
Wolbrecht died of a gunshot wound to the heart.
Police have released
no information about
the case since Sunday.
when investigators
issued a prepared stateRobert J. Wolbrecht, ment saying they were
46, was found beaten investigating the case
and shot to death out- as a murder and had no
side his home Sunday suspect or motive.
Bob Fambrough.
afternoon.
Wolbrecht's brother-inDr. Don Cantley, law and the owner
of the
Henderson County cor- house where
the victim
oner, said autopsy lived. said Wolbrecht

tn
te
nto
UT.

had been shot three
times in the back.

"We told them that if
anything pops up to let
us know," he said in an
interview Tuesday. "So
far, we haven't heard
anything more."
Kumar said
Wolbrecht, a. 20-year
veteran -at the track,
was well-liked and
respected.
"We looked to see if
there was any kind of
problem with him, and
nothing showed up." he
said.
"I never knew of him

Fambrough said robbery was apparently not
the motive because
Wolhrecht's jewelry and
money had not been
taken.
Ellis Park President
Roger Kumar said the
thoroughbred track's
security department
was cooperating with
the police investigation,
and that they also knew
of no apparent motive.

being in any trouble or figure at the track.
being involved with any
"I would have no
trouble," said Bill reason to believe that
Gooch, the track's somebody wuld have
security director.
any reason to go after
him," Daubs said.
Wolbrecht was
scheduled to ride in a
Fambrough said
race Monday, the last Wolbrecht, who also
day of the track's meet, rode at Darby Downs in
before returning to his Grove City, Ohio, had
off-season home in planned to retire from
Hollywood, Fla.
racing next year.
He rode Saturday for
horse owner Delmar
Daubs, who described
Wolbrecht as a popular

He will be buried in
Kenner. La., where his
mother and two sisters
live

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pa!,
their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their p,*
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you
and
your carrier So . paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid
the
bother Of monthly collections

Haydon shakes fever; Schroeder has anniversary

De
Dd
he
he
a
e,

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Artificial heart
patient Murray Haydon
has shaken a persistent
fever and is spending
less time on a
respirator, a
spokeswoman for
Humana Hospital
Audubon says. Haydon, who received
a Jarvik-,7 heart on Feb.
17, has had a normal

nnits
fl-

th
er

temperature fora week,
Donna Hazle said in a
tape-recorded update
Tuesday.
The 59-year -old
Louisville man spends
about half the day, from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m., off a
respirator that helps in
breathe, she said.
He has been connected to the device
almost continually since

0 Flav-O-Rich 8 Oz Crtn

improving, Hazle said.
Haydon was out of bed
Monday night watching
football on television.
she said.
He remains in the
coronary-care unit.
where he has been
receiving occupational
and physical therapy. Fealuw artificial heart
parlent William
Schroeder celebrated
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Save 19
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Save 30

Save 30

Sunmaid 6 Pk. Pkg
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Save 30

Save 27
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Save 18
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Salad
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89°
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$399
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Family Pack
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Minute Steaks
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Frank
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•
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Lb. $ 1 39
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99°
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Pork

)1#‘ Ne---

$ 1 00
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Meaty Country Style

U.S.D.A. Choice

$
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Bacon

Ground

Yellow Sweet
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[ _
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L),111).',011
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Red Ripe Missouri

Corn
10
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ellort,
Bananas

Save 20

Pure Fresh

Colby Longhorn

title

Save 70

0 Hyde Park French Onion 8 Oz Crtn

Fresh Baked Turkey

$ vs

2/99°
3/99°
89°

Save /5'

Frisk ies Buffet 6.5 Oz.

Cat Litter.

g.85

S,,,-t'

Pride of Ill. White or
Golden Cream Style 17 Oz. Can

Save 16'

Sani Cat 10 Lb. Bag

$
'
6 09

„, 2499°

Save 163/89

Save 22'

hwashing
Liquid

When he is feeling
well, he responds to
questions and initiates
conversation, she said

•

Van Camp 8 Oz Can

Armour Potted 3 Oz. Can

Tangy

"He has his good days
and his bad days," she
Said of her father-inlaw.

49 Sauce
Pop Tarts
890 Beanee Weanee
2199g Corn
3/890 Cat Food.
3
2/99° Raisins
99 Tissue.
590 Hawaiian Punch
99 Dip
THE BUT ER BLOCK
4111

Gatorade

Fresh

in an apartment near
Audubon, was tired
after the outing. she
said.

Save 20'

Lemon Lime Thirst Quencher
32 Oz Bottle

ep

his 33rd wedding anniversary Monday by
dining at his favorite
Louisville restaurant
with his wife. Margaret,
and family members,
his daughter-in-law
said.
Patti Schroeder said
DeVrtes and his wife
joined the Schroedecs
for the meal.
Schroeder.'who lives

Contadina Tomato 8 Oz Can

Sour Cream

r

his operation and his
surgeon, Dr.
DeVries, has
Willian3
sat
Haydon has be'come
psychologically dependent on it.
.Haydon's_ chest inf4ction is stable while
another infection
-around the opening in.
his skin where the
plastic air lines enter
his body to the heart is
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Officer's bloodhound will be retired
Thomas Kirk (lies Saturday

LEXINGTON, Ky. man shepherds, he said, ments don't have said. -.Mardis kept
t AP, - Lexington adding that the bloodhounds because Amanda at his home,
raising it in a family
are retiring the bloodhound program they can't attack.
police
of
Mrs..
Walker
Ruby
tor
services
Funeral
Graveside services
Mr. Carson. 7S, of 730
"Bloodhounds can setting.
for Lenis Carson were Nash Dr.. Murray. died Thomas 0. Kirk were Kirk of Murray and the bloodhound trained and had been successful
When dogs are with
today at 10 a.m. at Mt. Monday at 4:20 p.m. at Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in late Edward Kirk. One handled by slain offer largely because of walk up on the most
dangerous persons in their handlers every
Carmel Cemetery. The West View Nursing the chapel of Gent brother, Pat Kirk, also Roy Mardis and pro- Mardis.
"It's hard to replace a the world," he said. day "it gives them a
bably won't replace her
Funeral Home. Alton, preceded him in death.
Rev. Gerald Owen Home.
Mr. Kirk is survived with another Roy Mardis, and if you -They're not necessari- social life, and you end
Ill. The Rev. Calvin
officiated.
by one daughter, Miss bloodhound, the canine have a German ly going to be on alert up with a more protecPallbearers were
He is survived by his Reynolds officiated.
Burial was in Valhalla Lisa Kirk. Springfield. unit's commander says. shepherd that can do the and ttiePre not going to tive dog," Burton said.
D,amon Carson. Phillip wife. Mrs. Elvie
Canine officer Chuck
The dog. Amanda, same thing (as a attack."
Carson. Jack Carson. Garland Carson; two _ Memorial Park in God- III.; three sons, Steven
Trained' German Bentley, who has a GerKirk and David Kirk, was with Mardis Aug. 23 bloodhound), its a
Larry Carson, J.R. sisters. Mrs. Margaret frey. 114.
Mr. Kirk, 53, died Godfrey. Ill., and Ryan when he was fatally possibility" that no shepherds attack on man shepherd. has been
Smith and Charles Wilkins, Mayfield. and
the only other member
111111ker bloodhounds Will command, he said.
at 2:30 p.m. at Kirk. Bunker Hill. Ill. .'wounded d u r
Saturday
.,CarStin.
Mrs. Beulah Williams
be
the unit to keep his
added
'of
One
of
to
Mardis5
aspect
the
unit,
he
Mercer
grandchildren,...manhunt.
a
four
in
Blalock -Coleman Paris, 'Tenn.: two Eldercare of Alton
work may be adopted by dog at home, rather
His mother,Mrs. Kirk County cornfield. State said.
Funeral Home was in brothers. Fred Carson following a lengthy
Most police depart- the canine unit, Burton than in a kennel.
of Murray. survives police beiieve he was acc_hargeof and Fray Carson, illness.
I
by
y
identa
shot
1
e
four
sisters,
with
along
retired
He
in
1983
irrangements
Kirksey.
after 33 years of service Mrs. Mattie Jo Ross, St. another officer. An inin the forming depart- Charles, Mo., Mrs. Jane quest will begin
ment at Owens-111inOis Collins. Hardin. and Thursday.
Sgt. Billy Burton said
Mrs. liuth Mills and
Glass Co.
. only
Born in Calloway Mrs. Annette Smith. Amanda was the
Murray:
bloodhound
brother.
in
one
the
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he
County.
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son
NS ill
Edward iDeet Kirk, department's canine
unit and that the future
Springfield, Tenn.
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its
The family requests of the bloodhound procount of journalist Jim
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We service and maintain our equipment. and if a problem should arise. our
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Home medical electronics
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• Electric h
e htoodpressure
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• Ames glucometers - a home blood
e monitoring- „%y_ster41._ .
• Infant mOrptors with a proven
htstory of 'reliability, accuracy and
ease of operation Th'ese units
feature both visual -and audible
alarms while monitoring the infant s
heart r;ftn and respiration
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Fall foliage program begins
grams in other states. "The fallfoliage season is very important
to the tourism economies of New
Hampshire, Vermont, and other
states,' Combs said. "We
believe There is excellent potential for growth for fall-foliage
sightseeing in Kentucky."

For the first time, travelers to
Kentucky this fall will be able to
get up-to-date information on
the state's beautiful fall foliage,
Tourism Secretary Wendell
Combs said.
Through a cabinet program
called ColorFall Kentucky, a
visitor will be able to Call a tollfree phdirg_number,
1-S00-225-8747, tcwhiain a-region- by-region surifmary of foliage
conditions. The information will
be updated weekly. The program starts Sept. 24, unless leaf
conditions dictate • an earlier or
later start.
Combs said ColorFall Kentucky will be similar to
established fall foliage pro-

ColorFall Kentucky is a
Cooperative effort of the Office
of the Secretary, the Department of Travel Development,
and the Department of Parks.
Under the program, state park
naturalists at eight reporting
stations throughout the state
will report to the Department of
Parks central office the progress of la.f color changes. The

inforMation will be oepicted on a
map and also reported in an accompanying news release. The:
weekly map and release will be
sent to TV weathercasters at 25
stations in Kentucky and surrounding states. More than 300
newspapers and radio stations
in the -region also will receive
the map and release.
Department of Travel
Development telephone
_operators will be provided the
map each Tuesday. Using this
accurate information, .the
operators will be able to advise
would-be travelers calling on the
"Kentucky Color Connection"
phone line about regions where
leaf colors are peaking.
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Helping Jerry's kids
kappa %IptLi I trder Little sister Sharon tirogan spent most ot her Labor Da .% tsitekend st ith the phone to
her ear as sto• and others in the NISI social Iraternity manned the telephones and siolicited tlical dona
Mins to Iii•nelit the Jerry Li•ts it. Labor Dat Telethon. Fighting rinisi War distropht is the traternitt'•
philanthropic charity. and this ear like each year. fraternity members helped raise more than S770
from ti pl
pledges and S881 by going door to door tor donati s. Donations to tlw 'ID tehrthon can
still In. made h callingSteil` Crlilltl•r at the kappa Nlpha trali•rnits lllllse. at ":TC;

"Lady Donlin" Short Sleeve

OXFORD SHIRTS
Missy Sizes
Button Down Collar
Favorite Stripes
.

ri

Levi's

(199
7•

JEANSIIVEAFI

Ladies' "Learsi II" Stonewash

MEN'S LEVI'S® CLASSIC

DENIM JACKETS $25
.
S/M/L, $34 Value

Unlined, 4 pockets, Sizes 36-50

CORDUROY BLAZERS
Popular Camel and Favorite Colors
Ladies Sizes 8-18
$30. VALUE

our price

2599
•

Ladies Long Sleeve

'8.
16 9

Famous Name, Collar Model

$I;
Special

IP•

"CONVERSE" Canvas Footwear
for Children, Boy's & Men

OXFORDS

HI-TOPS

92.

$10

•

Boy's Unlined, Pre-Washed

LEVI'S'® JACKETS

2488

SIZES 8-20
29.99 Value

litard
etni.
Where good people go
for good food:"

in Junior and Missy Sizes
Denim Super Slim, Super Straight
and Red Tab

178•8

REG. $25.-$28.

Ladies' Stonewash Denim

BOY'S KNIT SHIRTS
Sizes 8-18

2988

LEVI'S® LADIES. JEANS

GIRL'S LIGHTWEIGHT JACKETS
3 pockets, zip front
Poly/Cotton, $21. Value

$36. VALUE
SPECIAL!

4 Pockets, Shrinkage Contrdfleti

OXFORD SHIRTS

.
V

WESTERN JACKETS

LEVI'S® OVERSIZE JACKETS
SIZES S/M/L
$2
5
•

$36. VALUE

Girl's Pre-washed Denim

L[VI'S® JACKETS

1 088

Sizes 7 to 14
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Girl's 7 to 14, Pre-washed

LEVI'S® JEANS
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Ladies' &
Children's

141:8

Super Slim
1 Super Straight

bee

Men's Pre-washed Lee

Western Denim Jackets
36-46
Reg. $40.

32•88

GIRL'S LEE® JEANS
Straight Leg, Dark Denim
Sizes 7 to 14
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JELLIES
Clearance!

$2•

Men's Short Sleeve

DRESS SHIRTS
Entire Stock

$24. Value

14.88
17..88

LEE® JEANS in Jr. & Missy Sizes
Straight Leg & Super Slim

$28. VALUES

. .

2O%
OFF Our LERMANS

TWO
REG. ROAST BEEF
$219

TWO BACON
CHEESEBURGERS

Please present this voupon before ordering. One
coupon per customer per stsit please Not good in
•441mbination with an% other otters Customer mu•rpay any sale, ta. due Cad. .alue 1 100th ot one,
tent Otter good during regular Punt h and clinrwr
hours at participating Hardee s Restaurants

Please prese'nt this coupon before. ordering One
oupon per customer,.per visrt please Not good in
ombination with any other offers,.Custotner Intact
*Pas any sales tat due Cash vNlue 1100th of one
rent Otter good during regular lunch and dinner
hours at participating Hardee s Retteurants

Offer good.thro Sept 11, 1985
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Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-7
Sunday 1-6
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FOOD STORES

2 Liter

I.
I

Pepsi

411111k
PEPSI

69' tad
Everyday Low Prices on
Juices, Fruits, Vegetables

Grape
Juice
_
Fr „

Everyday Lew Prices Oa
Prodace

Cucumbers

en 6 Ode WON PURE

car

4/1.00

Potatoes

64 oz rar

46 or

1.19

Tomatoes

.49

PUNCH OR.

.79
.63

Apricot Halves

.79

Purple Plums

.79

Marazul 15 or

Chili Beans
Northern Beans
Pork 'ri Beans

.3i.
.31

Burton, 1500 can

Chunk Light Tuna

Baked Beans

.99

88 c1 pkg FLUTED

Beefaroni

,.are '631 ca" Grade

.59

Sauerkraut

.39

Indian Summer 32 oz bottle

.31

Cider Vinegar too., iar
Salad Olives

5lature s P.ck 1502 car Grade A fancy

Hominy
Harvest Pare '6 01 Car Grad* A fancy.

Sweet Peas

.35

Green/White Limas

.33

Whole Green Beans
NalLee 5 PiCk 15

.43

Tomato Sauce

.33
.79

2.39

.79

Fiddle Faddle
Everyday Low Prices on
Paper Products

.59

.55.

.89

Dry Roasted Peanuts

1.49

7 OZ beg

.99

Shoestring Potatoes

.79

r
ma
abs
an
enE
l.

1.49
Everyday Low Prices on
Beverages, Drink Mixes

1.69

the

Ticke1 2 hr bottle DIET OR REGULAR

994

Soda Pop

.69

Flavor Rich 26 oz can DRIP REGULAR OR

Electric Perk Coffee

3.79

1 lb bags REGULAR. ELECTRIC PERK OR

Everyday Low Prices on
Household, Laundry

Safari Lite Drip Bags

2.09

13 00 can REGULAR OR ELECTRIC PERK

?T‘Ce

32 oz. bottle
WHITE

Curad Adhsv. Bandages
Knee-Hi Pantyhose_

Instant Rice

Safari Lite Decaf. Drip

2.99

Tea Bags

1.49

Mellow
Dish Liquid
.99
.59

Cvelyday
I-ow
Price,

Wh

Alt

Everyday Low Prices on
Cooler Items

afte
by
quh
TA]
(AP

1.59

Disposable Lighter

Schreiber 6 oz pkg

Sliced Swiss Cheese

.49

1.29

boo pkg

Cream Cheese
boo

.69

ing
the
dw.
GE
(Ma

CRESCENT ROLLS OR 9:500

pig

Cinnamon Rolls

Perfecto 10 oz pkg EXTRA WIDE OR

.99

lb pkg

Wide Noodles .

.49

Perfecto One Pound pkg VERMICELLI OR

Spaghetti

.49
.79

Golden Wheat 7 25 oz Do,

Macaroni & Cheese

•.23

8 oz boa BEEF OR CHICKEN

Make-ft-Easy Ripe Mix

.59

Everyday Low Prices on
Crackers, Cookies

Krispy Saltines_

Pretzel Stix

60 ct boa

Goiceen Acres 28 oz boa

1100 bow

tiei
sto
rov
am
par
Es]
An

1.49

16 oz '
lar COLONY

each

Hi-Ho's

51

9 oz bag TWIST PRETZELS or 8 oz bag

Aluminum Foil

2-ply Print Bath Tissue

RAMA 2 LB. JAR

Everyday Low Prices on
Non-Foods

Nir

Devil Food Pie

.65

Cheez-lts

Paper Napkins
too ct pkg
Paper Plates

Trash Bags

each pair SUNTAN OR BEIGE

Sunahme 16 oz boa

.99

Sunshine 16 or boa

8,olIGUEST RANCH

Regular Style
Pizza Mix

1 or okg CHOC VANILLA OR

6 02 boa GENERAL MILLS

Nacho Cheese Bugles

37 5 sa 11 HEAVY DUTY

crisp crust or

Mrs Grass 6 75 oz boa CHICKEN NOODLE or

CO1
kni
fou
ag(
bui
ye
ch

2.39

20 cl pkg

EverYda‘i
Lov4

Buttery Noodle Dinner

Lunchtime Value

.79

Grape Jam or
Grape Jelly

Ever`ida
L0/4
'pr\ce‘

St,
te
dt
ed

10.5 oz. tub? 1
Cracker Jacks

Candy Corn

.89

TableMate 32 oz bottle

.39

APPIAN WAY 12.5 oz.

)))

8:

A

Brach s 1200 pkg MELLO PUMPKINS OR

.53

Plochman s 1900 borne

Everyday Low Prices on
Rice, Pasta, Beans

1

.25

.79

dif

Whole Tomatoes

...A

CC

Hershey Snack Size pkg

.39

lb oz can Grade A fancy

se

.59

140 ci pkg GUEST RANCH

Tomato Catsup

or zer• Grocio A fancy

1 0.90

Everyday Low Prices on
Snacks

4.99

Kit Kat Bars

5b.00 can

Squeeze Mustard

Harvest rate '6 OZ Can Grodo A fancy

Beef Patties

tu
gt
n(

700 pkg

Dawn Fresh Steak Sauce

'5 oz can

1.19

1602

Sandwich Spread

...arrest Fare6 or can Grad* A fancy

1.79

Reese's Pnut Butter Cups

Everyday Low Prices on
Condiments

A fancy

.31

Bacon

rr
(
a

20 07 pkg

Hershey Snack Size pkg

.31

Mixed Vegetables

1.19

Everyday Low Prices on
Gum, Candy

.75

Harvest Fare 16 or can Grotto A fancy

-.wrest

2.59

.59

.45

Sliced Carrots

Sliced Bacon

Baking Cups

car

Beef Ravioli

15 oz can ALLEN

.79

1.19

Ma n Drink 20 Q1 boa

Clabber Girl 1000 can

.59

Chef BoyArDee 'Sal

Quick Tgne '6 oz can Grncia A fancy

Corn Belt Bologna
APPl
,

Instant Milk

Car

.31

s Pci. 1 5 oz Gzado A fancy PINTO or

YI

.39

Pumpkin

Baking Powder

SeaMaid 65 oz can IN WATER OR OIL

- tt

SEITZ

.99

boo can

Mackeral

'5 oz can Grata A fancy

.24

Kitchen Kettle 19 oz. can

Oysters

c.rait'Valley 30-0z can Grad* A fancy

OUICk

rre r

Tomato Soup
Chunky Beef Soup

or can Grads A fancy

ore

Pecan Halves
car,
Eagle Brand Milk

Kacnen Kettle 10 01 can

F",..,1 Valley 1601 can Grad* A fancy

Frot 'sailer •

_Turkey Ham Halves

6 oz. P4O

Everyday Low Prices on
Canned Meats

.63

29‘
,
..z can

Pear Halves

.79

a
a

1.29
.
1.69

per pound

Apple Pie Filling

Seedless Raisins

Fr uo Valle. 16 or can Grad* A fancy

Irregular Peach Halves

Assorted Luncheonmeat

Sun Giant 1 2 oz pkg

.55

Fruit Cocktail

.33

16 oz can

1.19

Orange Drink

12 or pkg

Brown Gravy Mix
Thank-You Brand 20 oz can

1.39

Apple Juice

Everyday Low Prices on
Meats

hhiliarns oz packet MUSHROOM CHICKEN OR

1.19

Orange Juice

Everyday Low Prices on
Baking Supplies

ave up to
$1000
a year.
S
.

Spread Marg. Quarters

.39

1.19

ale(
can
Ad
CA
(Jul

1.19

Get

3 lb WONG/SUM

Tastee Gold Spread

1.49

Ame.ican -Welitat)P 1207 1919

Cheese Singles
oz pkg

s8Schrpbe

Moon Chandra or

Half Moon Colby Cheese
to., pig
Texas Btrmilk Biscuits

Call

vac
LEI
(Jul

.49

sho
Doi
feel
VIM
(Au

Everyday Low Prices on
Frozen Foods
44.91
.
411011 -

1.490

Donuts

a

you
[rrit

26 oz PET RITZ

Blackberry Cobbler

1.89

18 oz 0.4 WEST PAC

Cauliflower
Fp.

.99 .

ASSORTED VARIETIES

• !pizza
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Kentucky's arts and crafts benefited from Phyllis
George

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
When Phyllis George was Kentucky's first lady, she could pick
up practically any basket, quilt
or homefnade item with a
"Made in Kentucky" tag and —
shazam! — instant publicity for
the state's arts and crafts.
Pictures of George, a former
Miss America, ptipped up all
across the country when she
helped open a boutique of Kentucky arts and crafts in Bloomingdale's department sisre in
New York City.

wen-organized program now,
and we look at it not only as a
glamourous way to spotlight the
state's talents and heritage but
as a way to develop business."
There is indeed "life after
Phyllis" in the state's promotion
of arts and crafts, said Andrew
Hewlett. 39, of Lexington. For
the last four years. he and his
wife, Lee, have been selling
wholesale wooden folk art
accessories.
"We think it's discouraging
that a,11 the publicity about the
state's arts and crafts has seemed to die down since Phyllis. But
more and more of us crafts people have been working with the
state, and I've heard no negative
comment about what the state is
now doing," Hewlett said.
"Instead, all the talk has been
all good. I really don't see how
the state's efforts could get any
better."
Luallen acknowledged that
arts and crafts seerried to garner
more publicity — especially
from the state media — when
George was in Frankfort, "but
we are pleased with our accomplishments and realize we
need to talk more about them."

Despite the departure of
George and her husband, John
Y. Brown Jr., from the Governor's Mansion in 1983, the state's
efforts to support artists and
crafts people have not vanished.
If anything, Kentucky has
moved to the head of the class
when it comes to promoting
homemade craftware, said Crit
Luollen, state arts
commissioner.
"Give Phyllis credit for providing the initial spark for
touting Kentucky arts and
crafts, but we in Gov. Martha
Layne Collins' administration)
have built upon it. It is a very

Gra's to lw included in group reviewing
script for film promoting graphic arts
Dr. Thomas E. Gray, chairman of the Department of
Graphic Arts Technology at
Murray State University, is
among reviewers of a script for
a new motion picture designed
to promote interest in careers in
the graphic arts industry; among
young people.
The National Printing Equipment and Supply Association
(NPES) is producing the film of
approximately 29.
which will feature career opportunities in most aspects of the
graphic arts industry. NPES has
noted that the projected labor
sllifirtfail in the industry is of
serious concern to the member
companies of the association.
"We consider the film a first
step in stimulating career interest in the graphic arts industry, not a comprehensive
educational film." said Regi
Delmontagne. NPES president.
The film will cover the three

primary segments of. the industry — pre-press, pressroom
jobs, and bindery operations.
Extensive use of on-location
footage, shot in a variety of
working environments, will
create realistic demonstrations
of job functions and technology,
-and indicate the kinds of education and preparation young people will need to obtain fulfilling
jobs in the graphic arts industry.
Dr. Gray was one of a number
of industry experts who were involved in the approval process
to ensure that the film accomplishes the state goals.
NPES plans to have the finished
film, produced at the McCormick Place complex in Chicago,
ready for distribution in the fall.
"This project was lunched by
the NPES Education Committee
because of incresing.awareness
that the graphic arts industry is
facing a prospective manpower
crisis,•' Delmontagne added.

The names of about 200 new
artists and crafts people have
been added to the state's working list in the last year, the commissioner said. That has
brought the total to 2,200 receiving free assistance from the
state.
Growth also. is reflected in
dollar sales for the artists at the
annual three-day,market that
the state sponsors in March.
In 1983, sales at the miarKel
totaled $102,068. The 1984 total
was $127,779, and this year's
market, with 120 crafters, took
in $176,868. The market began in
1982, but records were not
available for that year.
.
With its $.15,000-a-year
operating budget and full-time
staff of three, the state's crafts
promotion has taken on another
major push this year by sponsoring a sales area — with more
than 20 crafters on hand — in
February and again earlier this
month at ther acclaimed New
York Gift Show.
The show attracts about 40,000
buyers from around the world.
Luallen said the state's
representatives at the show
reaped more than $130,000 from
their February sales. The sales
blossomed to more than $300,000
at this month's show.
Crafts people for such shows,
_Luallen explained_ are chosen
by groups of juries made up of
experts in arts and crafts.
Besides quality, the ability to
produce large quantities for
buyers is a factor in the selection process.

The state's entire crafts industry profits, even though only
a few attend the prestigious
shows. said B.J. Dollase, the
director of special arts projects
in the state arts department.
"The welcome reception, exposure to new ideas and the
strong sales help spread the

word among all Kentucky
crafters that buyers are seeking
our work," she said.
Kentucky's latest efforts in
promoting crafts drew praise
from Jeff Little, executive vice
president of the George Little
Management Show, which holds
the New Yor* Gift Show.

DR.GOTT •
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Peter
Gott, M.D.

Not all nodules
are cancerous
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT -- What causes
nodules in the lungs and what can be
done abdut them?
DEAR READER -- Lung nodules
can reflect diseases ranging from
simple scarring to malignancy, therefore, treatment depends on the cause.
When doctors refer to nodules in
the lungs. they usually are talking
about round X-ray shadows. Some
shadows which seem to be deep in the
CheSt are not in lung tissue at all: for
example, a man's nipple may produce
a faint round spot on _a chest X-ray.
This circular shadow may look for all
the world like a malignant density. or
"coin lesion." Nipple shadows sometimes frustrate radiologists who have

"Kentucky has a most
sophisticated marketing of arts'
and crafts." Little said. "The
state is recognized in trade Journals as being quite organized in
its approach. I expect Kentucky
will lead the way for other states
to participate in national gift
shows."

to repeat the chest X-ray, using special lead nipple markers for identification
•
Real lung nodules consist of ti,ssue
of a different, denser material than
the lung itself Nodules ordinarily are
made up of water pockets, inflamed
lymph glands, tumor cells or scars
from a previous infection. Depending
on the location of a nodule. Its X-ray
appearance and its size, specialists
can make educated guesses about
what is causing it However, no one
can be absolutely certain until the
nodule has been biopsied or removed
for examination under a microscope

All lung tumors produce nodules.
but all nodules are not caused by lung
cancer Nonetheless, malignancy is of
utmost concern in evaluating lung
shadows. Cancers elsewhere in the
body tend to spread f metastasize.) to
the lungs, so doctors • worry that' a
nodule may be formed of cancer cells
from organs other than the lungs. Primal y lung cancer is increasingly
common in women, probably because
they smoke more than they once did I
think that, in general. doctors -expect
a pulmonary nodule to be malignant
Fortunately, we- may be proved
wrong.. Inflammatory arthritis, unusual forms of pneumonia, heart failure and chronic lymph-node infection
are potentially curable causes of lung
nodules.

I cannot review all of theimiimacts
this subject here, but these 'are the
major points All, lung nodules are
abnormal, some are less serious than
others. cancer at the fop of Oft' list
all nodules have to be investigated
microscopic diagnosis is ordinaril
necessary, and the causes of most
lung shadows can ke treated and
often cured
DEAR DR (OTT
I hear a ring
ing in rhv lei ear al! the time iiThif•
causes this" Is it anything to - wom
about,
"
'
DEAR HEADER
Hinging in the
ears, or tinnitus is surprKingly corn
mon and is due to a disruption of the
normal hearing mechanism Altto.ugh
a small percentage of patients with
this complaint may have.
serious
cause
such as tumor
most N'°'
pie with tinnitus have
benign but
bothersome condition that is chronic
and untreatable Anyone with ringing
in the ears should see an otolaryngo,
ogist to Make sure that no treit4th,
cause exists Once that exanumanon
has been made. the patient may just
have to try to ignore the sympt,,m
because it is likely to he permanent
Send your questions to Dr 0;t: ;Ir
PO BON 91428 Cleveland. till 441i1;
Due to volume of mail individual
questions cannot he an...wered
lions of general inten.s: will he
answered in future columns
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASs•
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Green tooth leads to discoN en of
of earliest known filling in warrior
JERUSALEM (AP — A tooth
containing the world's oldest
known dental filling has been
found in the skull of a middleaged Nabatean warrior wht) was
buried in a mass grave 2,200
years ago, an Israeli archaeologist said Tuesday.
A bronze wire was inserted in.., to the canal, a treatment the patient probably thought would
stop "toothworms" from burrowing into the decaying tooth,
and it probably caused great
pain, said Joe Zias, curator of
Israel's Department of
Antiquities.
Death may have come as a
relief, he said. "This guy's
mouth was a mess. He had four
abscesses, two impacted teeth,
an extra tooth in front and an
enlarged molar."
Because the bronze oxidized,
the tooth turned green, attrac-

ting the attention of scientists
examining the warrior's skull.
Zias told The Associated Press
he had confirmed with medical
historians in the United States
that 'this is the oldest tooth ever
found with the filling intact."
"No one knew people did this
kind of operation" that long ago,
he said.
Ancients believed tooth decay
was caused by a toothworm. The
notion persisted until modern
dentistry was founded 300 years
ago, and it remains current in
some backward areas. Zias said
the wire- probably was implanted to "keep the worms
from climbing in."
Zias said the man died about
200 B.C., was 40 to 50 years old, 5
feet 6 inches tall and powerfully
built. The skeleton was found
last spring in a mass grave in
the Negev Desert.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Starters

Auto Shack
'Transmission Fluid

Remanufactured for
most domestic vehicles
WITHOUT Price with exchange.
SOLENOID 23.88 with solenoid.

88

blrnit 2

OUR BIGGEST INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE EVER!
ALL BICYCLE
PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES

SO%
OFF

Reg 429

BMX
Racing Seat

214

Bicycle
Inner Tubes

Reg 2 49

124

Available IC
many sizes

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 5, 1985

0
*......somasmeaissossmorese*Yr•

49

Combination eg 2 39 Training
119 Wheel,,,
Lock with
Chain
. -_: bicycle

ALL MOTORCYCLE
PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES

Fraaces Drake

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
ffie
You needn't throw good money
after bad. A fun time could be ruined
by monetary arguments. Don't be so
quick to get angry.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit
You may feel neglected, but arguing with a mate is not the way to get
the kind of attention you seek. Don't
dwell on slights.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
,
Worry could make you smartalecky today. Mince your words
carefully lest you arouse antagonism.
Address problems realistically.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Concern about a loved one could
cause you to snap out at a friend.
Getting your money's worth is the
wrong attitude for today.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Family pressures could make you
short-tempered with a higher-up.
Downplay ego on this day when you
feel no't so important.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
• SEI
Something is bothering you, but
you needn't get picky about it. An
Irritable mood spells problems in
Interpersonal dealings.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
.Expect delays concerning money
that is owetryou. Putting the pressure
on won't speed things up. Protect
your friendships.

Auto Shack
Oil Filters

Dexron 11 Or
Type FA urnit 12

04€

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
A bit of personal unhappiness gives
you no right to bring others dywn.
Accept challenge instead of challenging others.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
Hidden fears motivate you to prove
yourself, perhaps in the wrong way.
Touchiness on the job could bring
difficulties.
CAPRICORN
;Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A fear of rejection doesn't bring out
he best in you now. Avoid quarrels
about intimacy. Attract rather than
iemand attention.
AQUARIUS
;Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
If something goes wrong on the
job, you needn't take it out on a
family member. Realise that you're
edgy now. Unwind gracefully.
PISCES
new
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
AMMO
Do your best to dispel a negative
mood, which could undermine work
eMciency. Don't be slipshod in
methods or execution of tasks.
YOU BORN TODAY have an adventurous attitude towards life. You have
much originality, which you should
take the time to develop. Don't settle
for what chance throws your way. If
you like your work, you'll overcome a
tendency towards restlessness. Law,
politics, brokerage, real estate and •
travel are some of the fields in which
you'll have success. Your dramatic
nature makes you a natural for the
entertainment world.

A

Motorcycle
Tires

OFF
BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED

Motorcycle
Helmets

LIFETIME WARRANTY

Peg 3499
34 99
2099

Honda
4-Cylinder
Oil Filter

Reg 1 79
1

Re L;

Motorcycle
Inner Tubes

359

sdloomemminamgC..

ALL
TRW TOOLS

300%FF

1 559
Reg 25 99

.0)11ERNIRIBIROMEilic
41r4•71'1--

v:es.;

er'•

TRW 13 Piece Reg
Socket Set
,s drive AkE or
metric *70110

1699
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Wre.nch Set

Th

Reg 12 99
909

-1189

TRW 5 Piece
Screwdriver
Set

Re

•N• TRW 11 Piece P, ,;
59 Wrench Sel
59

5

ALL
LAWNMOWER
PARTS

%
20

OFF

Lawn
Mower
Blades

Peg 3

Peg 1 39

3

19 Trimmer Line

S.:eS

South 12th Street, Southsicle-Center
753-8971'—
•

•

OPEN 8AM-9PM SUNDAYS 1 TIL6

111

Reg 149.

Lawn Mower
Muffler

19
1

14.

•••••

,
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_
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Mothers role is important
WASHINGTON (AP) agers are extremely
both functions." says
— Mothers may be play- sensitive to.
their Youniss. "The mothers'
ing the major role in parents, Smolla
r says.
function is not restricted
dealing with their
"The usual thinking to talking about
friendadolescent children, ac- has been that
cording to psychologists adolescence is an ships and other day-toJames Youniss and Jac*'egocentric stage, but day affairs. Ninety perqueline Smollar at The our studies show that cent of male and female
Catholic University of teen-agers sympathize adolescents talk with
mot,hers about
America's Center for with...their parent
s as everything — school,
the Study of Youth people with proble
ms future, friends and
Development.
.• and limitations and see family. Eighty percent
Their research shows them as complex
of tel*iikticilk with
that 'teen-agers give persons."
fathers
'about the world
high marks to mothers,
While seeking to
that fathers don't deal establish a new form of of work and other pracwell with adolescents, equality and attempting tical matters, and only
20 percent disctiss
but that overall to transform earlie
r dating and friends."
adolescent-parent rela- relationships, teenAdds Smollar: "The
tionships are just fine.
agers are not striving to mother is also
the
Although conflict and break free from their
turmoil are often seen parents or seeking total disciplinarian. She
as the hallmark of autonomy, Youniss makes the rules — on
car usage, curfews,
adolescent and parent believes.
drinki
ng, where the
relationships, the CUA , "They still rely on
study does not bear that parents for advice, en- teen-agers can go. At
the same time, she is the
out.
couragement and sup- parent with whom
"We found very little port," he points out.
adolescents, both girls
open or overtly stated
This was made clear and boys, discuss their
hostility toward repeatedly during interfriends, dating and
parents," says Youniss. views. says Smollar.
other intimate
But teen-agers make
"Teen-agers would problems.
a sharp distinction bet- say 'I used to be
"Both boys and girls
ween mother and mommy's little boy
or spend little time talking
father, Smollar notes.
daddy's little girl, and with their fathers. Boys
"Our research finds everything they did was
talk to their fathers
that teen-agers have a perfect or right, but
now about sports, school and
different relationship I see differently.' But
future plans, but fatherwith their mothers and they didn't say, 'I don't
daughter conversations
fathers and that girls, have to pay attention to
tend to focus on intellecespecially, have strain- my parents anymore.'
tual matters."
ed relationships with When teen-agers
form
While fathers entheir fathers," she says. their own opinion
they courage their
"Mothers fare better want their parent
s' daughters, the support
than fathers with both agreement that the
opi- lacks intimacy,
male and female teen- nion is correct.
understanding and acagers."
explains.
ceptan
ce, say the two
It is not clear when
Research results also
fathers begin to contradict previous researchers. However,
they add, daughters feel
distance themselves studies characterizi
ng obliged to obey their
from their children, but the father's parent
al fathers and meet their
QUA data suggest that function as dealin
g only excpectations.
fathers are more involv- with the adoles
cents'
Youniss' and
ed with theft- children future and other
pracduring their young tical matters, and the' Smollar's research
years than during mother's as dealin • results have been
g published in "Adolesadolescence. says with adolescent childre
n cent Relations With
Youniss.
on a daily basis.
Mothers, Fathers and
Another surprising
"Our data reveal that Friends" by the Univerfinding is that teen- mothers are perfor
ming sity of Chicago Press.

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

Paul.
the , most
remarkable Christian of
the centuries, revealed
to the readers, of the
Epistle to the Philippians
the secret of his
marvelous life. It is a
great privilege to be able
to find out how the
greatest Christian who
ever lived climbed the
heights and reached the
peak of his usefulness.
Philippians 3:13-21
Approaching the end of
his career. Paul recalled
many of his notable accomplishments, but all.of
these he regarded as inconsequential in corn:
parison
with
the
priceless privilege of
knowing Christ as
Saviour and Lord. Paul
stated frankly • that he

was dissatisfied with his
attainments, what he
had done for his Lord,
Who has done so much
for him. His desire for
greater achievements
merits.our commendation, appreciation and
emulation.
Paul told hia readers
that he was devoted to a
single aim. He said:
"This one thing I do,
forgetting those things
which are behind." On
the basis of his knowing
what to forget and what
to
remember,
he
challenged his readers to
forget the things that
cripple, hinder and
defeat. With his words
and by his actions he
urged all to have a
definite-and high aim.

4014:

Missirs' Misses the Mark
In Search for Salutation
DEAR ABBY. In my job. I write
many letters to people whose gender
is unknown. In these cases, the
proper form of address always
presents a problem.
Understandably."Gentleman" or
"Dear Sirs" is an affront to women
in positions of authority, yet alter"seem inadequate.
. natives
.
"Ladies and Gentlemen" assumes
the presence of both sexes, which
very often is not the case. "Greetings" sounds like a summons from
the government. "Sirs and or
Madams" has almost a bawdy ring.
• -Abby, we need a new word. May I.
suggest "Missirs"? It covers all the
bases: Miss, Mrs., Mister and Sirs.
Only you,- Dear Abby, could introduce such a word to the world
and put it into international usage
virtually overnight. ,Secretaries all
over the world would thank you.
Please get this started in time for
Christmas cards.
GAYLE IN
SNOHOMISH, WASH.

DEAR WAYNE: If there are
any survivors of your brother's
,ship, I hope they write to me:
bear Abby, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
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BEST IN TOWN
WE GUARANTEE IT

3 LB. OR
MORE

GROUND
'
CHUCK

.

3 LB. OR
MORE

$118
LB

BOX 01

12

.
$148

BIG JOHN

FRESH CALLIE STYLE
REELFOOT

U.S. CHOICE CHUCK

db

BONELESS HAM

UNMANS

si49

SAUSAGE

LB.

REELFOOT OL' FASHION

FRANKS

PACK

LB.

TURKEY BREAST

LB.

SWIFTS 12 02. PKG.

PORK LOIN
BLUE BELL

SMOKED SAUSAGE

$I 99

Field's Finest

BOUNTY

TIDE

SLICED
12 OZ. CELLO

GAL.

$ 1"

BIG JOHN

$109

BREAD
240Z.
RAID
FLYINtY

99'

Field

ARM
-6111

U
279

INSECT
SUt1SHINE 25 LB. BAG

/-I LUNCH $129
MEATS 12 OZ.

al

ORAI
JUIC

49 OZ. BOX

Fields Assorted

LB.

,

TOWELS OY
$139

SLAW OR POTATO SALAD

niumna $1 49

PRAIRIE

12

78e

MRS. WEAVERS 14 OZ.

A

QUALITY MEATS

Field

TOILETas129
TISSUEw ROLLS

LUNCH MEAT

LB. $199

ECKRICH

$169

SOFTEX

rhtbh Urn MALI- LB.

4
,59

SWIFTS BUTTERBALL

$149

SIZZLEAN BACON

.

WHOLE OR
SLICED

alb
IL.,

POTATO 79`
CHIPS 7,, oz.

PORK
ROAST

SLICED
BACON
CEa $1 29

BONELESS
ROAST$1 19
LAMM KING WHOLE

DEAR GAYLE: Although
"Missirs" would indeed cover
all the-bases, I doubt if it would
catch on. In the first place, it
looks like a typo, as though the
writer started to write Miss,
then changed it to Sirs.
Also,"Mis-anything"suggests
a mistake, a misunderstanding,
a misfired missile, or a miss
DEAR NO NAME:Your"help"
that's as good as a mile. In any
case, nice. try, Gayle. but thus far—as well-meaning as it
may have been—has dohe more
"Missirs" just misses.
harm than good. Your "smart"
*5*
daughter needs professional
counseling.to find out why she
DEAR ABBY: The letter from cares so little for herself and
Santa Fe, N.M.." asking if he sets herself up to be treated like
should forward the information he dirt. Dick shouldn't be living in
had about the German soldier killed your home. If your daughter
in World.War.IL sohisfannly-would- wants to ity3ve out, you can't
know the circumstances of his death, ii.Op her, but let her know the
door is always open to her—
prom ph) my first letter to you.
You hit the nail on the lead when providing she returns without
you said. "Their families never Dick.
forget, and would be grateful for any
information."
I
I know. I lost a brother in World
War II when his ship, the U.S.S.
Salute AM294. went down some(Do you hate to write letters
where offthe coast of Brunei Borneo. you don't know what to say? because
ThankMy brother was never found, and I you notes, sympathy letters, congratulations
, bow to decline and accept
- yearn-to-know what happened. Oh,
how I would love to hear from any of invitations and how. to write an
interest:hit letter are included in Abby's
the brave young men who served booklet;
"How to Write Letters for All
aboard that minesweeper, so they Occasions." Bend yr name
and
could tell me the events leading up address clearly printed with a check or
Moneyorder for $2.50 ahd a long,
to the Iciseof my biother and his
stamped (39 cents) self-addressed
ship.
envelope to: Dear Abby,Letter Booklet,
WAYNE E. SHAFER, P.O. Boa 38923,
Hollywood. Calif.
SHEPHERDSVILLE, KY. 40165 90038.)

M

(AP) —
what
known
R .

PAMPE

LB.

DEAR ABBY: I have a beautiful,
smart 19-year-old daughter who is a
very poor judge of character. She
could have her pick of boyfriends,
but she always picks the losers.
Her current one is "Dick." He's
employed, but had no place to live,
so since I'd do anything to make my
daughter happy, I let Dick move
into our home. He is moody,
domineering, is always picking on
my daughter, and she either does as
he says—or else. It upsets me to see
her •hurt every day. They are not
engaged. and I can't understand
why he has such a hold on her, or
why she takes his abuse.
If I interfere, she takes his side. If
I tell Dick to move, she will move,
too, and then she'd really have a
dog's life. She treats him like a god,
and he treats her like dirt.
Do you think she needs help other
than mine? How can I wake her up?
I'm afraid she'll marry him.
NO NAME, NO TOWN

The
S

THE MONTH

so'

By Abigail
Van Buren

F

JOIN FIRST OF

GROUND
BEEF

Daily

and then to concentrate should cause us to live
up sake, tor the sake of
all of life's energies on to the standards
of
reaching it. He em- heaven instead of confor- others, and for their own
Ohasized that one cannot ming to the standards of sake.
Worry, which is a disbe happy, useful and suc- this world. Anticipating
quieting solicitude about
cessful without a single the joy of the return
of
temporal
and
aim and a strong devo- Christ now, how muth. the
material things of life. Is
tion to it.
more wonderful will be
Moreover Paul was the thrill of seeing Him a pernicious sin, which is
diligent in strenuous ac- appear, and in being divinely forbidden. To
tivity. With a picture of a transformed into His overcome this sin the
Christian must have
race in his mind, and likeness.
faith in God, concentrate
knowing that distracPhilippians 4:1, 4-9
on the present, talk to
tions were fatal in a race,
Addressing the Chris- God about everyt
hing,
he stretched toward the. tians at Philippi in terms
object which he was so of endearment. Paul and commit the future to
eager to reach, and per- declared that they were Him.
Knowing that every
sisted with strenuousand in - his heart and mind,
unceasing activity in that he cherished fond sinful act-is the fruit of
cvil thoughts, Paul embearing down upon the memories of them, and
phasized the importance
goal, and strained every that he was yearning to
of
substituting
nerve to reach the goal see them again. Referrwholesome thoughts for
and win the prize. Above ing to them as his "joy
harmful
ones.
he
everything else l'aul and crown," Paul exchallenged_all Christians
sought to please the Lord horted them to "stand
to ctiltivate elevating
Jesus.
fast in the Lord," which thoughts and to
meditate
By the grace of God admonition is just as
on the things- which are
Christians have been timely for us as it was for
worthy of praise--things
made citizens of heaven them.
11Pdt are true, honest,
with privileges, pro"Rejoyce in the Lord just, pure,Jilyely
AntkpL
spects and opportunities aipay" is a difficult dugad report. Thrli
that surpass anything ty to perform, but it is
ing so, we shall become
which this earth has to most pleasing to Christ
mccre like Christ.
offer. Since our heaven- when it is done, ChrisPaul challenged his
ly citizenship is the tians are admonished to
readers to practice what
source of a peculiar joy, rejoice in Christ in all
he exemplified in his
the appreciation of it circumstances for His
thinking and in his living.
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For Mennonites, doing things the old-fashioned way is best
By BILL MARDIS
The Commonwealth Journal

ty, television and much
farm equipment as we
SOMERSET, Ky, know it today.
(AP)-"You don't miss'
For example: An
what you've never automatic washing
known."
machine in a "modern"
Rachel Shirk, a Mennonite house is
28-year-old Mennonite powered by a horse. The
woman, was talking animal walks in a circle,
about the lifestyle of a turning a drive-shaft10.4
riite settlepltnt in like pipe attached
-to
a Faiote section of gears in the
washing
eastern Casey County.
machine inside the
Like entering a time house.
machine and magically
Different speeds for
whisked a century into the washing machine
the past, visitors for are attained by the
several hours joined the operator jerking a cord
Mennonites in their that flicks a
switch that
spartan existence dur- strikes the horse,
spurring the eighth annual ing its steps in the
Pulaski County never-ending circle.
Chamber of Commerce
A Mennonite
farm tour recently.
automatic dryer is a
Mennonites believe clothesline on two
the Bible commands pulleys, one end
simplicity in lifestyle. reachable by
the
They avoid modern con- washwoman and
the
veniences, including other secured high in a
automobiles, electrici- tree.

Wet clothing is attach- volleyball.
ed to the line at ground
iiThey are end:Waglevel and elevated in the ed not to go outside the
winds to dry. It is settlement to nearby
removcd by reversing towns," she said.
the rrocess.
Some do, but if they
Windows in most Menmarry outside the
nonite houses are church
they no longer
without curtains. Their are member
s, accorday begins early and at ding to
a Mennonite
night bedtime comes as spokesm
an.
the'sun sets. There is no
Shirk said there are
late-late show to make more women
than men
them sleepy-eyed the at the settle
ment
following day.
because " ... boys are
"Entertainment!"
more adventuresome ...
reacted Mervin Hoover, more likely to leave
the
a successful Mennonite church."
dairy farmer,"We don't
"Are you happy?"
need entertainment. asked a visitor.
We've got all this work
"Yes, I'm happy. This
is the way I was reared.
Shirk, who is a former
You don't miss what
schoolteacher at the
you've never known."
Mennonite settlement,
Workers in the settlesaid young people get ment grow all
kinds of
together on Sunday vegetables,
make
afternoons, eat dinner leather products
and
and supper together and furniture. They
do a
play games such as. brisk business from
in-

1)., Am".0.•,•
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FARM GOLD
SPREAD

ORANGE
JUICE
/
12 $159

COTTAGE
CHEESE

OLEO

2

GAL.

4*

iN

69'
$2'9

15 LB. BAG
$339

ARMOURS

ARMOURS

KRAFTS CHEESE

VIENNA
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SAUSAGE
MEAT„„,
°Nzi 2/89° I ,
3:A 4SALL

i

VELVEETA

2

:

BOX
L8'

$299

.4-

monitor and videodisc
player.
First, the customer
leafs through a oatalog
and chooses several
from a selection of 300
hairstyles, many of
them based on those
favored by international
celebrities such as
Princess Diana and
singer Sheena Easton to
Japanese songstresses
Seiko Matsuda and
Mizue Takada.
The client then poses
before the camera while
a beautician punches
the number code of the
chosen style into a
device that calls up the
hairstyle sketch on the
videodisc player and
projects both the
customer's face and
sketch on the color
monitor.
A zoom lens enables
the beautician to adjust
the size of the face to fit
the hair style. Punch
another button and the
client receives- a
monochrome photocopy
of the portrait.
A brief consultation
follows to determine

"Say first, of God above or man
below.
What can we reason but from.
what we know?- Alexander Pope.
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By BOB THOMAS
a first-rate cops vs. the
"Year of the Dragon"
AP Writer
mob melodrama which centers on the efforts of
Every now and then a restores MicOael a
maverick police capmovie arrives with such Cimino's reputation as a
tain, Mickey Roul-ke, to
an aura of notoriety that gifted filmmaker.
tame the unlawful
it can scarcely be judgHe seems to have forces of Chinatown. An
ed on its own merits. avoided the excesses of embitte
red Vietnam
"Year of the Dragon" is "The Deer Hunter" and veteran
(filmdom's curone of those.
"Heaven's Gate," rent cliche), he blusters
First, it is Michael though not entirely. The 'along,
getting his
Cimino's first effort machine gunning of a
estranged wife and
since the infamous crowded restaurant
Chinese. apprentice kill"Heaven's Gate," the resembles a World War ed, his
sidekick woundepic Western that sank a II battle. When the Tong ed and
his girlfriend
studio - United Artists. leader arrives at a raped.
Like Dirty
Second, his new film has heroin-producing out- Harry.
Rourke won't be
been attacked by post in Thailand, he is stopped
until he tracks
leaders of Asian -• greeted by an army big down the
bad guy.
American communities enough to invade
In his most imthroughout the United Cambodia.
pressive performance to
States as an insult to
However, Cimino date, Mickey Rourke brtheir people.
keeps the bloody tale ings abrasive presence
Indeed, Cimino and moving swiftly, pro- to his role
as Stanley
co-writer Oliver Stone viding an abundance of White. His
nemesis,
picture leaders of a New stunning visual images, John Lone,
so affecting
York Chinatown Tong from the fierce colors of though
unrecognizable.
as vicious as their Mafia Chinatown to the boat- as
"The Iceman."
partners. However, the crowded river of makes
a marvelous
script also comes down Bangkok to the menac- heavy, his
almost-pretty
hard on the New York ing beauty of Manhattan face hiding.
intense
police department.. at night. Few directors cruelty. -Another
acting
television reporters and can stage vinlence as gem is
provided by
Vietnam veterans.
terrifyingly as Cimino, Caroline Kava as
The bottom line: and • he gives himself White's exasper
ated
"Year of the Dragon" is ample opportunity.
wife. The former model.
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Kilmer said his family
recently had a 630,000
medical expense "
that we really got help
on." Mennonites use
medical services in
neighboring towns.
They shop outside the
settlement "... like

Showtime

TOKYO (AP)- "The
Farrah Fawcett -style,"
the woman ordered the
hairdresser. But after
the job was done, the
.▪
A
customer grumbled that
her freshly' coiffed
tresses didn't even
resemble the look of the
lionmaned actress.
High technology has
put an end to all that,
contends Tetsuya Taya,
president of Beauty
Taya Co. Using the
. latest gadgetry, his
'white-walled Tokyo
beauty parlor lets
customers see exactly
how they'll look 6
1. before the stylists ever
touch their hair. •
-The world of beauticians will be surrounded
by hightech," says
Taya, who predicts
customers of the future
.s•
../.. will have their hair
shampooed by robots
!
t and age spots removed
• by lasers.
The 44-year-old entrepreneur outfitted one
of his ten shops with a
. new $7,000 device that
. combines a camera.
, copier television

89°

BOWL

$ 1 99

D

ment. but they registell
for the draft as conscientious objectors.
A church policy prohibits commercial • insurance protection.
They take care of their
own.

Ariane, is stunning as
the TV reporter who
becomes White's unwilling accomplice.
Rated R because 61
violence, nudity and an
abundance of street
language.
Motion Picture
Association of America
rating definitions:
G - General audiences. All ages
admitted.
PG - Parental
guidance suggested.
Some material may not
be suitable for children.
PG -is - Special
parental guidance
strongly suggested for
children under 13. Some
material may be inappropriate for young
children.
R - Restricted.
Under 17 requires accoinpanying parent or
adult guardian-.
X - No one under 17
admitted. Some states
may have higher age
restrictions

Device gives preview of haircuts

POP TARTS

BOTTLES

SI
"
ROLLS

trigued members of the
public who visit their
stores and homes off KY
910.
"We do not have a
commune like some
other groups," said
Amos Kilmer, one of the
first Mennonites to
leave Pennsylvania in
1976 and relocate in
Casey County. "We are
all on our own."
Mennonites don't accept government aid of
any kind. Kilmer said
his group pays taxes
and respects the govern-

KELLOGGS

low oataliona)

'2 OZ.

anyone else." Kilmer are 17 children in three
said there are no different families at the
restricticm on what 'Casey County
they may buy, but that settlement.
women make most of
The sect has its own
their clothing, including school system, and few,
the long dr-esses and if any. Mennonites get
bonnets they wear.
more than eight grades
of formal education.
Mennonites don't take
a census. Kilmer said he
"One of our freedoms
does not know exactly is to take our children
how many of his group out of school after the
live in Casey County; eighth grade," said
only that the families Kilmer. He believes that
total 28.
to be sufficient educaMennonite families tion for their simple lifeare usually large. There style.
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Test yourself with today's problem. As East, do. you hasten to give
West the obvious diamond ruff? Or
are there other things that must be
done first?
You win the diamond ace and
since West's deuce is an obvious
singleton, you know that West ,can
ruff a diamond. If that's enough
reason to lead the suit, you had better back off and reason a bit
.
further.
A diamond return gets West his
ruff at trick two, but what next?
Whatever West does, the defense is
finished. When East's trump ace is
gone. South can draw trumps and
discard on dummy's high
diamonds.
East should reason that three
quick tricks are not enough to beat
the game. And instead of giving
West his ruff immediately, he
should lead a heart to develop
West's king. When trumps are led.
East wins quickly and gives West
his delayed •diamond ruff for one
down.
It costs East 'nothing to try
hearts first. Because he has the'
trump ace. East knows that he will
get back on lead to give West the
diamond ruff--

- which style most appropriately matches her
facial characteristics
and personality.
• Taya said the equipment can solve a major
complaint .of haird ressers:
disagreements between
themselves and their
customers on how the
latter should look.
"Customers would complain they were cut too
short, for example. But
now they can see for
themselves if the style
suits them," he said.
About 80 percent of
hairstyles chosen by
clients do not suit their
facial features, hair
quality and personalities. said Koji Shiromoto, heasl hairdresser at Beauty
Taya's shop in Tokyo's
Nibancho district.
The shop attracts
women of all ages, but
the machine is mostly
used by the younger set. _
At $29 for a permanent
wave and $14 for a
regular haircut, _the
prices are a shade
higher than those charg-

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•K 108
111 107
•K Q J 108 14
4K Q
WEST
EAST
•4 2
•A 5 3
•K 9 4 3 2
•8 6 5
•2
•A 5 4 3
+J 7 5 4 3
•10 9 6
SOUTH
•Q J 9 7 6
"AQJ
•9 7
•A 8 2

9-4-

Vulnerable: Both Dealer South.
The bidding:
South
West ••--- North
East
1•
Pass
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Diamond deuce
BID WITH THE ACES
q.4.5
South holds
•4 2
K 94 32
•2
•.1 7 5 4 3

-terobics are
catching on

CLEVELAND (API
Aerobics has a
healthy following in
North South
I 40
America today.
Four out of 10
ANSWER: Pass There might be a
Americans engage in
better spot. but bidding on such • aerobic
exercise, accormeager Values, will most probably
ding
to
a survey by
lead to trouble.
Sales Consultants InterSend bridge questions to The Aces. PO Boit
national, a sales
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225, with ,elf-addressed.
-recruiter.
44:wiped envelope for reply -

1
......
,
411
,404.1.0441•41401■411111110fRors,
..-esis

ed at other shops, but
Taya said the cost of the
technology hasn't been
passed on to customers. .
Developed by ERC, a
management consultant
firm that handles many
high-tech projects. in
conjunction with Taya,
the device has already
attracted widespread
interest, with orders
from the United States,
Australia. Taiwan. the
Philippines and South
Korea, ERC and Taya
officials said.
Marketing will be in the
hands of a major
Japanese trading house.
Taya added.
The price tag of the
machine, which will be
slightly remodelfd, will •
be approximately
$10,000 on an installment credit basis. according to ERC President Masaaki Takeuchi.
Yoshie Uhara, a college freshman, visited
the salon for the first
time on the advice of her
friends, to try out the
machine.
The shy, 18-year-old
coed, who entered the
parlor with straight long
hair draped over her
shoulders, said, "It's
spring. sd I want a
shorter look."
After consulting with
Shiromoto and his colleague, Miss Uhara
selected No. 1129. a style
that called for chinlength hair with bangs
gracing the forehead.
She examined herself on
the color monitor.
doublechecked her image with the photocopy,
and gave her consent for
the snipping to begin.
An hour later, the
hairdresser had
transformed the young
lady into the very
likeness of the screen
image.
Miss Uhara. elated,
said she was satisfied.
"It's precisely what I
had anticipated," she
said.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

1

Lega
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2

Miiiray Ledger & Times

Notice

Notice

6

Help Wanted
CECS SERVICEMAN /
years experience & a
INVITATION
thorough knowledge of
TO BED
•
D.C. transmission. an1976 Ford Transit Vans i 21 9,50)(16.5 used
alog & digital theories,
BOTILED GAS
logic schematics, inradial tires 4 101. Vans &tires may be inNow available
20 lb. - $5.00 tegrated circuits. prinInstall new septic
spected al City Hall, Murray. Ky. between
circuit boattl comat Fern Terrace
30.1b. - $7:50 ted
the hours of 7 a.m.-3 p.m. Sealed bids will
systems, repair on
ponents & hardware as
be accepted on Sept. 5, 1985. Transit
100 lb. - $20.0
Lodge in Murwell as software theory.
old systems. 30
to interpret anAuthority reserves the right to reject any
ray,
Ky.
For
furLP-GAS 8. TANKS dAbility
yrs. experience.
or rewire automaor all bids. All sales will,be final. Bids will
tion systems building
ther informaS9." Gal.
be opened 7 p.m. Sept. 5, 1985. Best bid will
Licensed by State
drawings & schematics
,
2,
50, .T„ n
,$,
2,
50 primarily Barber tion 753-7109. \,
be notified by the Transit Authority on
Health
Dept
Coleman & Honeywell.
Sept f4. 1955
1 2u
1
753-9224,
I I( :
Ability to use this
knowledge under abDAILY CAR RENTAL
LAKE
.llEON!
ACAS
normal & emergency
conditions. Must have
LONG TERM LEASE
HARDIN,;1111;af
valid drivers license.
CALL COMO
ASK GENE
Apply at Personnel
354 eon
AT
Services, Murray State
DWAIN TAYLOR
University. Murray,
CHEVROLET
Ky. 42071. EOE/MF.
Guaranteed
Repair
ACROSS
39 Tantalum
EASY ASSEMBLY
Answer to Previous Puzzle
753 2617
Service
symbol
.
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
T EEMIS'P E-T
1 Dress border
S. P A.i
On Car & Home Stereo
40 Young boy
Guaranteed payment.
COSMETOLOGY by
4 Coloring
A:1 G'RE
PEAR
MAP, LaDora.
42 Before
World of Sound
No experience/no
a new hair
substance
44 Partners
sales. Details send self222S 12th
IRE
salon. Cut setS10.00
9 Legal matters
46 Son of Seth
addressed stamped en753-5865
IRIS
METES Call 753-0658. Closed
12 Macaw
48 Still
velope; Elan Vital- 332.
Sat.
13 Command
DEPART
ED
TOMO
50 Choicest
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
you like country
DO
14 Be in debt
51 Fall behind '
E Ft A T 0111S E C
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
SOL
decorating? Then you'll
15 Gossip
53 Restricted
one refused. Visa/- IIANAGER wanted for
NI
ow
ERASER
love the new Country Mastercard.
S
L
I
,
17 Material for
55 Very precious
Call 1-619- Marble plant at Mid
TED
SA InEER I E 1 Home Collection. Be the 565-1657. 24 hrs.
construction
58 Higher
Western Marble Co.
your area to
in
first
19 Origins
61 Room in harem
WATCHES. Quality Swiss Option for profit shar
EM
ROTATION
gathering
have
home
a
21 Sailor
62 Kind of foot
made replicas. Famous ing or stock in comDAV I T
NEST
437-4711..
22 Halt.
race
make, Overnight deliv- pany. Top qualified
FIBERGLASS
PanelsAGO
AL
SEETHE
24 Greek letter
64 Yale man
ery. Call for free broch- personnel only. Must be
white or green,
26 Direction
FIT
65 Through
LENT
ure. 1-800-431-1140.
ERAS $4.75
experienced, no other
$5.85;
12'
1W29 Underground
66 Repasts
need apply.'Send comTOE
LIES
SITE
•Mid
S6.95.
-South
worker
67 Male sheep
plete resume to P.O.
CREEK VIEW
Wholesale Building; 342
31 Affirmative
Box 1040-P.-Murray,
6
Cyprinoid
fish
DOWN
Washington.
East
33 Spanish river
4 Game played on
SELF
Ky.
7 Mesh
Paris; 901-642-2552.
34 Thing
horseback
1 Chapeau
NEED a job? Four
8
Spruce
CFED
immediately
100
STORAGE
35 Turf
5 Rugged
2 Period of t,rne
openings now. You may
9 Thief
people seriously inter37 Algonquian
Hwy. 641 N
3 Motherly
mountain
qualify if: 11 you are
10 Female sheep
ested in losing weight.
Indian
hr
woman
private
24
entrance
crest
between 16 & 21 yrs. old
11 Weight of India
Call 1.500-992-9991
21, you have dropped
753-6734
16 Drinks heavily
out of school for 9 month
18 Ctit
or more, 31 you don't
20 Pigpen
Found
and
Lost
5.
have a high school
22 Facial •
expression
$20 FOR return of diploma or GED. Call
23 Powerful person
female Tabby cat. Lost JTPA Out Of School
25 Roman bronze
in May, vacinity of 12th )753-9378, if no one
27 Locations
& Payne Please call answers call 753-3033
28 Drink to
and leave name., ad753-9898.
30 Fish eggs
dress & phone number.
32 Everybody's
REPS needed. For busHelp Wanted
6
uncle
iness accounts. Full36 Arid
time $60.000 to $80,000.
38 Conspiracy
Part-time $12.0014 to
41 Unit of currency
No selling. ReLady to work in 'p8,000.
43 Lamprey
ea.t " business. 'Set your
45 Bank employee
stereo Si record
own hours. Training
47 Mournful
provided. 1-612-938-6870.
store. Part time to
49 Sum
Mon -Fri. 8A.M. to
start, 3 4 hours a
52 Microbe
5P.M. CST.
54 Low islands
202 So 5th
day Must have
SALESPERSON. New
55 Republican
753-4872
vacation resort on Lake
knowledge of all
party: init.
Barkley looking for
56 Poem
types of music.
several enthusiastic
57 Born
Send resume to
persons if you are over
59 Guido's high
.0
.
Yri•;
19. have a pleasant look
P.O
Box 324,
note
and an outgoing per60 Edge
Am LRILANE.AWIttIt
Murray, Ky.
litittIV-WAHER
sonality. This could be
63 Note of scale
the opportunity of your
lifetime. Call 502-9245814.
'0. MING'
THANK YOU FOR I PIPN'T
QELL,LET5'L&)ALK
---WE • need salespeople.
7
- 0hrNT'io RIVEBEING SO
THEN .,. WE HAVE PLENTY
WANT TO
Must have car, no
THE SCHOOL BUS'.!
travel. Prospects furUNDERSTANDING, RIDE ON
OF TIME...
"
nished..Excellent
1316 MINER.. I THE BUS
working conditions,
EITHER!
high earning potential.
7f
iP
Call' Larry Suiter 9-5
daily 502-362-8652.

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

2

ADULT DAY
CARE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

iiirD E RTI

S.

Nru-Tr7d11-7a47775

l

Now is a
good time to
lay-a-way an
Ashley wood
Keating stove.
Complete line
at
discount
prices.

HELP WANTED

Purdom's Inc.

-

dak

04446
.
- 57•4k4e

THERE'S
ONLY ONE
THING I
DOT LIKE
AbOUT IT

..PEELING MY
PEANUT BUTTER
SANDWICH
OFF THE CEILING

INSURANCE
SALES CAREER
Financial help while training
commission.
advance
vested
renewals
• B.A • , excellent company Complete line of A &
H and Universal life Products. Including major
medical and nursing home
policies. For appointment
call Sharon Mom-Fri 9
am,-1130 a.m
502-781-7270

9. Situation

NOW THAT I 14AVE A 5117EKICK,
I CAN GET INTO ALL OFtTS OF
TROUBLE AND HE WILL -0
PROTECT ME
140

;it
N*1

HEY,POG, YOUR MOTHER
CHASES GARBAGE TRUCKS

WHAT PO YOU MEAN,
YOU RESIGN YOUR

COMMISSION?!

C.J

PALAli.
4
••A
(7AY'r6

•

CHAPLAIN,
WHY i6 THERE A
FRENCH OPEN itsl
TENNIS.BUT
NOT IN 6OLF z

ArAtig
,

liana

9.5

ONLY
SPANISH
COUNTRIES
HAVE
BULL

HOW COME THE
JAPANESE PLAY
9A5EBALL, BUT THE
RUSSIANS DON'T ?

BEETLE, ASK ME
4ABOUT HEAVEN
OR T1
-EREAFTER, BUT
PONT ASK ME
THOSE Tr:DUG-4

FIGHTS.
WHY?

ONES

tI
1
11
1f

Wanted

GENERAL house
cleaning, experienced.
dependable, references
supplied. Call 759-4604.
RETIRED secretary
will do typing. pick-up &
deliver. Call 753-1363
Mon.-Wed. days, nights
before1 .
.,_
r14
WILLo housecleaning,
experienced, dependable, references. Call
753-6043.
WILL stay with elderly
at home or in hospital,
at night. Good references. Call days
753-4410. nights 753-4590.
10. Business Opportunity
S A T ALLITE system
giving you problems?
We service any make or
model anywhere. Service fleet available. 7
years experience. Call
day or night. 901-4792306.
..
SMALL country grocery with large inventory, making money. 2
or 3 bedroom house
attached. Bell City
area. 442-7569.
11 . Instruction
LYNDIA Cochran
Dance & gymnastics.
Register now. 753-4647.

14

CAPTAIN,
WACKER
5PE4kov6.
OCRIAG
FOR ME'Im
wq/77N6
IN YOuR
C4/W.

Want to Buy

DEALER wants to buy
very old furniture, depression glass. fesita
glass, old coke material. Call 753-3642 after 5
o'clock call 753-5738.
FORECLOSURE? We
have an investor that
will make up your back
payments for an
ownership interest. You
stay. Dial Mary Jame
753-1492 at Century 21
Loret‘a Jobs Realtors.
T am tooling to buy 3
books. If anyone has
them to sell please -jail
me .at 753-2816. I want:
"Kerry" by Grace
Ihivinkston Hill, "The
Substlute Guest" by
Grace .Livingtston Hill.
'To Love and -To
Honor:' by ,Emlie
Loren. I" also have • a
walker for sale

15

Articles for

Sale

24. Miscellaneous

01 BLACK shingles- FREE tree tops for
$20.95 sq. While supply firewood to the right
lasts. Mid -South individual. Call 753-0640
Wholesale Building; 342 after 5p.m. ask for Tim.
-East Washington.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
OREGON bars for
3 GAL. black top sealer; Homelite chain saws:
$6.95. Mid -South 12"• $11.99. 14"- $14.99.
Wholesale Building; 342 16"- $19.99. 20"- $26.99
-East Washington; Wallin Hardware.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
Paris, Tn.
WRTRLPOOL 17 cu. ft. OREGON saw chains
refrigerator with tex- 3/8- Pitch for 16" bartured steel door, only $7.99. 20"- $8.99. Wallin
$8.00 per week. Rudolph Hardware, Paris. Tn.
Goodyear 753-0595.
ROADMASTER rowing
WHIRLPOOL heavy machine. Also, 10 speed
duty washer with 4 Murray bicycle. Call
cycles, only $6.00 per 759-4707 after 4p.m.
week. Rudolph
SEASONED firewood Goodyear, 753-0595.
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30i rick
delivered. Min. order 2
16. Home Furnishings
ricks. Call John Hover
DROWN vinyl recliner 753-0338.
& King wood stove, both
HARDWOOD slabs in
good condition. Call
bundles delivez1d.$80 a
753-5463.
load. 901-584-3306 after
WHIRLPOOL heavy 7p.m. Charley Tubbs
duty dryer with 3 temp Sawmill, Camden, Tn.
selections, only $4.00 USED dinette tables
per week. Rudolph and chairs, twin beds.
Goodyear, 753 0595
school desks .recliners.
rockers, chests, ranges.
refrigerators, coffee
19. Farm Equipment
tables, end tables,
1952 8N FORD Red lamps. couches and
Belly, good condition. chairs. Hard back and
plow, disc & bushhog. paper back books. For
$2250. Call 753 8124.
the best prices and best
/NEW and used Cor- used furniture and appliances
shop Trash and
nheads. All makes and
models. Satisfaction Treasure. 806 Coldwaguaranteed. Delivery ter Road, 753-4569.
available. Sikeston USED washer & dryer,
Tractor Co. 314-471-7726, great shape. $225 for
471-3733-night.
pair. Call 753-9829.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
20. Sports Equipment
700 watts cooking
WINCHESTER, Model power, only $4.50 week.
1260; 12 guage. 30 inch, Rucloph Goodyear, -753ventalated rib, good con- °595.
dition. $160. Call 753-0462
after 4 pm.

22 . Musical
ICIMBALL pianos &
organs. Check our
prices before you buy.
Thurman. Furniture, 208
Main St. Murray- 7534834.
PIANOS Baldwin
organs. player pianos.
New. used pianos.
organs. grand pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co. 204
W. Washington St ,
Paris. Tenn.

24. Miscellaneous

WHIRLPOOL
Air Conditioners
5,000 B.T.U.
$4.00 Per Week.
10,000 B.T.U.
$6.50 Per Week
18,000 B.T.U.
$8.25 Per Week
25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(With Approved
Credit)

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th
'753-0595

30

41
Business Rentals

••••••••

IV
North 641 Craft
& Flea Market
Now renting spaces.
For information call
753-4566 anytime.

32. Apts for

Rent

1
In
ad
lw
do
gri

For Rent
Nice furnished apartments for 1, 2, 3, or
4 students. Call
of
753-5865
753-5108.

Fii
1 & 2 BR apt near
downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 7534109. 762-6650. or 4362844.
1 BR furnished apt., air
conditioned. College
boys preferred. No pets.
121 North. next to fair
grounds. 753-3139.
2 BR apt. Also, house on
lake. Call 753-3530.
PANAMA City Beach,
new 2 BR condo, accomadations up to 8.
fully furnished including washer. dryer &
microwave. Rent day,
week or month. Competitive rate. Call 901247-0641 or 901-247-5107.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.Equal Housing
Opportunity.

BE

Ci

Ba
ho
an
ev

A

33

Rooms for Rent
ROOMS for girls or
boys near university,
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894_

34

Houses for Rent
2 BR. I bath, dishwasher, stove, re.frigerator. nice
neighborhoOd. $325 plus
deposit. Call 753-8923.
LARGE 1 BR house,
single or couple, no
pets. One year lease.
753-3913 before 9p.m

Lo

ra
at
to
tu
Sc
Bc
Sh

SO
37. Livestock-Supplies
HAN for sale. Call after
6p.m. 7S3-9721. '

500 FT. indirect lighting
38. Pets -Supplies
system. 8 ft. single tube
.
lights. 2 ft. -stlfdlriving.
6 SETTER bird dog
valance, wall s
tions
pups. out of good stock.
& shelf brackets. $750.
very nice looking pups.
Call after 5p.m.- 502-43610 weeks old, $50 each.
5475.
Call after 7p.--m.
8 FT: flourescent lamp345-2449.
$1.75 each, 4 ft. floures- 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
ALL breed dog groomcent lamp- $1.50. Coffee
ing. Now thru Sept. 20.
12x70,
2
BR.
I 1 2
table, end tables &
Free dip_ with each
couches- $35 & up. batha, partly furnished, complete grooming.
condition.
good
EnBedroom suites with
Free pick-up and delivbecichest, dresser, box closed back 'porch & ery. Call Sue 436-5835.
springs & mattress. storage room, screened CHUMBLER'S Pet
$175. Solid oak tables & front porch. storage. Shop Dixieland Center
chairs, old kitchen Building. carport. 3 lots. is now open. Call 753cabinet with porcelain well. 10 minutes from 7601.
pull-out top; antique Ky. Lake. must see to
Kencouches, used freezers, appreciate. Price HIDDEN Valley
nels at Kirksey has
refrigerators, washers lowered. Call 436-2913.
boarding. Large dogs
& dryers. George Hodge 1976 12x65 NEW Moon,
small dogs It cats
& Son, Dixieland Shop- 2BR, 11/2 baths, spac- $4,
ious living room Jr $2.50 per night. Also.
ping Center, 753-4669.
female Pomeranians
AG' Brokers. Industrial kitchen, on 3/4 acre lot for sale. Call 489-2377
Rd. now offers lawn with front & back
renovation service. We porches. Also. 12x20
Public Sales '
41
have Stac Dust, a new storage building with
masonite
siding
&
slant
plant food material that
is extremely fast acting roof carport. Very good
10 PARTY
on soil P.H. To have condition. 759-4093.
healthy. durable grass' 2 BR furnished 1 acre
YARD
SALE
Blood
Lake
KY.
near
you must have a good
PH. in your soil. We River. Call 753-6657.
Sat. Sept. 7
offer complete service. 2 BR house trailer.
1604 Calloway
We will aroate. fertilize, $1500. See Lewis Dunlime, spray for -"an- carf; Dexter. Ky.
8-5
wanted vegatation, 3 BR double wide near
Wicker, bedspreads.
prepare seedbed & Ky. Lake at Hamlin.
drpaes, t-shirts, adult
seefding. Call 753-4533 Ky. Call 753-8964 leave
day. 759-4640 night for message anytime.
& childrens clothing,
free estimates & relingerie, glassware &
MUST Sell, 2 br, 12x65
ferrals. We want you to
Melody home, newly
yard goods.
have a beautiful lawn.
carpeted, refrigerator,
AIR compressors. Dill
stove, washer, dryer. 2
Electric 753-9104.
air conditioner units in
-'-CAR batteries. 66 cluded. Carport.
Good
month, 85 amp, 460 CCA condition
$5,500. Call 527
05-24C $29.99. Wallin 1261 before
5 pm, 753-0956
MAKE AN
Hardware, Paris, TN.
after 5 pm.
OFFER
CORRIGATED metal
OR rent, 2 BR, 14x55, 1
roofing; 8'- $4.75; 10% 1/2 miles
on 641 South
SALE
YARD
$6.20; 12' 0.45. MidCall 753 6156.
South Wh;lolesale
Sept.
Fri.
6
Building; 342 East 'TRAILER for sale
From 8
12x60,
Brandon
see
Dills
Washington; Paris; 901Trailer Court. 753 9104
642-2552.
Hop, its cast
FARMERS- land 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Napo., &ay Parking
owners. Call AG
Lot.
BRokers. Industrial Rd. 2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
Toys, clothes, small apfor soil testing service, AC/natural gas. Shady
pliances, grills, you
stacdust sales, spread- Oaks 753-5209.
name it Everything
ing service, lime 1NTCE 2 BR trailer near
spreading, culvert pipe. Murray. No pets. Call
must go Cancel if rain
etc. .We want to do 489-2611
business with you.
Located across from
Farris Grain. Call 7534533 Day. 759-4640 night.
GET ready for winter!
Storm windows- $21.25
what a quality Medicare Suppleea. Stock sizes only.
Mid-South Wholesale
ment insurance should cost.
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901Many Senior Citizens in Calloway
642-2552.
County are paying far more than
ItIF•250• new• 42 HPdiesel. power steeringnecessary.
power adjust rearsauxiliary hydraulics.
If you are paying more than:
best seat- extra heavy
$31.00 Monthly or
rear end- bumper- fluid
in rear tires- stabilizer
$355 Annually
bars & brackets. 2 year
warranty- list price
you should find out why.
$16239. 2 in stock- sell
for $9995. See Gene or
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES recently
Will Ed at Stokes Traccompleted a cost study on
tor 753-1319.
NEW MF-1010 3 cly
medicare supplements. The
diesel- 16P.
-w -54 results
of this study is upsetting
center mount mowerturf tires- • the ultimate
to
say the least.
lawn mowing machine
plus yots have ,3 point lift
CALL
& PTO for other yard &
garden work. List price
$7446. 1 in stock to sell
753-7273
for $8495 with 7.9r4
financing for 60 months.
you may cut your cost in half.
See Gene or Will Ed at
Stokes Tractor 753-1319
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CLASSIFIEDS
41

Public Sales

40

Produce

APPLES, yellow, delic•
ious & Rome Beauty.
McKenzie Orchard 7534725.
APPLES, cider for. sale.
Call 489-2467 Tucker
Orchard, Landfill Rd.

45

Farms tor Sale

49. Used Cars

53

Services Offered

1966 MUSTANG. red.
MULTI-FAMILY
cylinder automatic
SHOWTIME
runs good. nice. ,Call
YARD SALE
MOVIES
753-4679 after 6p.m.
Thurs.. Fri. &
1975 MUSTANG II, ps
Inside Bob's Sat.
pb. ac, automatic. V -s
Comic Shop
$1700. Call 753-7291.
8 a.m.-5 p.m
VCR & movie tapes
1976 DATSUN B-210
1310 Doran Rd
Hatchback, very sharp.
$1.75 a night VCR
Infants, boys &
43. Real Estate
$1000. Call 474-2325.
$4.75 a night No
adults
clothes isti-IOME and 4 acres
1977 HONDA wagon.
46. Homes for Sale
membership
(winter & summeri,
located 2 miles from
automatic. new paint;
required
Murray.
contractor.
An
ne
•
excellent
3.f i4built engine. .$1000
dresser, bed, bicycle,
buy. Price just reduced to BR. 2 bath brick & Call 474-2325.
100-A N. 6th St.
grill, & lots more
$23,500. Phone Kopperud cedar house ready to 1978 THUNDERBIRD
753-3934
move into. Priced in the dove gray, excellent
Realty. 753-1222.
60's. Call 753-3903.
condition. Call 753-0872.HOME and 93 acres of- 171Y owner, 3 BR brick 1979 "HURST Olds'r
YARD SALE
fered for sale, through home in country. Special Edition Cutlass
NO CREDIT
Fri. & Sat.
Kopperud Realty. Pro. Kitchen-den combina- T-tops. tilt, cruise,
CHECK!
perty includes large tion, living room. 1 cassette. Call 753-0309.
8 a.m. til ?
LIMITED OFFER MC VISA'
pond, several barns and bath. utility room. work
1980 FORD Fairmonf
First time ever,
outbuildings. Price just shop, garage, wood
Recess a MasterCard or Visa
4-door, 6 cylinder,
credit card regardless ol your
Sub
Bendefield
reduced $20.000. Phone stove & electric heat.
automatic. ps. pb. air.
past credit history or present
753-1222.
TVA insulated, storage 51,000
•
Hwy 121 North near
miles. Nice. Call
marital status
building.
1
acre
with
Calloway, Graves
INo Sayings
753-8124.
KOPPERUD Realty of- barn and - fence for
Account RequiredIII
1980 MAZDA 626 5County line.
fers and excellent selec- horses. $38,000. Call
GUARANTEED!
speed, ac, AM -FM
clothes
Baby
tion of quality homes - all 7 5 3-0 5 30 for
For application call
cassette, good condihousehold items. a few
price ranges. For all your information.
tion. Call Tracy 759.1712
CREDIT
antiques, much more
Real Estate needs phone
ENJOY country living or 753-9881.
1-800-637-6680
everything must sell
753-1222. or visit our office
in this 2 BR home on 1980 OLDS Cutlass
(toll heel
at 711 Main.
3,4 acre lot. White Supreme, ps, pb, tilt,
frame house with cruise, 350 V-8, extra
pickett fence enclosing clean, extra sharp. Call
Ray Elkins
front yard. New carpet, 436-5462.
wood or electric heat. 1982 PONTAIC Grand
Carpet Laying
Located 12 miles from
20 Years
Prix. all power. air,
Murray in the Browns automatic, excellent
Experience
Grove Community. condition. Call 753-15815'
Highest Quality
Only $20,000. Call 435- 1982 228. black & gold,
Workmanship
4354 after 6p.m.
excellent condition,
753-9559
NEED to move. Price
must sell. Call 759-4582.
Reduced HOUSE and 1983 FORD Club wagon
A F'PLI ANCE
two lots. 3 BR, dining
with extras. 15 passen- SERVICE. Kenmore.
room, kitchen, living ger. 351 engine, 62.000
Westinghouse.
room and utility room. 2 miles, excellent condiWhirlpool. 23 years
storage buildings, car- tion. $10,400. Call 382experience. Parts and
port, grape vines and 2545.
service. Bobby Hopper.
berries vines. Price
1984 FORD Escort L. Bob's Appliance Ser$22.000. Phone 492.8492.
2-door, hatchback. vice, 202 S. 5th St.
NEAR Murray, 3 88. automatic with air. Business 753-4872. 43611/2 bath, brick, 2 car am -fm stereo.
6.000 5848 (home).
.attached garage. 15x24 actual miles,
sharp. APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Swimming. pool, central $5200. Call 436-2165.
Factory authorized for
heat & air on 71.2
1985 FORD Mustang. Tappan. Kelvinator and
acres, $53,500. Also. 43
red, 2 door. am/fm Brown. Service on gas
acres 12 miles N. of
cassette. clock & cruise. and electric ranges.
Location: 10 miles southeast of MurHardin. $22,500. Phone
Perfect condition. Call microwaves, disGingerv:ood Realty 502ray, Kentucky, just off Highway 280
h w a she rs. r.e 759-9598 after 7p.m.
362-8948.
'74 HORNET. air •con- frigerators. etc. Earl
at Panorama Shores. From Murray
NEW. 3BR briek. 2
Lovett, 354,6956 or 753'
take Highway 94 east 3 miles and
IF baths. • central heat,. & diTioning, good condi•
tion. - Call after 5p.m-. 5341.
air. approx. 2 miles east
turn right on Highway 280 and go to
DENNIS McClure con762-2349.
Murray. Call 759-9619
/9 MERCURY Grand st ru c ti on. roofing.
Bonner's Grocery. Turn left just past
after 4p.m.
Marquis. 2 door, painting, plumbing, inBonner's Grocery into Panorama
NICE 2 BR brick, good
Michelin tires. Call terior or exterior
location. Call 753-9021.
Shores and follow auction arrows to
Phone 502-382-2689, Rt
753-6553.
ONWER wants offer, on
sole site.
MAZDA GLC deluxe. I. Sedalia..
spacious 3 BR, brick,
1984, 5 speed, air conThis nine year old 1800 square foot
Woddinq
ranch. Living room with
ditioning, am-fm stereo
brick veneer home has a living room with
Photography
fireplace, large equipted
cassette Call 753-9240.
kitchendining area, garfireplace and dining area, three
753-8298
age. beautifull 22x10 ft 50
Used Trucks
bedrooms, large eat-in kitchen or kitCARTER STUDIO
wood patio. Located in
chen/family room combination, two car
1971 CHEN Y Cheyenne,
300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
Fairview acres, Hwy 121
V-8 automatic. ps. pb,
garage, 12' x 16' deck and patio and
1 North 3rd Entrance
South, turn left on Old
storage area. It is fully carpeted with
Salem Road. Call 753-9706 air, good condition. Call FENCE sales at Sears
753-8124.
for appointment.
paneled walls and wallpaper and has a
now. Call Sears 753-2310
WHY rent? Only $2000 1976 DATSUN pickup, for free estimate for
built-in refrigerator, stove, distswasher,
L
W.B..
air
conditionbuys 50°0 interest in a
your needs.
microwave, stereo and speakers.
three bedroom home! If ing, 4-speed. $L2001 Call GENERAL ROMP',
It is situated on a large shaded lot with
753-7291.
ever a home projected
REPAIR. 15 years ex1981 P.U. GMC Sierra
.a beautiful view of Blood River Boy on
an air of coziness and
perience. Sarpentry.
good Cheer this one Classic. V-8 auto., pb, concrete, plumbing.
Kentucky Lake. This ideally located home
ps. A/C- sell or trade
certainly
does.
Once
roofing, siding. NO JOB
is well suited for a permanent year round
inside, the aura of days 753-4703 or night TO SMALL. Free eshome or as a vaction home.
warmth does not 759-4703.
timates. Days 753-6973,
Seldom is this type property offered
'72 CHEVROLET
diminish
bright spac
nights 474-2276
where you set the price. This home will
ious kitchen; French pickup, ps, pb, ac. Good GrTTERING by Sears.
condition.
$1700.
Call
doors
dining
from
room
definitely sell to the highest bidder
Sears continuous gutto screened sun room, 753-9635.
ters installed for your
regardless of price.
bountiful storage, with
specifications. Call
Terms: 20% down day of sale with balance
traditional fireplace 51.Campers
Sears 753-2310 for free
on delivery of deed within 30 days.
serving the living area. 1973 VW Campmobile, estimate.
Owner: Penny Fisher
Another chance like this self contained, excellent IMPORT Auto Salvage.
.may not come along. condition. Call 759-1386 or new & used parts. Call
759-9888.
Fall Mary Jane now
474-2325.
753-1492 at Century 21
REAL ESTATE A AUCTION CO.
Motors
Boats
52.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Irrigation Residential
411 Paris Road Mayfiald, Ky. 42066
Century
16 FT
47
Motorcycles
CAMPBELL WELL
Mahogany
inboard
Plume (302)247.13115
DRILLING
hONDA 3•wheeler runabout, needs varnC.W.
Avsfiessessr
McKenzie Tn
Super 185. like new. Call ..ish. Last low low .price!Call Collect
• $450. Call- 658-3697 day
492-8652.
901 352 3671 or
or night.
901 352 5704
Free Estimates
1983. 19 FT. Baja, 350
I'0, stainless steel
prop. Very low hours.
Call 436-5356 or 759-9576.
Saturday, September 7 10:00 A.M. 1985
1983 CREST III. pontoon
boat, 24 ft. full furniture.
Rain or Shine Lunch Available
depth finder, CB, Camper
Paris, Tennessee - Springville Community
kit, 50 Hp Evenrude motor with lift. Excellent
Sale will be held on the property located 13 miles northeast of Paris, turn southeast
condition. Call
off Hwy 079 13 miles northeast of Parissnto Buchanan Boatdock Road, go 1 mile and
436-2289.after 6 pm
turn left into Meadowood Subdivision onto Tierra Del Sol, house is mile 'third house
28. FT. 1977 Harris
on the right, on the corner of Tierra Del Sol & Marina Drive. WATCH FOR SALE
Float-Boat with bar and
ARROWS'
stereo. 140 H.P. .Stern
ANTIQI E:s & PERSONAL PROPERTY SELLS FIRST
drive engine, excellent
condition. Call 753-0002.
ANTIQUES & MISCELLANEOUS
THE ideal starter
Hand Painted Pieces. 4 Ice Cream Chairs: Meakin China: Royal Ironstone. Antique
Houseboat. 33 foot SeagoWatches & Jewelry. Miscellaneous Chairs: Electrical Appliances: Office Equipment.
ing with largP front deck.
Lamps, PresseitGlass, Furniture, Many Miscellaneous Items.
4 cyl. Volvo engine, air,
'GUNS & SPORTING EQUIPMENT --shower, radios, tape
Belgium Browing .45 Shotgun. 12 ga.: Colt Single Action Revolvtr. Witte's Special
player, excellent condi012 Side-by-Side Shotgun. Mo'ssherg 22 Rifle: 22 Derringer; Fishing SUpplies I. I.
tion. Under $10.000. See at
Bean Cap. I. L Bean Boots & Shoes: Awning Tent: Misc.
Town & Country Marina
.
TOOLS-SHOP F:QUIPMENT-MISCELLANEOUS
or 618-524-2533.
Set of Nlailunist Tools • Micrometers, Calibers. Gauges. Protractors. huh( Mors.
Squares. Rules, Taps. Etc

nY

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday
September 14, 1985
10 A.M.
Kentucky Lake Home
on Blood River

C.W. SHELTON

53 Services Offered
INSl LATION blown in
hy Sears TVA approved Save on those
high heating and cooling bills Call Sears
7 5 3 - 2 3 1 0 for free
estimate
J I. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.
JOINETr'S complete
tree service. 32 yrs
experience.- Also.
stumps mechanically
removed 10"- belov.
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate calf 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
ia:immercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.

Craftsman 10" Radial Saw: Electrit Shaver Sr Stand: Craftsman Paint Sprayer
Homelite X1.2 Chain Saw: Roof Riding Mower; Weed Burner: Troy Bilt,Tiller. Bench
Grinder. Power Tixds. -..-Jacks. Wrenches; Shop Chest; Drills, Bits. Miscellaneous

Fier further issforeliati•e, tewtost:

Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer CAI
Lie. No. 67; Firm Lie. No. 107
Off. 239 University Street
Phone 587.4244
Martin, TN 311237
Marvin Alexander 5174563
Terry Oliver 364.2709
Wendell Alexander 364.21.55
Pr.....myr••11••11

Nes tesroad Mor• People T• Eell The Alomeesker SI/e•"

53

Services Offered

53

ROOFING, Plumbing,
Concrete work, Ad
ditions, Painting,
General Carpentry
P .A. Molony Co
753 8628. Free
Estimates.

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689

trailer &
accessories.

Call
753-9752
53

Services Offered

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be-- in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
OW. Pont Cud Buick
•

BAILEY'S
FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY
Has tobacco
sticks $18.00
per hundred.
Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.
759-1099

53

Services Offered

Ross Construction
New homes,
Renovations
All types repairs
759 4614 8,
753 6581
WILL haul ,iyhde rock.
sand. lime r p rap and
masonary sand. coal.
dirt, gr.ayer fill sand
Call Roger Hudson,
7;53 4545 or 753 6763

BRING your

51,100,

Ouunr•s

PAINTING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

Hopkins insurance Agency

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

mowing around them?
We can emove any
stump and leave a fresh
seed bed with no dam
age to surrounding
lawn Larry Wood 753
0211
Ray's Drywall
Sheetrock Hanging,
Finishing, Ceiling

'Sprayed.
Free Estimates
Joe Pat Ray
753-0038

Control
Leaf Removal
Call now for Free
Estimate

TOTAL FITNESS PROGRAM
Fall Classes Begin Week Of Sept. ,9
Dancaerobics...
10 Wk. $50
-Sweat 30"......$2 per class
For more if call •
Robin Brittair 753-7597
ONLY the BEST for YOU!

FOREVER GREEN
LAWN SERVICE
P.O. Box 307
753-3362
Doug and Vicky
Crofton

gr.!,
Sunday, Sept. 8, 1985
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their
photo in The Ledger and Times on Friday. Sept.
6, 1985.
Photo
Name of Grandparents
Name of Child
Cost 65.00 each

Angela Marie Elkins
randda ughter of
Wayne & Jean Wilson
Ruby Elkins

Complete with

Services Offered

Feed and Seed
mowers ODD lob specialist, PESCI
F. I ertified John(riding & push), tillers, ceiling fans, electrical.
stone low endophyte •
chain saws, small en
plumbing, fencing You
super grass Limited
gines and welding to name it, I do it You
supply Broadbent Seed
Moody's Repair for buy, I install
You Co.Vairliz Ky 235-5182
their tune up and over
break, I fix Call 436
haul Cherry Corner 4B68
56 Free Column
Road, 753 5668. Pickup PAINTAG
Paper
& delivery. Work hanging. commerical. or FREE r month old.
bla( k & white male cat
Guaranteed.
residential. Free es
Free supply of food
THWEATT'S Alterna
timates. References 25 Ken Mur Antique Shop,
tor, Generator & Starter years ex per , ence
Rt 94, half way between
REPAIRS
Service (rebuilt & re
Tremon Farris 7591987
Murray and Aurora.
CB TV a.d
paired). Rt. al, Almo,
MURRAY HOME S AUTO
Ky. 42020, shop (502)753TRUE VALUE
8742.
North•id.• ShoppHyg
'TREES trimmed or
753-2571
removed. Also, yard
1.8a Sanitation County work. Experienced.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Garbage Pick-Up. 6 bag Free estimates. Call
8d CUSTOM WOODWORKING
limit. $7 per month. Call 436 2690.
436-2264.
•
MITCHELL Paving
SOLID WOOD CABINETS
Sealing striping, repair
iii 5
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
& complete asphalt
Bwch • Oak • Walnut • Chewy
installation. All jobs.
QUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
large ttr small. Call
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
753-1537.
INTERIOR
g CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE IL FURNITURE REFINISHING•
▪
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & See Our Display •
MOWING, hauling.
EXTERIOR
•
trees and bushes pruned
PAINTING
• 1212 Main MuKray, Ky. 753-5940 •
or removed. Reasonable rates, good re••••_0••••••••••••90
CID•
WALLPAPERING
ferences. Call Jerry at
759-9661.
NEED work on your
trees" Topping. prunKentucky Central Insurance Companiee
ing. shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
*FREE ESTIMATES*
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care! TREE work. Complete
removal, topping, tri
753-0338.
'mming & stumps re
4
moved. Insured. Call
753-0211:
Call
WET BASEMENT? 'We'
408 So. 12th
make wet basements
Dr.
Tom
Hopkins
Murray, Ky.
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
(502)753-6202
42071
write Morgan Con
Free Estimates
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
759-1983
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
GENERAL mainten
WILL do bush hogging
ance, roofing, painting Call 753-8590.
Gold
Silver `)
etc. 20 yrs. experience.
Closea
Closed
Free estimates. Call
Yesterday 344 70
Yesterday
6 34
474-2330.
Lawn Renovation
Opened
Opened
SEWING Machine Rep
Landscaping
Today . 335 20
Today
6 24
air. All makes and
Professional
Down
models. Industrial, home
9 50
Down
.10
and bag closing machines
Design
Compliments of:
-40 yrs. experience. All
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
Mowing
work, guaranteed. Ken
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
Reseeding
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
753-7113
Stella, Ky.
Dethatching
We buy Gold, Silver 6. Diamonds
SMALL Engine Repair
Bermuda Grpss
Hours: 10;6 Doily, Closed Sunday
Will repair chainsaws,
Control
lawn mowers, etc around
Fall Weed
Kirksey area. Call 489
2712.
Spraying
STUMP REMOVAL
Fall
Fertilization
SERVICE
Tired of
Grub Worm
unsightly stumps and

PUBLIC AUCTION

11 Ft. Snark
"Mayflower"

PAGF:

tie
Mrray
Ledger & Times

128 ACRES in Calloway
County. 3 miles from
Dexter & 8 miles N. of
Murray on 2000 ft. of
blacktop road. 32 tillable .acres & 96 acres of
woods rolling, small
barn & 2 wells. Make a
reasonable offer. • 219926-279g.

Kennel & Dog Supplies. Pen & Grombing Equipment; Miscellaneous Supplies
sPECIAL.CONSIGNMENT-SUBJECT TO CONFIRMATION
1983 Chevrolet Silverido Pick-up. 6_92 Liter Diesel, Autoinatic, Loaded. 29.830 miles
w A-Hoy Camper Topt 1982 Carle Lite Bru-Star Camper, 24' Self Contained
NtoDER\ 2 BEDROOM HOME
sELLING AT Pt 111,1C AUCTION TO HIGHEST BIDDER
HOME SELLS AT 1:101 I'M.
This custom built home located only 34 mile from Kentucky Lake features large living room, combination dining, kitchen area. utility 2 bedrooms & bath. The burnt.
is nicely decorated with carpeted living room and dinitig area, sheetrock.walls. and
is heated and citoled.by central heat Sr air Double garage with storage cabinets and
rear door leiiding to a nice shop building. •
34 acre lot 12s 7'x192' w 'chain link fence surrounding the home and double drivevca
The lid is landscaped with young trees and shrubs and has a nice site fora large garden
4
area. t
TE-RMS: 20', down. day oh sale, balance due within thirty i3Os days upon deliverv
of deed. All announcements Made day of sale will take precedence over any previous
advertisement or statements
Mrs. Hazel I.. Metzger. owner
Route 2. Springville. Tennessee 38256
Terms: Cash, Cashiers Check. Certified Check or Bank Letter of Credit required of
all persons not personally known by the auction company.

..
awarpitemeraamist

111.0.111.•

Justin Ray Holland

Extra copies of paper
available to send to relatives.
Original photo returned
after page appears in paper.
Deadline for copy - 12 Noon
Sept. 5. 1985.
-COUPONPlease insert my Grandchild (s) photo in your paper (Photo
Enclosed).
Name of Child

UM

Name of Grandparents
- _
'Enclosed $5:0- per- Ooto
0

or

_
bill me at the follov ing

address.
• Name:
Address
Mail To:

The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071

'Jessica Jo Birdsong
Jennifer Dale Birdsong
.
s%
.(rea!
kft. & Mrs i..;7,1ooks Door es
Great Great Grandmotnri• - Mrs lura -Miner

'

,

.....••••••110116.
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Observations
By Lochie Hart
Labor Day is a day
honoring working people observed as a legal
holiday on the first Monda in September
throughout the United
States, Puerto Rico and
Canada. LAlior
organizations sponsor
various organizations
and celebrations, but
Labor Day, for most
persons, it is a day of
rest and recreation. The
L.S. stamp of 1956
features a man with his
tools on his shoulder and
hi* family with him.
Peter J. • McGuire,
founder of the United
13 rotherhood
Carpenters, suggested
in 1sS2 that a national
holiday be established
and in September of that
same year. the first
Labor Day was observed by workers parading
in New `Pork City. Then
organized labor campaigned to. make Labor
tidy a legal holiday.
President Grover
Cleveland signed a bill
in 194 making it a national holiday.
Not all people and
businesses observe
Labor Day. Today I was
glad the Hungry Bear
a s 0 pe fl
I ate
breakfast there. The
waitresses didn't seem
_to mind. They close at 3
-.p.m. That will give them
a few hours of freedom
from their Job. But
wouldn't it be neat for
all workers to have the
day ot resC There are

'mu:,

-

HOT SPeiliLES
1 St Elmo s Fire
John Parr
Atlantie
The
e.diVe
Hue,
Th•a.
, Neu,.Crtrysalis.
.?
!•Ir t Need Another Hero

11111111All
Pim

'5.71k :!`..

alt.!

r.red 41444.

r Jennings • Fit:A the Fifties Tonight
• 11 ilsan RCA
Y.ets•ren Blue F.,es and Jean,

•

, sA'ArT1Vr
•

Alive'

;

Tou re- Iiris Human

-

2. "St. Elmo's Fire."
John Parr
3. "Freeway of Love."
Aretha Franklin
4. "Shout." Tears for
Fears

1205 CHESTNUT, MURRAY, KY.
753-2547

•Extra Strength 15-Hour
Caffeine Free
•Caffeine Free
•Extra Strength 12-Hour
20 Capsules
•Regular Strength
28 Capsules
Your Choice

hl

is3.19

fArs,in

A.I.471••

Fur Notrin.k
I '.re
!ier Ho •
The t;Atte:
My N..ereiher

r

•

the

Bryan Adams
8. "If -You. Love
Somebody Set Them
Free," Sting

HEMORRHOIDAL
OINTMENT

9. "Don't Lose My
Number," Phil eollins
10. ''Money For
Nothing." Dire Straits

4

Big I 'hair
!M.- r

Bryan

R..,

Adams

F lattin.rn
pru,....i.pr
Horn ir the
5 A
•-., • Columbia P.atinuer
'•• ; Ja.keel Required Phil Cot
'anti, • Platinuh
...realest Hits
1 rg I: Bill,
olumhia
1 •.e.
• Theater of Pair. Motley crue
Piat:nurn
•
A
-• o!. Houston
5,hitne,
• r

Frank ien
I.
F.!ly

$1.99
By GARY LARSON

'3.59

•

sainted .

.5

ide re] i.e. '
tort Hand A • • •ii
i yeel to Blue Sa
(surt,
Fell "-

t_

irner

Top countr‘
tunes listed
Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of Sept. 1 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows:
1. "Love Is Alive."
The Judds
2. "Real Love." Dolly
Parton and Kenny
Rogers
3. -I Don't Know Why
You Don't Want Me."
Rosanne Cash
4. "Modern Day
Romance," The Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band
5. "Used To Blue,"
Sawyer Brown
6. "Have I Got A Deal
For You,."
McEntire
7. "She's Single
Again," Janie Fricke
8. "Drinkih‘ and
Jennings
9. "I Fell In Love
Again Last Night," The..

.

Forester sisters
10. "Between Blue
Eyes and Jeans," Conway Twiny

•
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SCAM

Aretha
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of Me For All
You to
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ALLERGANK,.
SOFLENS r
ENZYMATIC
Contoc,Lens

HYDR7CARE
'

77

•

SOFLENS
ENZYMATC
Cleoner

Contact
Lens Cleaner
36 Tablets

$6.95

MOUNDS
OR
ALMOND JOY:
CANDY BARS;
6-Bar Pack
$2.10 Value

$1.29

The

Tarzan contemplates another entry
. t I

CERTS
MINTS

;old

-

Personal Size

For use with
All Soft Contactll
Lenses
120z. IL

NO.

.41 •rill

•

17

I
'

T

JERGENS
SOAP -

ALLERGAN
HYDROCARE
PRESERVED SALINE
,•
SOLUTION

.Colurntut
Bills! oi,,e_An

•

17'

$6.95

2- 0z. Tube

Cdplt.d

:

SALE

1•t• •..••••••••••

.ut
Arista

t

1250 Watts Of
Drying Power
2 Heats, 2 Speeds
No. 1882

Fresh
22 Oz.

1 Oz. Tube

MCA
e

MINI TURBO
HAIR DRYER

JOY
DISHWASHING
DETERGENT
Lemon

PREPARATION H

• N.
.Arother Fiero
• itutoi
s• .... Read,. for the Meorld

Ftlue

NORTHERN BY SUNBEAM

Billy Joel

h.., e Hiiiting I /oral...

ire

_

PREPARATION H

111.4.11•
My
e For You
Houstor. • Arista •
er,ie K....! Se The Gang 'Ile

etin

imaseeciiii:

No. 3-5257

4 Speakers,
5" Woofers,
& 2" Tweeters.
Reg. $89.95

I

r

fill- I P • •

•

RADIO CASSETTE RECORDER

2.69

,

•

•

G. E. AM/FM STEREO

24 Tablets
SALE

1.0, C.
Hue,.
•
!The News Chrysalis
,
7 h .er,time You t:a., Aseeay Paul
y..i u re „ Columbia!
• Never Surrender Corry Hart
FM: America
:rig Ali M!. 1,11,.• FLIT Yoll
'

'
•

PAYLESS DRUGS
Coupon Expires Sept. 14th

69.99

NASAL DECONGESTANT/
ANTIHISTAMINE

Are'tha
..444

•

•

SALE

ACTIFED

V. ham '

Lady

• 2.00 Off

LOSE WEIGHT FAST

ion't Need Another Here,
TIna Turner .Capitol • 5,1,stery-

I

DEXATRIM

hia

-1

NINO

ON NEW OR
TRANSFERRED
PRESCRIPTIONS

Sy!, ia

THE FAR SIDE

NIA/ IlLatA Coupon

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
SALE GOOD THRU TUES., SEPT. 10TH

Judds

!.• I 're,tv LadN
Keith Stegall
_Lpii
.
.
4111.1.T Corstemplamr),
1 ('herish Boot& The 4.:ang iii.-

-'

the

d2N&Vi:A7117V/T*WluilLNIII4zi:'

DRUGS

Bros

The

ciirh
•r, 711.,. a Little Bit

-4

Huey Lewis and
News
•

7N/ 4.-ACE'INA 11

PayLess

Cashbox- names 100
10 rock hits for seek

iated Pre,.

The following are
Billboard's hot record
hits as they appear in
Sept." 2nd issue of
Billboard magazine.
Copyright 1985.
Billboard Publications.
Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
-

•

4*

V. 11..14%EsDAI. SF:P.TEMHER 4. 19t45

race is a problem - just right for a game of
one private room and cards, toot. All meals
bath. 14 noted some served - no shopping
things that will go-with for groceries; church
her to her new home - services in the lobby
most of them memories regularly. No
of her school-teaching automobile to keep up.
years. One kir instance Pretty too L.- all rooms
is a 3 x 5 feet framed just redecorated.
painting of a branch of
Just one suggestion
LABOR DAY
dogwoods that she had for the administration of
given by some Fern Terrace - there
homeroom mothers dur- needs more landscaping
ing her years of to make it look more a
teaching. There will be fern terrace. The name
retirement presents, sounds inviting TV. radio. and I'm en- shade. streams and lots
couraging.her to take and lots of ferns would
Stxne of her nice silver, enhance the setting.
china and crystal, a four
• • •
place setting so she can
entertain four in her Bettie Lou Parris i Mrs.
was shopping
room - something kin- Cecil
da special. In her school Monday. Seeing her
room tools, her World with a crutch, 1 learned
Book Enclyclopedia that she had hipsurger
would feel right useful about eight weeks ago.
and at home sitting on
• • •
the new TV to aid her in
Terry Etherton.
LABOR DAV honors her news.
recently enlisted in the
the millions of workers
U.S. Navy and stationed
Celia's moving puts in San Diego, has comemployed by t..S. industries. A 1956 postage the bug in my 'bonnet, pleted- his first courses
stamp c•ommernorated too. At Fern Terrace and is home for a visit
Lodge I would not forget with his
the holiday.
parents. Mr.
to take my medications and Mrs.
Bill Etherton.
exceptions, however. I - I do now. No maid for before being sent to
would feel uneasy if cleaning house, no mow- another sehool. He is a
ing the yard. no painting graduate of Murray
hospitals were closed.
the house, no taxes, no High School and
.• •
a
Celia Hart Roberts. insurance: meals serv- former student at Murwidow of Vernon ed in the dining room or ray State University.
Roberts, is in the pro- in your room on a pretty His grandmother. Mrs.
cess of leaving her home yellow breakfast-sized Gladys Etherton. is in
and residing in Fern table it would be just the hospital here.
Terrace Lodge. She
says she is tired of keeping up thg house and
yard. paying taxes and
insurance, hiring a
housekeeper. and chauffeur, planning meals.
and has sold her house
Best-selling records of
5. "We Don't Need
to Mr. and . Mrs. Jack:
the week of Sept. 1 bas- Another Hero."
Tina
Sykes.
ed on Cashbox Turner
Cleaning out things.
magazine's nationwide
6. "Never Surgiving some away. storsurvey were as follows: render." Corey Hart
ing others, deciding
what to take to the Ter1. "Power of Love,"
7. "Summer of '69:"

Billboard names top
records for this ‘seek
It, The

6
,

Or.

OVER-THE-CALF
TUBE SOCKS

NOTICE

With Retsyn

BEAT THE FEDERAL
TAX INCREASE

Regular or
Sugar Free
Assorted
Flavors

On October 1 of this year, the Federal
Excise Tax on distilled spirits (gin, vodka,
whiskey, etc.) will be increased substantially. This increase coupled with other
taxes and some supplier raises will mean
that your favorite brand will go up
about $1.30 per 1.75 liter bottle and
n some instances much, much more.
May we make a suggestion?
All your purchases between
now and October I will be at
our usual low prices. So consider your future personal, gift
or party needs now and buy
while you con save from $6.00 to
$15.00 per case depending, upon
the item.

DISPOSABLE
LIGHTER

Please contact The Party Mart about

Please bear in ,rind that all purchases
must be picked up prior to October 1 to
take advantage of this enormous savings
Hope we've been of service

The Part
y
.

509 tone Oak Rd.

poducoh's most interesting store

442-0011

Forms its own
perfect heel.
Made in U.S.A.
Pack of 3 pair

The Right Light
Every Time

for 69c

1.88

3 For

a

0-TIPS
_
,,COTTON
SWABS
i
-2- - - -..
- -_•- ps
-ri-"
F°4 Qt
i
ala el,

Easy-ilccess
Dispenser
Pack of 170

i

your fov‘rite brands and we will be happy
to lay asiiae.a supply for you.'

FEUDOR

I

GOLDEN HARVEST
DECORATED
DRINKING JAR
with handle. 16 Oz.

2 For
'4.79

Case of 12

••

- , Fri
44'

Ps
ill
.$PL
IPa ' 4
\
3 3

SURE SPRAY
ANTI-PERSPIRAN
Long Lasting
*Regular _
_
*Unscented-4 Oz. Aerosol

4 AO
•; r
:
- -7:70-

CO
ci L_T=_:_lz_-T-7--i1 $1
1 .16•4,/

purxit-swsszvawiprzvani.

SURE
ROLL-ON
ANTIPERSPIR A NT
Regular or
Unscented,-1.25 Oz.

1.1
9
-5:11:2 TI114.1•TAi

JAllI VI,

•==.

•

_
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WIN WITHMONEY BACK CARDS

ADArns

Your MONEY BACKCard Could Be Worth

Do you Have
One of Our
*1,000.00 Cards

Many are Worth
'100.00 or

11C0

is10.
$50
ard 57
.00

Our First
'100.00 Winner!

WeWantY011

Everyone
Wins
photo
ma be '
horol / at Least

IN OUR

Winner's Circle!

EVERY ODY WINS

10 and '5 Winners

/

We want you here!
'10.00 Winners:

URSA, OUR
WAY or*ATOM

Titaak gut
SIVI

Year
photo
Kanly

A Few OF Oar '5.00 Winners:

OU RACK
OF MI MONEY
AS YOU
STORE

$1.00

W11111 THEIR CARO IS
VALIOATID & MINIM
INNIS COAST Emmet A116. 14, 111115
Cosi Sword

UN Bo el Awards

SI.SSO

Nis GI Whig

IS

II. 111.323

N
se

I be XIII
I hol.1117
1 Is 1444

NS
$U
$111

MN

SS

I NS

121

MAN

11.211

___
_

_

I Is IN
_ ___11.
_ 1

Get Started
Today! It's Easy!
As you do your regular shopping
get your Money Back card punched
each time you visit this market When
completed your card will be opened by
Our Manager or authorized assistant
and we II see how much you ye won

•

You make the choke of savings during
Jim Adams

JIM
ADAMS

7 DAYS SALE • Prices Good Begirtning Wednesday, Sept. 4, thru Tuesday, Sept. 10, 1985. We
reserve the right to limit quantities and correct
printing errors. None sold to dealersi

Fm samples:
liorshoy's Chocolate Milk
Friday and Saturdayl

22nd
Anniversary
Sale

Jim Adams is giving
you up to 10 dollars
to celebrate during
our September 11, one
day Birthday Party!

KA

5 Lb. Bag
cugar

drop by our
store this week
and we'll give you our
special savings sheet,
good up to 10 dollars,
during our one day,
Sept. 11
Birthday Party!
'Free... Birthday Cake,
Soft Drinks
ow BALLOONS
On Wednesday, Sept. 11, during Jim
Adams Birthday Party.

Granulated

59c

magi. aith • ;
1017
4.444 •

e

ef
,

with coupon (on page 2) ongi
$15.00 additional purchase

4 Roll Package

Northern
Tissue
MORMERtt

•

•

•••

•'"r"

I

• -

.

4 .

'

•

i•NO/..001.11,..1•P
i••••••••••••.411/1.4
,

••••

22nd Anniversary Sale!
valufresh dairy

valufresh frozen

77c

IIIA •Cheddar sr Mezzorolle

Shredded 4 Oz. Cheese
ISA •' Gallas

179

Orange Juice
KA •S Oz. Can
Knrft • 120z.

KA •Smell

Lunchwagon
Cheese Slices

Grade'A'
Eggs

99c dmp9c

929

6 Pk. Biscuits
Krett• I Lb.

Soft Parkaymoxicup

sps

12 Pk. Fudge Bars

$169

KA•All Flamers

989

/
1 2 Gallon Ice Cream
KA • 120z.

&trilogy's •' Sallee

Chocolate Milk Free samples Friday

969

Saturday ..

929

Orange Juice

Bawled •8 Oz.

2r..89`

Pot Pies Chicken, Beef or Turkey

Over 120 unadvertised specials every week!

Re
Mi
fre
th4

That's extra savings in addition to this 4 page sale!
Pacific Pride• IS Oz.

ISA • All Flavors

99

Pink Salmon

Flo-Tlerv

Ammer•3 ax.

Lip
3F.89
Tea Bags
Vienna Sausage
2.89 \ Upton ,
99L-f
Tea Bass
Macaroni & Cheese...2 98c
tak

Potted Meats

is ;4•1
4W40, Nit A •

•-

Armour •5 Oz.

Kraft • 5'4 Oz. Spiral

MD

For

Del Monte • 32 Oz.

$119

Prune Juice
Del Meats • 160x.

Del Mode•46 Oz.

2Fir9.9c

Green Peas
Del Moat*• 160x.

Pineapple Juice
Del Motto • 160z.

Green
Beans
Del

55c

Motto • 160z.

2F

No Salt Peas
Said•7 Oz.

Dial Family Size
Dew •20 Ct.

99C
65`

Regular Freezer Bags

Fruit Cocktail
15'2 Oz.• All Haven

Martha White
Corn Meal
$1 19

Betty Crocker
Cake Mix

99c

Del Monte • 16 Oz.

Peaches Slices or Halves
Del Monte • 1601.

Pear Halves

89c
.89c
89c

Del Moats• 1501.

9°9

Seedless Raisins

16' 2 Oz.• All Flavors
Ready To Spread

Betty Crocker Frostings. $159

42 Oz.•Card Size
Jamie Rell

Gala Towels

69c

8 Pk. Hamburger Buns....69c
Pot• 150x.

Tide'
Detergent

Raisin Bran

$199

Bran Flakes

969

Kellogg's• 16 Ox.

Detergeei •*Met Size

Kroft

Bold 2
_ with fabric softener

48 Oz. Miracle Whip

2201. *Sweetheart

Pereamsest• Overt

2.929

Hamburger Dill Slices

.
4

I'Valwahlocoapoo"
WA•gresurieted

5 Lb. Sugar

"Yawed& teepee"
4 reII

With Ms comae wad $15
additional purchase.
Limit one -rouport-per customer. Coupon expires. Tues
day,Sept. 10,1985.
NV

dir•r$
FrIskles •6' 2 Oz.

Buffet Cat Food
7 Oz.• General Mills

Bugles Snacks

2 79
F•r

Reel

$ 29

_
This
tool...
saves you,
money!

Northern
Tissue

59c

Nestle'
Candy Bars

Smacker's• 18 Oz.

Strawberry Preserves

Dish Liquid

II Flavors • Assorted

29c

With lids coupon end $15
additional poorthezo.
Larlo ot.ola41 coupon per cue.'omer Coupon expires Tuesday, Sept. 10, 1985.

No 735

?••••4111•4"••••1u•mpaxemeedeseirame•••

No.745

$30.00 eiditioeal perchase
far both Ifelveete
Mired* Whip.

..1.0.4.4111m1144.144.411

-•-•-••••

6
••••41.1.0.....111
•111••••••••••.*..•

C• _

valufrosh meats
Save 10% to 30% everyday with valupriced meats.

The lowest
total meat
prices in
town!

you make the choice
3
Roolfoot

Reelfoot

Reolfeat

Old Fashion
Franks

Old Fashion
Bacon

All the kids, young and old, love
the old fashioned flavor of
Reelfoot's No. 1 hot dog.

•
Cured in Reelfoot's smokehouse
with old fashioned know-how.
Sliced and packaged ready for
you.

•

Old Fashion
Bologna
Vacuum packed to seal that
down home, old fashioned
flavor. Sliced to make it easy
for you.

'$1 59

1 Lb. Pkg.

Roolfoot
Moots, made with fresh.inoats, with lust
the right soasonior!

12 Oz. Pkg.

Double Your Money Back
— Jim Adams Guarantoe To You —
We unconditionally guarantee al
meat bought at Jim Adams. It you
are not satisfied with your meat pu r
chase, we will gladly refund DOUBLE
the PRICE of the meat when returned
to

"Old Fashion" flavor from Reelfoot
Packing Company, Union City, Tenn.

— Valufresh Meats —

▪iolfoot • 121z.

Moat or Mid Franks

Rimless Pork •Packed by Roolfoot

$119
Pkg. I

!melees Pork Roost

Reelfoot•

Old Fashion Dinner Franks

Lk

Whols Boston Butt

$1 59
Lb.

99c

'
Whet• lb.

Corn Dogs

$189
Lb. I

Reolfoot•lid Fadden

Ilerrsr • Eceessity Peck

1 Lb. Sliced Bacon

$1 99
Lb. I

Country Ham Slices

th.$169

Rerper's "1111111111013"

Roalmsa •"Sliced Free"

0,

Whole
Pork Loin
$1 29

Reolfeot
Ileasor Vulky

I

Sliced
Bacon
.99c
12

Remises•"Yelspock"

Sandwich Slice Country Ham

$459
Lb

Harper's• Soesoodel

Fresh Pork
Cutlets

Country Ham Trimmings

959

Lb.

$ 1199
Lb.

Grade'A •Fresh Cat Fryers
*reds 'A'

Split Fryers

69c

Lb

Reeleem • Mask Style

Pork Roast

pit,.

Lk

79c

Lb

$ 1 49
I

Lb

$ 1 19
I

Reales.•3 to5Lh.

Reelfoot• 1201.•Slim!

Old Fashion Bologna
Reelfoot•Old fashion

Sweetonda Ham

Fresh Spare Ribs

$ ll 29
Mrs.

u.$239

Reeks.• Ifelepeck

Pork Stook
Realms.• Pocked As Mixed Chops

Reolfoot

3 Lb. Bacon Ends and Piocos

1/4 Pork Loin

VI 99
Box

Reiff**,• Old Fuddles

$1 59
Lb

Reales.• Pecked As Allied Chops

Smoked Sausago Regular er Chem

Lb

$219

$ 1 39

/
1
2Pork Loin

Lb

Reelfoot• 1Lh.

th $119

Pork Sausage
Reolfoot• old Fashion

Valeples Savior•Everyday

5 Lb. Chub Bologna

FleW's "Velesseck"

Reolfoot• Chip

Sliced Slab Bacon

Ikkt

$119

Rag Bologna

Iteislfrot•Fresh

leaf**,

4 Lb. Lard
Reelfoot•Becket

Bonsless Chuck Roast
Jumbo or Choose Franks

U.S. Choice •Arnie Fed • "Ill The Sei"

$359
U. s. 94,9KE

$299

Lb.

U.S. Cheico • Orel. Foil • "le The Bog"
$
Lb.

1

89

969

U.S. Choice•&aim Fed

Lb.

U.S. Choice • Grohs Fed •"Is The leg"

Bonoless Sirloin Tip

Lb.$1199

Maw • 1Lk.

Ater* amid some resteerents bey their moats ovoryday from
Jim Adams... 401,

Whole Boneless Now York Strip

$3
39

U.S. Gels* • Ocoee Fesi

$1 39

Whole Bone's:: Rib Eye

2Li.

Jim Adams Sausage

mkt.$5
,
59

Extra Lean
Ground Beef

Lb $11 39

2Lh. •11. Seger Added

Country Style
Pork Ribs

o. $229

qo Lb. Chitterlings

Voluprico

up 929

Boneles,s Rump
Or
Sirloin.Tip
• Roast

Choice • Scale Fos(•"le Ties log"

Whole Boneless Chuck Roll

Lb

$ 1 59
•

U.S. Choice •Icel.fed

Boof Cubo Steaks

Lb.$2
7?
•

..91pOgrilwreilr """"."

'6 j.
,
....auw•Iftl..110.

"
•

.

$2
29

•

•

_
•

•

garden fresh fruits and vegetables

volt; fresh produce
you make the choice

•

•

"Anniversary Sale"
Mississippi
t °01100047
These are one of the most all-around
nutritious foods available. Loaded
with vitamins and minerals, they are
exceptionally high in Vitamin A, but
only 141 calories.

"Anniversary Sale
Wisconsin•H.S. No. 1

"Anniversary Sale"
Now Crop

White Potatoes

Boiling Potatoes

One baked potato supplies two- Cook in a covered pan with a small
thirds the Vitamin C. Good source of amount of salted, boiling water.
B vitamins, plus iron, calcium, fiber Cook only 20 to 30 minutes Until
and protein. Bake at 4500 for 1 hour. tender. Overcooking will make them
mushy.

11 29
$
s Lb. Bag
Juicy

Red Grapefruit ...

Lb.

11

2..99c

Large

$'I 89

Honey Dew Melons...Ea.

111

Salad Time Favorites
Veleitell•eftte

Crisp

79c
Lb 49c
Lb 69c
f.r1
3$

Iceberg Lettuce
mows Size
Yellow Onions

"Id

Juicy

Eating Pears
Largo• Michigan

Bell Peppers

There's a Jim Adams ISA near you.
Paris, Tn.

McKenzie, Tn.

Mineral Wells Ave.

Hwy.79

Paris, Tn.

Huntingdon, Tn.

West Wood St.

E. Main St.

Covington, Tn.

Camden, Tn.

Hwy. 51 north

West Main St.

Waverly, Tn.

Murray, Ky.
cinstavt St.

Waverly Shopping Center

California•U Sim

Valencia
Oranges

99c

Save 10% to 30% everyday with
"valufresh meats"
Mosel Buck

Isle, —
Doubtslour
freereetse
uarantee o\I
Attests
g
you
unconditionot\y
Adorns, lk
pur-

We

Jirn
bought ot
your meat
DOUBI_E.

wIth
satks‘ed
i gladly reiund returned
not
ore
when
wil\
chase, we the meal
oi
the PR\CE
Meats —
to us VoWiresh

pe-ot

Everyday valupriced guaranteed quality meats.
Not lust once a month specials.
The lowest total meat prices in town, everyday.
Quality and price that makes saving at Jim Adams
the easy way to shop for your family.

•

Open Sunday!
Are'

* U.S. Choice
* Realean
Grain Fed Beef
Fresh Pork
* Grade"A"
Fresh Cut Fryers

vatufresh bakery
Wyeadott

Nacho Chips Fresh 3 times daily

Glazed
Donuts

Cheese Sauce 81
/
2oz.

929

si49

Fr•si bek•il

Caramel Pecan Rolls 6 pk...$189
Fresh Made

des:

•

6114A4

Viovorics,*WI
wistoss:bravvee
tsbuyerses 04.4
1
2
swistiostst
wawa.
agisted
A',owes vitee
3ampsst'tosslisi
1/4 est
We
‘IS
bottom and
worse salt
ilislirr
layer over and green
1""1".610•4"saialloallr"ile
eve'
onion,cetery
vegetoble
pototoes into onSoule
into
Mix in
plow.
frequentkv.
moshed
oven
Spreoclbuttered 9-inch pie tender. Stir beei
stirring
modierote
until
color,
s.
oil
serving
oi
in
sides
solod
loses red shell. Bolce
obout 4
pepper in o until meat
potato hot. Makes
into
piping
ture. Saute
pepper.
of until
Turnutes
soh ond15-20 min
P753f.1

I99
French Breadripizza Pkg.... •

available at Jim Adams stores
with Deli-Bakery
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AD ITEM POLICY. Each of these items is required to be readily
available for sale in each Kroger store except as specifically
noted in this ad. If we do run out of an advertised item, we will
offer you your choice of a comparable item when available
reflecting the same savings or a Raincheck which will allow you
tc purchase the advertised item at the advertised price within
30 days. Limit one vendor coupon per item

Items and prices in this ad effective
Wed., Sept. 4th, thru Tues., Sept. 10th, 1985 in

MURRAY KY
None sold to dealers. Limit right reserved
.
Copyright 1985. The Kroger Co.

With 7 Real

Delineate
WALT

CUT
REEN BEA'

So GOOD ITS RE-400111

Del Montc
RUlTçc1AIL
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PUDDING
CUP 'ANILL A
00-

PLEATED BOTTOM

RGE

Lay Ruffles
potat
Chips

e

b ROO

Coca
Cola

7 71/2 02. bag

16 oz.DM_(PWS DEP.)

99c

,
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Lets go Krogering for the best of everything including the

r

"OST CUTTF- price!
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Purina

_mate
• 81111 DOG

Hi-Pro
Dog
Food

HAMILL,
'
BUNS

Brigs

--*
.
I

WV wTC

-

r2C

"men a

MI

villu•LIRscvRaw— 1

sena
25lb.bag

Chunk

Eiltina,tc, Chick Light Tuna
en Of The Sea

Pi

"
Hi
toteth than any kadina do
•.4k.

12L(11.1 ks.1
u.-- —

-

61/2 oz.
can

El

11 Oz.Hot Dog or 13 Oz.Sandwich

Kroger Buns

69c

riFt
pkgs.

88c

Marie

Makes

Cry
Lie
Si
can

011

$1.00 OFF LABEL!
Regular or Unscented

Tide Detergent
147 oz.
box

$599

$.29

iF taarca
lnikewsiwaskes
Detergent 9V1

(French Style Green Beans
16 Oz. Cans_..2/S1.00)
Del Monte Cut

Golden
Corn

Green
Beans

17 oz.cans

16 oz. Caen

2
For

400

Del Ilmte

35C OFF LABEL!
Dishoasking Detergeat

Ivory
Liquid

Del Monte Whole Kernel
or Cream Style

Tomato Sauce
bd.19

46 oz.can

Fruit Cocktail

32 oz. bottle

89t no!
Del Baste

4LIzs
17u.
cam

Del Monte

Hawaiianomato
Punch
Catsup

$100
for

Del loots

n st

Assorted Flavors

Sweet Peas

79c

217

2 !it
btl
N.

Del lout,Puddle, is

Fruit Cups

$100

Cultured

CMS

11-ct.
Pad

Kroge
Butte

$129

;

4

Kraft ladialiaally
mos •

4

11111
:1

Kraft Quarters

100% Pure Frozen
Floridagold

_
Amerkan--514,- Parkay --11$12= - Orange-hi
Singles 3: _
Margarlie...a
knit

-

Nan

sharp
• $11-59- Dkit'Cheddar VB.L
Parkay

12 oz.
can

phi

riE
•

•

-28

• . .
•
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Pure vegetable

Pure Vegetable

Chef way Chef way
Shortening
Oil

aoszs_e‘

3lb.can
A D14440‘

48 oz. btl.

4"522

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A Kroger

Extra Large Eggs

69

Extra Long Grain

Riceland
Rice

dozen
Market Basket Grade'AN Large Eggs.-40z.73'

1
. 44
.- lemmummums000011(

. •)
thlres8 Quarts

Crystal
Light

Rakes 2 Ilairts liesueetesed

Kool-Aid 6 pigs

Country Oren Nam

99c

Angel Food 99C
Cake

Bates I Quarts Sugar Free

can $
9
2
9

Kool-Aid

1401.
pkg.

pig 52
69

'411161111P'

'
4 4

plyTowels
"
0111A4• v•

.
5
1

08800.1•
••••••

1011
Z
I KOL 0

2 Ply, 360 Ct., 202.5 Sq. Ft.
ill!' impel gleS irtg•

Cheese
Food

12 01
pig

Assorted Flavors

Fres. Pak

$129

Kroger Pickles

5201.
jar

99
'

Coronet
Tissue

r
.
qp
k •

Big K
Drinks

ookiSS

/00 Cook lc..

•.

bt„ 69c

Liiitil

2 liter

•

4 roll
pack

1
00

1111111
2 Ply, 115 Ct,79 St Ft

Cultured

Coestry Club

Kroger
Buttermilk

Ice
Milk

Assorted

1'1

gal
CU.

99'

Big Value
Cookies Nblz, 99
'

Comnet 35200
Towels t's°
•

-

MOWN alldIllille SINIC

Morton
Miners

_

male.
—J

Assorted Mann

MINA or MON

Morton
Morton
Pot Pies Fruit NOS
8on.
s.
.g2440.041.
pk
_ •

Frozen ie&O"

Birdseve Frozen

Bwdseve Frozen

Podding
Pops-

Cool
Whip

i2ct.p.

Cprn On
The Cob

12or.tub

4 ear pkg.

$100 $169 $219 $109: $119

99c

•
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CookinfoutRIGHT!with KrogerBone-a-fideBoqless

•

U D.A. Gra(
milli Pad

C ice Grain Fed Beef
-DA"
"

BONELESS

Fr)

Chuck
Roast

fiRrim FED
BEEFri‘
;

18
lb.
U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed
Reef Boneless

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Boneless

Sliced Quarter

Rib Eye
Steak

English
Roast

Pork
Loin

pound

pound

pound

$398

Fresh Pork Rcsast

281

Boston
Butt
pound

$119

149

Borwless
Att

Boneless

lb.

Boneless

(STEAKS...lb_ $1.29)

U.S.D.A. Uwe Gram Fed Beef Boneless

•

Cuoice Grain Fed Be

Chuck Steak or
Shoulder Roast

chun

Cube
Steak

lb

eldice Grain Fed Be

Nothing But 100% Pure Chopped Patties,
Chicken Oriental

ChiCken Francais

Ground Chuck or
Ground Round

.40
Tyson Regular, Nacho,
or Southern Fried

Tyson Fiesta,
Sweet & Sour or

Tyson Francais Or
Parmagiana or

Chicken
Chunks

Chicken
r orange

Chicken
Oriental

$289

12oz

pkg.

299

299

101/40;L$

Cost Cutter

Sliced
Bacon
$109

Boneless
Beef Briskel

lb

uncheon
All Varieties - Sliced
Serve'n Save

II

/ L Meats,oIcur
Meats

‘o•
t

vollOttiL

t

lb.
pkg.

lb

ifonly arid Jul

SAUSAGE
& BISCUITS
•

IX Tide!

Smoked
Sausage
• -•

-----

- ---

Or. TORN

- Chunk
Bologna
PAGE 4A

m$169
19e

IR. Torte, PaShalii Or

Turkey
Ham

$

oz.

49

IN Torte,
69)
lk

Whole
Hams

$159
Ik

Jimmy Dean
(2 Lb. Pkg....$3.37)

(Merl,0
Jimmy Dean

Country Sausage
Sausage & Biscu
$169

• .•

12•L$199

Jimmy Dean

Smoked
Sausage

&Via

Jun

$1

$1.9
lb.

-

7

----.,-- • 4

•

•

./

•

•

Ni/V.41••••••••011

•••••

1onglessChoice Crain FedBeefand Grade 'AIPoultry.
U MA.Grade 'A' Holly Farms
1 mily Pack Mixed Parts of

Whole Hickory

Frying

Smoked
Picnic

Chicken

o-

1111111111111Brompow
411110111r

ilt,

lb.

,h Pork RclaSt

John Morrell Golden Smoked
Fully Cooked Whole

IstOn
3utat

Boneless
Ham

pound

$169

'aced
Bacon
INe IMITM1

Beef
Franks

pound

a. $159

Mbe IMMO

119

Boneless
Sliced Ham

15
9

kKS...1b. $1.29)

$269

lesder.leeeksaiaseereeef

Join Morrell
Bologna

U.S.D.A. owe Gni. Fed Beef

Cube
Steak

airy size pxkage
lb.

Boneless
Beef Brisket

'eon
its
Ofti

b 89c
6•259
b 79c
$149

Pork
Sausage
Join Morrell

Boneless
1 9 Pork
Loin
B UY-ONE-CET-ONE-FREE

Shced
Save

•

5 LB. BOX ONLY' Frostier

Circle S Braid

U.S.D.A. Owe Gram Fed Beef Cry-O-Vac

Buy one 12 Oz.Pkg.of
Meat or Beef

Kroger Wieners
at the regular price of s139 and
get another 12 oz. pkg. absolutely

FREE!

•••••

Fres& ham

Pork
Roast
twiny Style Slab

Sliced
Bacon
Poul Raised Whole

$229

Fresh
Catfish

lb

Smoked
Sausage

a

Ku;Csttos

Sliced
Bacon
Wahl Farm Freya

Link
Sausage

1201

Beaty Turkey Dr11111StICIIS or

Turkey
Wings
Fresh
Perch
Fillets

99
a$2

'

It,
PrankS

95

.10a.

1MMINIMM-P -

an

ted
Dee

99

iseety **cheesy
isosja.$1.79
Bryan llot Dinner Franks or

Juicy
Jumbo
5169

4scaylimpzIlleaterlIsef

Regular Meat,
Not Or Beef

Bryan Regular,
Beef or Kielbasa

Bryan
Bologna

Smoked
Sausage

120L$139

ita. $199

Variety
Pack

12a*199
PIO

(12 z Mt SS.191.

41#

Pickles

, •.
•'T.,.••••,4•3,9.1111.4•10fi

Woe Bayer

These Fasts...Ilk ric)
ubRkb

Cooked
Ham

Turkey
Franks

sz$169

79c

lb.
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KROGER DELI COUPON'

worth $1°00ff

14.

the purchase of One •

International Cake40250401

These are layer Cakes made fresh in our Store.
Spoose from8 Varieties,including Creme DeWitt or Swiss mocha

— or —

Quarter Sheet

Birthday Cake

(0250402)
One coupon per purchase Subfect to applicable taxes.
Coupon expires September 10, 1985.
,
.

Sugar, Oatmeal Raisin, Peanut Butter Or
Chocolate Chip

Fresh Cookies

•

doz

frisk

.,400 414
%,
''

A

"

$199

Glazed Donuts
Take N Bake(Fresh Never Aneali

Cheese Pizzas

$139

2

for

$500
ti

Ajo V
'Ow 1,•• A

•

RUM NAMUREAT STORES MTN CHEESE SHOPPES
Red Wan

Hoop Cheese

•

IlL

$299

Cuir•-•

INJUSLE DSO AT STOWS IPTII ORIAINEERWS

\

Available 11 &M.til 8 RM.

Your Choice!
Boiled Ham or Gourmet

Wishbone Grade It 8-Piece

•

Turkey
Breast

3

,

Chocolate Fudge,Cherry Delight or

Fried
Chicken
Szy

Coconut
Cake

lb.

each

includes: 2 Breasts,2 Wings,2 Legs 8 2 Thighs

INF

Vier
MS.
(.110KY

RAGU
4PPLE

GPfigRiM

JUICE

Cr CV
P'

AL I •
Lucky Leaf

Lucky Leaf
Regular

Apple
Juice

Lucky Leaf
Old Fashioned

Apple
Sauce

3202.tuft

2S oz.jar

Natural
Apple Sauce
SO oz.jar

79t 69c 449

Ragu Traditional, Cardenstyle,
or Homestvie

Enriched

Spaghetti
Sauce

Ronco
Spaghetti

79
$.
1

..59t

320z.
jar

-••••••
7.)4

Macaroni
Ctlkdar

4--

Post Oates.Raisins I Walnuts
or Mountain Trail

•

Fruit N Fibre
- Cereal

Post Tropical Feu* or.
Harvest Meat"

Fruit N Fibre
- - Cereal -:
Si
69

1114111.
11.1

1110E
Page 61
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•
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Golden Grain

Macaroni
&Cheddar

oo

$11

Al varieties

Rice-ARold

7-9C

Ii

I.

•

••••.

.7 777
.
. • ;:.
..174.
.7
,`1

"
ITire_1140
'
41".

;
--..4.
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. ..

—.....4.- 404,...,....."L....r---..

....• 4
,
.. .../
''S.S4,.---/-41.414
••••••........
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•
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•

Print Film Developing Special
Single Set of
Prptave5eUsectial

For 110, 126, 135 and Disc Film.

C-41 process Film only.

12 exp.
roll
15 exp.
disc
24 exp.
roll
36 exp
. roll

$197

*Supper SavingS

Order
uble Prints at the ime
of developing and you pay only...

12 exp. roll.

. 297
f361

5267 15 exp disc
$387 24
exp. roll
5567
36 exp. roll

5487
$667

One Stop Shopping with Country Fair Savings
lam la

KROGER COST CUTTER COUPONK,'
l91)1
"
.
11 1 el II

1.
PRIFE

Cprrectol
-A X 12C-IVE

•

The
Women's
Gentle
Laxative
Fo.

32 oz. bottle of
1,1
HR System Concentrated;

_
Carpet Cleaner;

non mew* milt

When you rent the
HR "steam" Cleaner
at your local Kroger
Store.(025D-403)

The Woman's Gentle Laxative

Correctol Tablets

Available at stores with HR Rental machines.

I
9
9
Limit one coupon per bottle per rental
Expires September 10 1985

30 et.
Pkg.

..4•4
;
04044,
Or TOUR

Reg.or Extra Body
Conditioner or _

Aerosol or Pump
Reg. or X-Hold

Reg. or Extra Hold

Finesse
Finesse Finesse
Shampoo Hair Spray Mousse

Conditioner or

For Comfortable Shaves

Skin Lotion

Agree
Shampoo

Edge
Gel
$149
702.

Soft
Sense
$159
10 oz.

i .z_ 5209 $209 $2i9 $209
7 oz.
can

bit

Re., Risk, or Frisk

Old
Spice Stick

2/
1
2Si.

5 Oz.

can

15 oz.
btt

can

btl

Mien Fresh lit off label)

$147

Signal Mouthwash

2461
kt1

$2
19

nick
New!With Fluoride Reg or Gel

Aim
Toothpaste

Reg or Roll-On

Lady's
Choice
2 oz.
size

=5119

$177

Soft. medium or Hard

Pepsodent
Toothbrushes

Lloscootet, Ito ot Fres', Soot

Lady's Choice Solid

2 oz
stick

anni
namm.,dent

$177

$109
,
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Thompson White

California Jo*Peaches or

California Jumbo 4 Size

Seedless
Grapes

Red
Nectarines

Honeydew
Melons

pound
68c

pound

711t

Plen Crop" All Pirpose

Jonathan
Apples

3
a

99c
lb

89c

Uremia Besc craws sr led

Bartlett Pears

lb

1101 Bohm

Yellow Onions
%Mere rendre

Sweet Potatoes

Country
Fair

Yellow or White "lo Hog"

taiffenira

Black Plums

5169

lb

3 baq

69c
99c
39c

Sweet
Corn (Tr"

Pa
5

for
"
ear

19c

Califenta Fmk
Urge
hen

Broccoli

Del Bart,1/2 QZ. Ctn.

Mini

79c

Raisins
waste

Wales Fresh

Green Beans
Creek Medi

Yellow Squash
U.S. OSA All linlese

Red Potatoes

Seedless Raisins

69c
49c
is .1% sig9
lb

Id Neste Dried Aioncets or

Oiled Peaches
Del Mete Dried

Mixed Fruit
Id Nate

Pitted Prunes

ct.

99c
5. $11.9
$1.9
$1.9
$169
1st
Pat
sz_
Mg-

12 st

oat

Chunk Dry Beef Flavored
F ATM BOTTOM

Alpo
Dog Food

39

slb,

_

bag

Liver Snaps

_

gal 1.3110 kitting

Garbage sect. $179 lira„ist 89C
NB
113gs

_
.

•
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....... i4 -.•• ...... Ai ..• ...• la. go
,
...,'
.
.a.- ..... .,:ft .R,
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' 4.
S.
..;ta,.1,...- I.:

594

6 Oz.
an.

Glad Emmy Pack

Trask
Bags

'

t
imav$1159
i
a
$199
2"1:

Alpo WNW

Dog Food

"IL

39e

•
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